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Abstract
Helena Mihaljevic-Brandt
In this dissertation we discuss various current problems in holomorphic 
dynamics. We give a transcendental analogue to Douady’s theorem which 
states that if /  is a polynomial of degree >  2 with connected Julia set J { f )  
then every periodic point in J'(f)  is the landing point of at least one and 
at most finitely many dynamic rays, each of which is periodic. We prove 
exactly the same conclusion for a large class of transcendental entire maps, 
including all geometrically finite maps with finite order of growth.
Furthermore, we show that under more restrictive conditions, this result 
can be considerably strengthened: if /  is a strongly subhyperbolic tran­
scendental entire map, then there is a hyperbolic map g : z i—> f(\ z)  with 
connected Fatou set, and a semiconjugacy $  between g and /  on their Julia 
sets. Moreover, <3> restricts to a conjugacy between the escaping sets of g and 
/ .  This result enables us to describe the Julia set of any strongly subhyper­
bolic map /  as a quotient of the Julia set of a particularly simple hyperbolic 
map in the same parameter space. We obtain two interesting corollaries: The 
escaping set of every strongly subhyperbolic map is disconnected, answering 
in particular a question by W. Bergweiler. Furthermore, it follows for a large 
class of strongly subhyperbolic maps, including all such maps of finite order, 
that their Julia set is a pinched Cantor bouquet, consisting of dynamic rays 
and their endpoints.
In the last part of the thesis, we consider nonescaping-hyperbolic func­
tions. We prove that if a holomorphic family of entire maps is approximated 
in a dynamically sensible way by a sequence of holomorphic families of en­
tire functions, then the nonescaping-hyperbolic components in the respective 
parameter spaces converge as kernels. Similar results are known for more re­
strictive (explicit) cases and we embed the underlying ideas in a much more 
general and natural context.
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11 Introduction
This thesis lies in the area of (1-dimensional) holomorphic dynamics —  the 
study of the behaviour of iterated holomorphic maps on Riemann surfaces -  
including rational maps on the Riemann sphere C as well as entire functions on 
C. The focus of this work will be transcendental entire maps. The objects of 
main dynamical interest are the Fatou set T ( f )  of the map / ,  defined as the 
maximal open set where the iterates { / n} neN form a normal family in the sense 
of Montel, and its complement the Julia set J ( /) .
The first fundamental results in iteration theory of holomorphic functions were 
achieved in the early 20th century. The mathematicians Pierre Fatou and Gas­
ton Julia are considered to be the “principal fathers” of holomorphic dynamics, 
where especially Fatou’s memoires [Fatl9] are universally regarded as the fount 
of the modern theory. In the beginnings, the main focus was the global study 
of iterated rational maps, often in connection with functional equations. Nev­
ertheless, Fatou was able to transfer some of his results to transcendental entire 
functions. Some of his observations led to intense research interest that is still 
active to this day. For instance, in the Julia sets of certain explicit functions, 
he discovered curves consisting of points which tend to infinity under iteration; 
it was proved just recently that this phenomenon occurs in a very general set­
ting [RRRS]. Following a period lasting several decades where there was little 
research output, holomorphic dynamics received much attention in the 1980’s. 
Various groundbreaking results, such as Sullivan’s theorem on the absence of 
wandering domains in rational dynamics, and Douady and Hubbard’s work on 
the Mandelbrot set, energized the development of the field. The invention of 
computer algorithms that made it possible to visualize highly complicated dy­
namical behaviour gave the progress an additional drive.
At that time, the main focus was still centred on the study of rational dynamics. 
The description of the escaping set
1( f )  : = { z e  C : lim f n(z) =  oo}
n ^ oo '
of a map /  has played an important role, in particular in polynomial dynamics: 
the escaping set 1(f)  of a polynomial /  (of degree d >  2) constitutes an open 
subset of the Fatou set, while the Julia set equals the boundary of 1(f)-  Fur­
thermore, when J ( f )  is connected, which is the case if and only if no (finite)
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singular value escapes to oo, the so-called Böttcher isomorphism maps 1(f)  
onto the exterior of the closed unit disk D, conjugating /  and z zd. The 
curves that arise as preimages of straight rays from c©  to oo under d>/ are 
called dynamic rays; they provide a natural foliation of the escaping set of such 
a polynomial, thus the landing behaviour of dynamic rays, i.e., their limiting 
behaviour within C, is strongly connected to the structure of the Julia set.
The invention of dynamic rays as a tool in complex dynamics goes back to 
Douady and Hubbard [Dou93]. One can say that since then, dynamic rays, and 
their landing properties in particular, have been an essential ingredient in the 
success of polynomial dynamics. One of the fundamental results in this area, 
which goes back to Douady, states that each repelling or parabolic periodic 
point of a polynomial with connected Julia set is the landing point of at least 
one and at most finitely many periodic dynamic rays [Mil06, Theorem 18.11]. It 
was one of the main goals of this thesis to establish an analogy to this theorem 
for transcendental entire maps.
For a transcendental entire function / ,  oo is an essential singularity. The effect 
of this is that the escaping set of /  is no longer open, hence there is no conformal 
isomorphism near oo —  like the Böttcher isomorphism — that would induce a 
foliation of 1(f )  with curves to oo. Nevertheless, it has long been known that 
for certain classes of transcendental entire functions there exist curves in the 
escaping set which can be seen as analogs of dynamic rays [DGH86, DT86]. 
These curves are often referred to as hairs, but here we will call them dynamic 
rays of /  to stress the analogy to the polynomial case.
Eremenko was the hrst to perform a systematical exploration of the escaping set 
of (non-explicit) transcendental entire functions [Ere89]. Among other results, 
he proved that the escaping set 1( f )  of such a function is never empty and 
that —  as for polynomials — J ( f )  =  dl ( f ) .  He also showed that in many 
cases, including all maps that are of interest in this thesis, the stronger relation 
J ( f )  =  1(f )  holds, which is in stark contrast to the behaviour of polynomials. 
Furthermore, he asked whether curves in the escaping set, like those that had 
already been observed by Fatou, occur in general, that is, whether the escaping 
set of an arbitrary transcendental entire function /  has the property that every 
point in 1(f )  can be connected to oo by a curve in 1(f).  Recently Rottenfußer, 
Rückert, Rempe and Schleicher [RRRS] proved that for a large class of maps, 
containing every finite order transcendental entire function whose set of singular
3values is bounded, the escaping set consists of dynamic rays and (some of) their 
endpoints. This provides us with a large class of functions where we can study 
the topology of Julia sets by looking at landing properties of dynamic rays. This 
approach to the study of Julia sets and escaping sets has been used with great 
success in certain families of transcendental entire maps such as the exponential 
family E\(z) =  \ez or the cosine family Fa^ {z) =  aez +  be~z.
The underlying intention of this dissertation is to broaden the knowledge of 
topological dynamics, first obtained for certain explicit families of transcenden­
tal entire maps, to more general classes of functions. We start with the following 
natural question suggested by Douady’s theorem for polynomials and the re­
sults of [RRRS]. Suppose that /  is a finite order entire function whose singular 
set S ( f ) is bounded, and suppose also that S ( f ) fl 1(f )  =  0. Is every repelling 
or parabolic periodic point of /  the landing point of a periodic ray of / ?  Even 
for exponential and cosine maps, this question is still open — a partial result on 
exponential maps can be found in [Rem06]. However, Schleicher and Zimmer 
[SZ03] obtained a positive answer for exponential maps satisfying certain dy­
namical assumptions. In Chapter 4, we generalize this statement, under similar 
conditions, to a much larger class of transcendental entire functions. We call a 
map f  geometrically finite if S ( f ) Cl T ( f )  is compact and if the intersection of 
the postsingular set P ( f )  and J ( f ) is finite.
T heorem  1 .1  (Periodic points are landing points). Let f  be geometrically finite 
and assume that f  has finite order. Then, for any repelling or parabolic periodic 
point z of f , there is a periodic dynamic ray landing at z.
In fact, the conditions that /  is geometrically finite and has finite order can be 
weakened, as we will see in Chapter 4.
Theorem 1.1 implies in particular that each singular value in the Julia set of 
a map /  to which the theorem applies is the landing point of some periodic 
dynamic ray. Using these rays, we define a dynamically natural partition of the 
Julia set, as done for exponential and cosine maps in [SZ03, Sch07a], which is 
useful for studying the topological dynamics of /  in combinatorial terms. As 
our main application, we prove in Chapter 5 the remaining part of the analogy 
to Douady’s theorem.
T heorem  1 .2 . Let f  be a geometrically finite map for which every periodic 
point in J ( f )  is the landing point of a periodic ray. Then every periodic point
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in J ( f )  is the landing point of at most finitely many (periodic) dynamic rays.
Under more restrictive function-theoretic conditions, Theorem 1.1 can be con­
siderably strengthened. Indeed, if /  =  Fafi : z aez +be~z is a cosine map 
that is postcritically strictly preperiodic, i.e., for which both critical values are 
strictly preperiodic, then Schleicher showed in [Sch07a] that every point z € C 
is either on a dynamic ray or the landing point of a dynamic ray. In Chap­
ter 6 we generalize this result to any strongly subhyperbolic function /  of finite 
order. (A function is said to be subhyperbolic if it is geometrically finite and 
has no parabolic cycles; /  is called strongly subhyperbolic if it is subhyperbolic, 
J ( f )  contains no asymptotic values and the degree of /  on 3 ( f )  is uniformly 
bounded.) More precisely, the following result which can be considered as the 
main achievement in the present work (with many interesting implications) de­
scribes the Julia set of any strongly subhyperbolic entire function as a quotient 
of the Julia set of a particularly simple nonescaping-hyperbolic function in the 
same parameter space. (An entire map /  is called nonescaping-hyperbolic if 
P ( f )  is a compact subset of F( f ) - )
T heorem  1.3. Let f  be a strongly subhyperbolic transcendental entire map, and 
let A 6 €  be such that g(z) := f(\ z ) is nonescaping-hyperbolic with connected 
Fatou set. Then there exists a continuous surjection 0 : 3 (g )  —► 3 ( f ) ,  such 
that
f{<t>{z)) =  <t>(g(z))
for all z G 3(g) -  Moreover, 0 restricts to a homeomorphism between the escap­
ing sets 1(g) and 1(f) .
The hypothesis will be automatically satisfied whenever A is sufficiently small. 
Also, any two maps g and g' as in the theorem are quasiconformally conjugate 
on their Julia sets [Rem], so it will be sufficient to prove the theorem for any 
such map.
A nonescaping-hyperbolic transcendental entire map with connected Fatou set 
is said to be of disjoint type. For simple families, such a s z n  Asinh^, the 
dynamics of functions of disjoint type is well-understood. Hence Theorem 1.3 
extends this understanding to all strongly subhyperbolic functions in these fam­
ilies. This has the following particularly interesting consequence: While it is
5well-known that the Julia set J ( f )  of a transcendental entire function /  can 
be the whole complex plane, as far as we know, there is no function with this 
property for which the topological dynamics has been completely understood. 
Theorem 1.3 provides such a description for all such maps that are strongly sub­
hyperbolic, including functions such as z i—» 7r sinh z. For this particular map, 
we will elaborate a detailed description of the topological dynamics in Chapter 
6.5.
It is known that two distinct exponential maps with (strictly) preperiodic asymp­
totic values are not conjugate on their escaping sets [Rem06]. This rigidity is 
caused by the interference of the asymptotic value with the topology of the es­
caping set. Rempe asked whether two postcritically strictly preperiodic cosine 
maps can be conjugate on their escaping sets [Rem06, Question 12.1]. Theorem 
1.3 and the mentioned result in [Rem] on disjoint type maps give an affirmative 
answer to this question.
Furthermore, we give an answer to the question of Bergweiler (personal commu­
nication) whether the escaping set of a postcritically strictly preperiodic cosine 
map is connected: this is not the case. More generally, it is known that the 
escaping set of a disjoint type map is always disconnected, so we obtain the 
following corollary, settling Bergweiler’s question for all strongly subhyperbolic 
maps.
C orollary 1.4. The escaping set of a strongly subhyperbolic transcendental en­
tire function is disconnected.
Moreover, it is known that the Julia set of any map of disjoint type and finite 
order is a Cantor bouquet [Bar07], i.e., it is homeomorphic to a straight brush 
in the sense of [A093].
C orollary 1.5. Let f  be a strongly subhyperbolic map of finite order. Then 
J { f )  is a pinched Cantor bouquet; that is, the quotient of a Cantor Bouquet 
by a closed equivalence relation defined on its endpoints.
In fact, similar to Theorem 1.1, the assumption of finite order can be weakened 
using results from [RRRS]. For instance, Corollary 1.5 is true for every strongly 
subhyperbolic map that can be written as a finite composition of finite order 
maps with bounded singular sets.
Every pinched Cantor bouquet as in Corollary 1.5 consists of dynamic rays
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and their endpoints [RRRS]. Hence this implies the following result on landing 
behaviour of dynamic rays.
C orollary 1.6. Let f  be as in Corollary 1.5. Then every dynamic ray of f  
lands and every point in J { f )  is either on a dynamic ray or the landing point 
of a dynamic ray.
As aforementioned, when /  is supposed to be a cosine map Fa^b(z) =  aez +be~z 
with strictly preperiodic critical values, Corollary 1.6 has already been shown 
by Schleicher [Sch07a]. Nonetheless, his results do not explain the topological 
embedding of the escaping set of such a map in the complex plane.
For nonescaping-hyperbolic maps, Theorem 1.3 is due to Rempe, and our proof 
is in the spirit of the ideas presented in [Rem], However, the attempt to transfer 
the construction in the nonescaping-hyperbolic case to the setting of strongly 
subhyperbolic maps fails due to the existence of singular values in Julia sets. 
This obstruction is overcome by studying Julia sets as subsets of hyperbolic 
Riemann orbifolds. These can be thought of as images of D under branched 
coverings, for which the set of critical values is discrete and “tame”. This yields a 
description of a Riemann orbifold as a Riemann surface together with a discrete 
set of ramified points, each of which has finite ramification value. The use of 
orbifolds in dynamics goes back to Thurston and has been used with great 
success by Douady and Hubbard in their work on subhyperbolic rational maps. 
The following result is not only crucial for the proof of Theorem 1.3 but also 
interesting in its own right, since it provides us with a global estimate of the 
hyperbolic metric on certain hyperbolic Riemann orbifolds.
Theorem  1.7. Let K  > 1 and let Zi be an infinite sequence of points satisfying 
\zj\ < \zj+i\ <  K\zj\. Let O be the complex plane C whose ramified points are 
the points Zi with ramification value 2.
Then the density po(z) of the hyperbolic metric on O satisfies
— 7—- < 0 (|js|) as z —> 00.
Po{z)
The adoption of successful concepts from rational or polynomial iteration into 
the transcendental case — as done in the proof of Theorem 1.3 — is a general 
strategy in holomorphic dynamics. The roots of this approach seem to lie in the 
approximation of transcendental entire maps by polynomials. Perhaps the most
7prominent such example is the approximation of the exponential family E\(z) =  
A ez by the polynomials Pn,\{z) =  A (1 +  z/n)n, as first investigated by Devaney, 
Goldberg and Hubbard [DGH86]. The result was a nice connection between 
the respective parameter spaces: the authors proved pointwise convergence of 
nonescaping-hyperbolic components (i.e., connected components of the set of 
those A € C for which E\ or Pd,x- respectively, is nonescaping-hyperbolic) as well 
as convergence of certain external rays to curves called “hairs” in exponential 
parameter space (see also [BDH+00]). One could say that this point of view 
has provided an important conceptional basis for much subsequent work on the 
exponential family.
For such strong connections to hold, it is crucial that — as in the above example 
-  the sets of singular values do not have too much freedom during the iteration 
process. In Chapter 7, we embed the underlying approximation idea into a gen­
eral setup. We introduce a metric Xdyn on the space Hol£(C) of all nonconstant, 
nonlinear entire maps, which is dynamically more sensible in the sense that two 
maps are close in this metric if their locally uniform distance and the Hausdorff 
distance between their sets of singular values is small. We will say that (families 
of) maps converge dynamically if they converge with respect to ydyn. Now, let 
M  be a complex manifold. For every n e N U {o o } let ,Pn =  {/„_A} c  Hol£(C) 
be a family of entire functions that depend holomorphically on A £ M. Assume 
that for every n, the singular values of all maps in form bounded sets and 
are holomorphically parametrized by M, and that —■> dynamically. Our
main result on this topic is the following.
T heorem  1.8. If H is a kernel of a sequence of nonescaping-hyperbolic com­
ponents of & n, then exactly one of the following statements holds:
(■i) The map f\ £ is not nonescaping-hyperbolic for any A £ H .
{ii) There is a nonescaping-hyperbolic component H^  of such that H  =
tfoc.
A kernel of a sequence of open connected subsets of M  is defined in a similar 
fashion as for domains in C, i.e., in the sense of Caratheodory.
Theorem 1.8 is a natural generalization of work by Krauskopf and Kriete who 
studied nonescaping-hyperbolic maps with finitely many singular values [KK97]. 
The first case in Theorem 1.8 does indeed occur. Nevertheless, parameters that
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belong to a kernel define maps which exhibit certain stability. Under the same 
assumptions and notations as in Theorem 1.8 we prove the following result.
T heorem  1.9. Let A belong to a kernel H. Then f\ E is a J-stable 
function.
Given an entire function /  together with a sequence of entire maps / „  for which 
Xdyn ifnt / )  —► 0 when n —> oc, there is a natural way —  using quasiconformal 
equivalence classes —  to construct suitable holomorphic families , ? n 3 f n that 
satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1.8. For a lot of explicit functions, including 
many examples that have been of particular dynamical interest in the last few 
decades, non-trivial approximations in the sense of Xdyn are known.
Structure of the thesis
Chapter 2 contains introductory and background material that is fundamental 
for the understanding of the thesis. Most concepts and results stated in this 
part are well-known; a proof is given for those statements for which a reference 
could not be located. Since the theorems presented in this dissertation address 
various types of holomorphic maps, we found it crucial to present in a separate 
section those classes of maps that are of main interest to us; this is the contents 
of Chapter 3. The organization of the subsequent chapters reflects the order 
in which the results are presented in the introduction: the goal of Chapter 4 is 
to show that, for a large class of maps, every periodic point in the Julia set is 
the landing point of a periodic dynamic ray. Chapter 5 addresses the remaining 
part of the analogy to Douady’s polynomial theorem, namely the proof that 
at most finitely many rays land at every such point. Section 6 is devoted to 
the description of the dynamics of strongly subhyperbolic maps using functions 
of disjoint type. Finally, in Section 7, we consider holomorphic families of 
entire maps and study the behaviour of nonescaping-hyperbolic components in 
parameter spaces during dynamically sensible approximation. Since each of the 
main chapters can be considered independently, we will discuss possible open 
questions and problems at the end of each section rather than at the end of the 
thesis.
The fact that the presented results address different classes of maps is certainly 
an additional difficulty for the reader. Although our main focus clearly centres 
on transcendental entire maps, polynomials will play a role as well, and some
9of our constructions will be purely local. Furthermore, some of the terms we 
introduce for transcendental entire maps already exist for rational functions but 
without having the same implications, which is why we will sometimes reflect 
on the rational case as well. However, we will state at the beginning of every 
section the type of maps that is subsequently studied. We will also frequently 
remind the reader of the assumed setting.
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2 Preliminaries
2.1 Notations
The complex plane, the Riemann sphere and the punctured plane are denoted 
by C, C :=  C U {oo } and C* :=  C\{0}, respectively. We write O for the unit 
disk and S'1 := 5D for the unit circle; B* :=  O \ {0 } is the punctured disk. We 
denote the upper half-plane by H := { z  G C : Imz >  0}. A Euclidean disk 
centred at c G C with radius r is denoted by Dr(c). For two sets A, B  C C 
we use the notation dist(A, B)  for the Euclidean distance between A and B. If 
A  C C then we denote the boundary and the closure of A  relative to the complex 
plane by dA and A , respectively. Sometimes, we will require these operators 
relative to the sphere C; in such a case, we will write dA for the boundary and 
A  for the closure of A. If B  is an open subset of the complex plane, we will 
write A <s B  if the set A is compactly contained in B , i.e., if A is a compact set 
contained in B. For a set A  C C the fill-in of A  is defined as the union of A 
and the bounded components of C \ A. If M  is a metric space then we denote 
the e-neighbourhood of a set A C M  by Ue(A). The derived set of a set A  C C 
is the set of all finite limit points of A  and will be denoted by A\ If A C C is 
an open set and 7  : [f0, 00) — > C is a curve with lim^oo 7 (t) =  00, then we say 
that 7 is eventually contained in A if some tail 7 |[t,oo), t >  t0, of 7  is contained 
in A. For a finite sequence (nz) of natural numbers we write lcm {nj} for their 
least common multiple.
We denote by Hol(C) the space of all maps that are entire, i.e., holomorphic 
everywhere in C. Every such map is either a polynomial or a transcendental 
entire function. In this dissertation, we will mainly consider the space HoT(C) 
of all nonconstant, nonlinear functions /  e Hol(C). We will be particularly 
interested in transcendental entire maps; polynomials will only be considered 
in Chapter 7. However, the basic definitions will be given for all entire maps.
2.2 Background on hyperbolic geometry
A domain (i.e., an open connected set) U C C is called hyperbolic if C \ U 
contains at least two points. The hyperbolic metric on U is the unique complete 
conformal Riemannian metric on U of constant curvature —1 . We denote the
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density of the hyperbolic metric on U by pu(z). To each rectifiable curve 7  : 
(a, b) —> U we assign the hyperbolic length ¿u(l) '■= f. Pu(z)\dz\ of 7 . For any 
two points z,w e  U the hyperbolic distance du(z,w) is the smallest hyperbolic 
length of a curve connecting z and w in U.
Let /  : V  —» U be a holomorphic function between two hyperbolic domains. 
We denote the derivative of /  with respect to the hyperbolic metric of U (where 
defined) by
\\Df(z)\\v : = \ f ' ( z ) \ - ^ l ^ .
Note that this expression is only meaningful when VC\U ^  0. We say that /  is a 
contraction for the respective hyperbolic metrics if pv(z) > Pu(f(z))  • \f'(z )\ f°r 
every z e  V. If equality holds then we say that /  is a local isometry. If pv(z ) > 
pu(f (z) )  ■ \f'{z)\ for all z e  V  then we say that /  is a strict contraction. Note 
that a local isometry does not necessarily preserve distances; more precisely, 
if f  : V  —> U is a local isometry then dv(z,w) =  du( f ( z ) , f (w) )  whenever 
z and w are sufficiently close but in general, only the inequality dv (z,w)  > 
du(f ( z ) , f (w) )  holds.
T heorem  2.1 (Pick’s theorem, [Mil06, Theorem 2.11]). A holomorphic map 
f  : V  —> U between two hyperbolic domains does not increase the respective 
hyperbolic metrics. In fact, it is a local isometry if and only if f  is a covering 
map; otherwise f  is a strict contraction.
Pick’s theorem shows in particular that if V  C [/, then pv(z) > Pu(z ) f°r all 
z 6 V. In this case, the derivative of a covering map /  : V  —> U satisfies 
\\Df(z)\\u > 1.
We will use the following standard estimates on the density of the hyperbolic 
metric of a domain U C C [Mil06, Corollary A 8]:
2 • dist(z, dU) <  Pu(z) <
2
dist(z, dU) ’
(2. 1)1
where the inequality on the left-hand side holds if U is simply-connected.
By the Uniformization Theorem [Hub06, Theorem 1.1.1], any hyperbolic domain 
U is conformally isomorphic to a quotient of the form D/r, where T is a Fuchsian 
group acting on D.
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Let 7r : D —> U be a universal covering map. A geodesic on U is the image of 
a geodesic on D. (A curve 7 C D is a geodesic on D if and only if 7  is an arc 
of a circle orthogonal to S'1.) If g is a geodesic connecting two points z,w  £ U, 
then g has minimal hyperbolic length among curves connecting 2 and w in the 
same homotopy class (understood relative dU).
Suppose that w is an isolated point of dU ; such a point is called a puncture of 
U. By [Hub06, Proposition 3.8.9], there exists a covering map p : D* —► U such 
that p extends to a continuous map from D to C which sends 0 to re, and such 
that, for sufficiently small e > 0, the restriction p : De(0) \ { 0} —» U is one-to- 
one. If e has this property, then the simple closed curve h£(ui) := p (c® £(0)) is 
called a horocycle at w, the component He(w) of U \ h£(w) whose boundary is 
h£{w) U {u>} is called a horosphere at w.
It will often be important to know that we can replace any curve by a geodesic 
in the same homotopy class. The following statement is well-known.
P roposition  2.2. Let U C C be a finitely-connected hyperbolic domain and 
suppose that 7  : [0, 00] —> U is a curve with 7 ( (0, 00)) C U. Then there exists 
a unique geodesic g of U that is homotopic to 7 .
Sketch of proof. Let 7 be such a curve with endpoints p and q, and let 7  be a 
lift of 7  to its universal cover D. By [EM88, Lemma 2.1], 7  has well-defined 
endpoints, say p and q. (In the case when p and q belong to U or are punctures, 
this follows directly.) Replace 7  by the unique geodesic g with the same end­
points. Let us now consider the projection g of g to U. We can assume that U 
has a nontrivial boundary component; otherwise, U would have only punctures, 
and since every geodesic in D enters every horocycle at the endpoint in <9D, 
every such geodesic projects to a curve ending in the puncture. By a standard 
trick, we can map U conformally to a bounded domain. The statement then 
follows from Lindelof’s theorem [CL04, Theorem 2.3]. □
The following result states that geodesics on hyperbolic domains will stay away 
from the punctures.
Lem m a 2.3 ([Jor82, Lemma 2]). Let U be a hyperbolic domain and let w be a 
puncture of U . There exists £ >  0 such that each simple geodesic entering the 
horosphere He(w) ends at the point w.
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2.3 Background on function theory and dynamics
Throughout this paragraph, we will assume that /  G HoT(C). Denote by f n 
the n-th iterate of /  : C —> C. We say that a point z G C is a periodic point 
of /  if there exists an integer n > 1 such that f n(z) =  z. The smallest n with 
this property is called the period of z. A periodic point of period one is called 
a fixed point. We call a point z preperiodic under /  if some image f n(z ), n >  1, 
of 2 is periodic. Note that every periodic point is also preperiodic. To avoid 
confusion, we say that a point 2 is strictly preperiodic if it is preperiodic but 
not periodic. Let 2 be a periodic point of /  of period n. The set 0 + (z) := 
{z, f ( z ) , . . . ,  f n~1(z)}  of all forward images of z is called the (forward) orbit 
or cycle of z, or simply a periodic orbit or periodic cycle. (More generally, we 
denote the forward orbit of any set C  C C under /  by 0 +(C) := |J„>0 f n{C).) 
We call pb(z) :=  (f n)'(z) the multiplier of the periodic point z. Since p ( f l(z)) =  
p(z)  for all i, we can assign to every periodic cycle a unique multiplier.
A periodic point z is called attracting if 0 < |//(,z)| < 1, indifferent if |//(z)| =  1 
and repelling if \p(z)\ > 1. An attracting periodic point z is called superattract- 
ing if n{z) =  0. We denote the union of all attracting periodic points of /  by 
A ttr(/). Since the multiplier of an indifferent periodic point is of the from e2mt 
with 0 < t < 1 , we can distinguish between rationally and irrationally indiffer­
ent points, according to whether t is rational or not. A rationally indifferent 
periodic point is also called parabolic. We denote the union of all parabolic 
cycles of /  by Par(/).
If Z  is an attracting periodic cycle of /  of period n, then the basin of attraction 
or attracting basin of Z is the open set A(Z)  consisting of all points z G C 
for which the successive iterates f n(z), f 2n( z ) , . . .  converge to some point of 
Z. If w G Z  then the component A*(w) of A(Z)  that contains w is called the 
immediate basin of attraction of w. (The immediate basin A*(Z)  of the cycle 
Z  is then the union of the immediate basins of the points in Z.) Analogously, 
we define parabolic (immediate) basins. We denote the set of all points that 
converge to an attracting cycle of /  by A (f ) ;  V ( f )  denotes the set of all points 
that converge nontrivially to a parabolic cycle of / .
The local degree deg( /,  z0) of /  at the point z0 G C is the unique integer n =  
n(zo) > 1 such that
f ( z )  — f(zo)  +  an(z — zo)n +  0 ( ( z  — z0)n+1)
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for z —> zo, where an ^  0. A critical value of /  is the image of a point c with 
deg(/, c) > 1 ; such a point c is called a critical point. The set of all critical 
values of /  is denoted by C(f ) .  A (finite) asymptotic value of /  is a point 
a £ C for which there exists a curve 7  : (0, 00) —> C with 7 (t) —► 00 as t —► 00 
such that lim^oo / ( 7 (f)) =  a. We will write A ( / )  for the set of all asymptotic 
values of / .  If /  is a polynomial then one can easily find a constant 77  such 
that for any r > 77, the set {z  £ C : |z| > r }  is mapped into itself. Hence a 
polynomial has no asymptotic values. Furthermore, if /  is transcendental entire 
and tn is a (Picard) exceptional value of / ,  i.e., the equation f { z ) =  w has at 
most finitely many solutions z, then w £ A ( f )  [GO70, Chapter 5, Theorem 1 .1]. 
The set of singular values S ( f ) of /  is the smallest closed subset of C such that 
/  : C \ f ~ 1(S(f ) )  —► C \S(f)  is a covering map. It is obvious from the definitions 
that C ( f )U A ( f )  C S(f) .  Conversely, using lifting arguments, one can show that 
S ( f )  =  C ( f ) U A (f )  (see e.g. [Eps97, Section 3, p.15] or [GK86, Lemma 1.1]). 
Furthermore, if / ,  g are entire functions, then S(g o / )  =  5(^|/(c)) U g(S(f ) ) .  
A  point 2 ^ S(f )  is called a regular value of / .  We will see in Theorem 2.11 
that the dynamics of a map /  strongly depends on the behaviour of its singular 
values.
We denote by Hol£(C) the set of all those maps in HoT(C) whose singular sets 
are bounded. The Eremenko-Lyubich class is defined to be
38 := { /  £ HolJ(C) : /  is transcendental entire}.
The postsingular set of /  is defined by P ( f )  =  Un>o f n(S(f))-
Lem m a 2.4. Let f  be a transcendental entire function. Then P ( f )  contains at 
least two points.
Proof. First observe that if S( f )  =  0 then /  : C — > C is a universal covering 
map and the associated group of deck transformations is trivial. But then /  
is a conformal automorphism of C and not a transcendental (entire) map, as 
assumed.
Now let us assume that /  has only one singular value, at w say, since otherwise 
there is nothing to prove. For simplicity, assume that w =  0. A simple covering 
space argument shows that /  is of the form f ( z )  =  exp(az +  b) for some a e 
C*,b £ C (see e.g. [Rem03, Theorem 2.3.5]). In this case the asymptotic value
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w =  0 is also an omitted value, so P ( f )  contains at least two points. 
The order of a map /  G Hol*(C) is defined to be
log log M ( / , r )
□
p(f )  '■= limsup logr
where M ( f , r )  denotes the maximum absolute value of f ( z )  when \z\ =  r. 
Hence /  has finite order if there exist constants p ,C  > 0 such that for all r > 0, 
sup|2|=r \f(z)\ <  C ■ erP. To give some examples, the order of a polynomial is 
zero, the order of the exponential or cosine map is one and the order of the map 
z i—> ee2 is infinite. By the Denjoy-Carleman-Ahlfors Theorem [Nev53, XI §4, 
269], a map of order p < oo has at most 2p asymptotic values. Let us define
R3S : = { /  =  / i O ' " o / n : / , G J  and p(f {) < oo for all *}.
This class of maps has been extensively studied in [RRRS]. Note that R3S C 38 
while a map /  G R3S does not necessarily have finite order, as the example 
f ( z )  =  ee* shows. Also note that go  f  £ 38 is possible without f , g  G 38, as the 
example f ( z )  =  e2 —z, g(z) =  e2 shows.
2.4 Classical results from holomorphic dynamics
Let /  G HoT(C). The objects of main dynamical interest related to /  are the 
Fatou set T ( f )  of / ,  defined as the set of all points that have a neighbourhood in 
which ( f n)n€n forms a normal family in the sense of Montel, and its complement 
the Julia set J ( f )  :=  C \ F { f )  of / .
In this paragraph, we will summarize some important theorems from complex 
dynamics that will be used frequently throughout the thesis.
The following characterization of Julia sets was proved for rational maps in­
dependently by Fatou and Julia; the proof for transcendental entire maps was 
first given by Baker [Bak68]. A more elementary proof (for rational and entire 
maps) has been given by Schwick [Sch97].
Theorem  2.5. The Julia set of a function f  G Hol*(C) equals the closure of 
the set of repelling periodic points of f .
Before we state some basic properties of Fatou and Julia sets, recall that a set A 
is said to be completely invariant under a map /  if w G A implies that f (w)  G A
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and that z £ A whenever f ( z )  £ A. Also, a set is said to be perfect if it is 
non-empty, closed and contains no isolated points.
T heorem  2.6 (Properties of Fatou and Julia sets, [Ber93]). Let f  £ Hol*(C). 
(i) J-(f) is open.
(ii) <J(f) is perfect. Furthermore, either J { f )  =  C or J ( f )  has no interior, 
{in) T ( f )  =  F ( f n) and J ( f )  =  J ( f n) for all n >  2.
(iv) J { f )  and J-(f) are completely invariant under f .
Another dynamically relevant set is the escaping set of / ,  defined by
1(f )  ■= {z  £ C :  lim f n(z) =  oo}.
n—>oc
A point z £ 1( f )  is called an escaping point. Note that / ( / " )  =  1(f )  for all 
n >  1 .
In a punctured neighbourhood of oo, the behaviour of polynomials on the one 
hand, and transcendental entire maps on the other, is extremely different. For 
a transcendental entire map, oo is an essential singularity, hence such a map 
does not extend to a holomorphic (or even continuous) map on C. On the 
other hand, a polynomial p extends to a holomorphic map p : C —► C with 
p(oo) =  oo. As is the rule for Riemann surfaces in general, we can choose a 
local uniformizing chart, e.g. if : z (-> l/z, and compute the local degree of p 
at oo in terms of the chart; it turns out that oo is a critical point (recall that p 
is not constant or linear). Hence we can consider oo as a superattracting fixed 
point of p. This implies that I(p) is a subset of T(p).  (In particular, I(p) is 
open.) In fact, if p is a polynomial then I(p) is a completely invariant Fatou 
component and J(p)  =  dl(p) [Mil06, Lemma 9.4],
The study of the escaping set of a transcendental entire map is much more 
delicate. Eremenko undertook the first systematic study of escaping sets of 
transcendental entire maps and proved the following relations.
T heorem  2.7 (Properties of escaping sets, [Ere89]). The following statements 
hold for every transcendental entire map f .
(*) nn + 0.
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(»0 ‘.7( f )  =  91(f) .
(in) 1 ( f )  n  J ( f ) ? 9 .
As aforementioned, the first two statements also hold for polynomials, while 
(in) does not. Note that Theorem 2.7 (in) implies that the escaping set of 
a transcendental entire map is never open, since otherwise, the iterates would 
form a normal family in a neighbourhood of any escaping point, implying that 
the escaping set must be a subset of the Fatou set.
Under the more restrictive assumption of class 38, Eremenko and Lyubich 
proved the following [EL92],
T heorem  2.8. Let f  E 38 and z G Jr(f ). Then f n(z) ->** oc when n —» oo. 
Together with Theorem 2.7 (in) we immediately obtain the following. 
C orollary 2.9. If f  € 38 then J ( f )  =  1(f)-
Let U be a (connected) component of F ( f ) .  By Theorem 2.6 (iv), f n(U) is 
contained in a component of J-(f),  which we denote by Un. We say that U 
is periodic if there exists n > 1 such that Un =  U. The smallest n with this 
property is called the period of U. If n =  1, then we say that U is a fixed 
component of T ( f ) .  We call U preperiodic if for some n >  1, the domain Un is 
periodic. A component which is preperiodic but not periodic is called strictly 
preperiodic. If U is not preperiodic, then we call U a wandering domain.
The dynamical behaviour of an entire map on the periodic components of its 
Fatou set is well-understood. We classify the periodic components of entire 
functions with bounded sets of singular values since these are of main interest 
to us.
Theorem  2.10 (Classification of periodic Fatou-components). Let f  € Hol^(C) 
and let U ^  1(f )  be a periodic component of IF ( f )  of period p. Then one of the 
following possibilities holds:
(i) U contains an attracting periodic point zq of period p. Then f np(z) —>■ z$ 
for z e  U as n —> oo. U is called the immediate attracting basin of z0.
(ii) dU contains a periodic point z0 of period p and f np(z) —► z0 for z  G U 
as n —► oo. Then ( f p)'(zo) =  1 and U is called a Leau domain or an 
immediate parabolic basin.
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(in) There is an analytic homeomorphism f> : U —> D such that 4>(fp(<f>~1 (z))) 
=  e2ma z for some a  G 1  \ Q. In this case, U is called a Siegel disk.
In particular, every such component U is simply-connected.
Recall from Corollary 2.9 that U =  1( f )  can occur only if /  is a polynomial. 
For more details on Theorem 2.10 see [Ber93, Theorem 6], [EL92, Proposition 
3, Theorem 1] and [Mil06, Lemma 9.4].
By Sullivan’s theorem [Mil06, Theorem 16.4], rational maps have no wandering 
domains. The same is known for entire maps with finitely many singular values 
[EL92, Theorem 3]. However, it is an open question as to whether this is true 
for all maps in the class US.
There is a close relationship between Fatou components and (post)singular val­
ues. The next theorem summarizes those results that are relevant to us.
T heorem  2.11  (Fatou components and singular values). Let f  £ HoT(C) and 
let C  — {Uq, . . . ,  Up- 1}  be a periodic cycle of components of P ( f ) .  If f  is a 
polynomial then assume that Uq ^  1(f)-
• If C  is a cycle of immediate attracting or parabolic basins, then S( f )  D 
Uj ^  0 for some j  £ {0, . . . , p  — 1}. More precisely, C  is a cycle of 
superattracting basins or the intersection S( f )  D Uj contains a point with 
infinite orbit.
• If C  is a cycle of Siegel disks, then dUj C P ( f )  for all j  £ {0 , . . .  ,p — 1}.
I fU is a wandering domain of f ,  then all limit functions of { f n\u} are constant 
and contained in the union (P ( f ))' U {oo } of the derived set (P( f ) ) '  of P ( f )  
and {o o }.
For details, see [Ber93, Theorem 7], [BKL91, Lemma 2.1] and [BHK+93, The­
orem] .
R em ark. We would like to comment on our treatment of the point at oo. 
A perhaps more elegant way of incorporating polynomials and transcendental 
entire maps into the same setup, would have been the consideration of holo­
morphic maps on Riemann surfaces. But this would require introduction to a 
topic which, apart from this, is not tackled in this thesis. One could argue that 
if /  is a polynomial of degree >  2, then oo should be considered as a critical
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value and hence included into the set C(f ) .  But the fact is that even then, the 
consideration of the orbit of oo does not contribute to the understanding of the 
dynamics, since / _ 1(oo) =  { ° ° } -  As Theorem 2.11 shows, the “finite” singular 
values determine the dynamics.
2.5 External addresses and dynamic rays
Throughout this paragraph, we will assume that /  is transcendental entire.
Definition 2.12 (Tract, fundamental domain, static partition). Let /  E 
let D D S( f )  be a Jordan domain and define D  :=  C\D. A component of 
G := f ~ 1[Dr) is called a tract of /  (with respect to D ).
Suppose that there is a curve a C D° connecting dD  to oo such that a<~\G =  0. 
A component of f ~ l {D° \ a) is called a fundamental domain of /  (with respect 
to D  and a).
The set of all fundamental domains constructed with regard to such a Jordan 
domain D  and a curve a  will be called a static partition of / ,  and will usually 
be denoted by ^ ( / ,  D, a)  or 5? (if / ,  D  and a  are implicitly known).
Rem ark. Our definition of a tract corresponds to what is usually called a tract 
over oo in the classification of singularities of the inverse function [Nev53, §XI. 1].
Let D  be a Jordan domain with S(f )  C D. Then the restriction /  : T  — > D  is 
a covering map for any tract T  (with respect to D ). The possible coverings of 
a punctured disk are well-known: T  is either a punctured disk or a topological 
disk. Since /  is not a polynomial and since it has no poles, every tract T  of /  
is a simply-connected domain whose boundary dT is a Jordan arc tending to 
ex) at both ends. (For details see [Eps93, p. 84].) For any such tract T, the 
map f\dT is a covering of dD. This implies that if B is any bounded domain 
then only finitely many tracts can intersect B: otherwise, there would exist a 
sequence of points each of which belongs to the boundary of a tract Tt that 
intersects B, such that /(lim zj) = : w G dD is not evenly covered by / .  In 
particular, the tracts have pairwise disjoint closures (in C).
Now let us observe that for every /  € there indeed exists a static partition: 
If D  is a Jordan domain which contains S( f )  then D' :=  / _ 1(D) \ D  is open 
and each of its components has locally connected boundary in C, hence any 
two boundary points of D' can be connected by a curve in D' . In particular,
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i
Figure 2.1: Tracts and fundamental domains of a function /  G 38.
since the tracts have pairwise disjoint closures, it follows that dD D dD' ^  0, 
so there exists a curve a C D  that connects dD and oc and hence induces a 
static partition of / .
Let 5^(f, D, a)  be a static partition. Since a  is an unbounded curve in D°, 
its preimages are pairwise disjoint curves to oo that split the tracts into fun­
damental domains which are necessarily simply-connected. Furthermore, every 
fundamental domain is mapped by /  conformally onto D°\a.
Rem ark. When dealing with a map /  for which P ( f )  is bounded, it sometimes 
makes sense to consider tracts with respect to a domain D D P( f ) ,  since the 
fact that S ( f n) C UILo f l(S( f ) )  c  P ( f )  implies that all inverse branches of 
any iterate of /  can be defined at any point in D °.
D efinition 2.13 (External address). Let 57 =  ¿7*(f, D, a) be a static partition 
of / .  If z G C with f n(z) e  D° for all n > 0, then the external address 
addr(z) =  addry ( z )  of z is the sequence F0Fj F2 . . .  of fundamental domains in 
¿7 defined by f n(z) G Fn.
Let 57 =  57( f ,D,a) .  Note that the fact that a  fl T  =  0 for any tract T  of 
/  (w.r.t. D)  guarantees that a point z G D° does indeed belong to a unique 
fundamental domain in 57. If z G 1(f )  then there exists an integer no >  0 such 
that \fn(z)\ G D° for all n > n0.
We will use s or t as standard notations for external addresses. It is not hard 
to see that if 57 and 57 are two static partitions of /  then the corresponding 
address spaces -57n and ,S7n can be identified in a natural way. On every such
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space we define the one-sided shift map a in the usual way, i.e.,
a  : , y N - h . J ^ N , 5 =  F 0F ! F 2 . . .  ^  a(s)  : =  F lF2F : i . . . .
Consequently, it makes sense to speak of external addresses that are periodic, 
preperiodic etc.
Definition 2.14 (Dynamic rays and ray tails). Let /  be transcendental entire. 
A ray tail of /  is an injective curve
9 ■ [¿o, oo) 1(f )
(where t0 > 0) such that for each n E N, f n\g is injective, lim t—>oo f  (gif)) =  °°  
and such that, as n — > oo, f n(g(t)) —» oo uniformly in t.
A dynamic ray of /  is then a maximal injective curve g : (0, oo) —» 1( f )  such 
that <7|[t0,oo) is a ray tail for every t0 >  0.
Exam ple 2.15. Let f ( z ) =  exp(z). Then every point in the set R<0 :=  { z  : 
Imz =  0,Rez < 0} converges uniformly to oo under iteration of / .  But no 
iterated forward image of M<0 is a curve to oo, hence neither R <0 nor any 
subset of it is a ray tail of / .
On the other hand, every interval [a, oo) with a £ 1  is a ray tail, hence none of 
the curves (a, oo) is maximal. Thus the unique dynamic ray which contains all 
these tails is (—oo, oo) =  R.
If 5? is a static partition of the map /  and g is a dynamic ray, then there exists 
t0 >  0 such that for each n >  0, the curve f n(g([t0,oo)))  is contained in a 
fundamental domain Fn E 5?. The sequence addr(g) =  addr//(g) =  F0F i F2 .. .  
is called the external address of g (with respect to 5?).
Definition 2.16 (Periodic rays). Let /  be an entire function. A periodic ray 
of /  is a maximal injective curve
9 ■ (*o, oo) -> C
such that lim^oo g(t) =  oo and such that there is an n >  1 with g(2t) =  f n(g(t)) 
for all t > t0 >  0. The minimal such n is called the period of g.
As usual, we say that g lands at z0 if limt^ to g(t) =  zQ.
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Note that the dynamic ray from the previous example has a fixed external 
address. In fact, it is a fixed ray.
P rop osition  2.17. Let f  be a transcendental entire map with bounded postsin­
gular set. Then g is a periodic ray of f  if and only if g is a dynamic ray of f  
with a periodic external address. Furthermore, no two distinct dynamic rays of 
f  intersect.
The equivalence between periodic rays and dynamic rays with periodic addresses 
is understood up to reparametrization. Note that the latter claim does not mean 
that two distinct dynamic rays must have distinct landing points.
Proof. It follows from the definitions that, after suitable reparametrization, any 
periodic ray is indeed a dynamic ray with a periodic external address. 
Conversely, any dynamic ray g with f n(g) C g can be parametrized as a periodic 
ray in the sense of Definition 2.16. Hence it remains to show that a dynamic 
ray with a periodic external address is mapped into itself by an iterate of / .  
Let us assume that this is false, i.e., there is a static partition y  of /  and 
a dynamic ray g ^  g with periodic external address addr^(g) =  addr/(<)). 
It follows from the proof of [Rem07a, Corollary 3.4] that g C g or the other 
way around. (The given reference states only that g and g intersect but the 
proof shows what we stated.) It then follows from [Rem07a, Lemma 3.3] that g 
equals g, contradicting our assumption. Hence we obtain the first claim of the 
proposition.
Now, let /  be a transcendental entire map with a bounded postsingular set. 
Assume that the second claim is wrong, i.e., there exist two distinct dynamic 
rays gi and g2 of /  such that 31 fl ^  /  0. Let w denote an intersection point 
of these two rays and let hi C g\ and h2 C g2 be any two ray tails containing 
w. Let ,5P be a static partition. By definition, the iterates of /  are converging 
uniformly to oo on hi and h2, hence there is n0 >  0 such that for every n > n0, 
there exists a fundamental domain Fn 6 y  that entirely contains f n(hi) and 
f n(h2). As before, it follows from (the proof of) [Rem07a, Corollary 3.4] that 
f N(hi) C f N(h2) or vice versa. By assumption, P ( f )  does not intersect the 
orbit of hi and h2. Hence, by pulling back, we obtain f k(hi) C f k(h2) (or 
the other way around) for all k >  0. Since dynamic rays are maximal (in the 
sense that any tail is a ray tail), it follows that gi =  g2, contradicting the initial 
assumption. □
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Next, we want to cite the result [Rem08, Theorem B.l] on landing behaviour 
of fixed rays.
T heorem  2.18 (Landing of fixed rays). Let f  G HoT(C) and let U C C a 
hyperbolic domain such that U C f (U)  and the restriction f  : U —> f (U)  is a 
covering map. Furthermore, suppose that f\u is not an irrational rotation of a 
disk, punctured disk or annulus.
Let 7  : (—oo, 1 ] —> U be a curve with fi'yft)) =  y(f +  1) for all t <  0. Then 
every accumulation point of y(i) in U is a fixed point of f .
This has the following consequence for entire maps with bounded postsingular 
set ([Rem08, Corollary B.4]).
C orollary 2.19. Let f  be a transcendental entire map for which P ( f )  is bounded. 
Then every periodic ray of f  lands at a repelling or parabolic periodic point of
/•
Clearly, the period of the landing point divides the period of the ray.
Proof. Let g be a periodic ray of / .  Hence g is a fixed ray of some iterate f n. 
Denote by V  the unique unbounded component of C \ P { f )  and let U be the 
unique component of ( / " ) - 1(R) that contains g. The restriction f n : U —>V  is 
a covering map, since S ( f n) C P ( f )  C C \ V.  By Lemma 2.4, V  is hyperbolic 
and so is U. Furthermore, f n( P( f ) )  C P ( f )  implies that U C V.  We can now 
reparametrize g such that it has the form of the curve 7  in Theorem 2.18. The 
claim now follows from Theorem 2.18 and the fact that g does not land at 00 
[Rem08, Theorem B.2]. □
Finally, let us state an important result on the existence of dynamic rays that 
we will use frequently. For details and proofs see [RRRS, Theorems 1.1, 4.2] 
and [Rem08, Theorem 2.4].
T heorem  2.20. Let f  € R3S. Then every escaping point of f  is either on 
a dynamic ray or the landing point of a dynamic ray. Furthermore, for every 
periodic external address s there exists a (periodic) dynamic ray with address s.
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3 Functions with bounded singular sets
In this section, we present the classes of maps that are of main interest to us. 
They will be characterized by certain relations between (post)singular values 
and the Fatou and Julia set. The following notations will be used frequently.
:=  S (f )n ? { f )  and :=  n
P r P f f )  ' T l.fl and Pi f t  'I J i f )
It will turn out that the Fatou sets of the functions which we will study consist 
of attracting or parabolic basins (or are empty). In many situations, we will 
need to remove compact subsets from such components such that the established 
domains are topologically simple and have nice mapping properties; this is the 
context of Section 3.1.
If not stated differently, we will assume throughout Section 3 that the considered 
maps belong to Hol*(C); the maps defined in Sections 3.2, 3.3 —geometrically 
finite and subhyperbolic maps — are additionally assumed to be transcendental 
entire. The reason is that both terms already exist for rational maps but the 
definitions in both cases are not equivalent.
3.1 Compact subsets of attracting and parabolic basins
Recall that A ( f )  and V ( f )  denote the sets of all points that converge to an at­
tracting or parabolic cycle of / ,  respectively (where the parabolic cycles them­
selves do not belong to V{f ) ) .  It follows from Theorem 2.10 that A ( f ) , V ( f )  C 
F { f ) .  Also, if C  C A ( f )  is a compact set, then 0+(C)  := \Jn>0f n(C) is again 
a compact set which belongs to A (f ) .  Likewise, if C  C V ( f )  is compact then 
0 + (C ) is a compact subset of V( f )  U Par(/).
P rop osition  3.1. Let f  E HoT(C) and let C  C A ( f )  be a compact set. Then 
there exist Jordan domains D i , . . . , D n such that if D  :=  |J”=1 A  then f ( D ) (s 
D  (s A ( f )  and U£(0 + (C))  C D for some e >  0.
Proof. The components of A ( f )  form an open cover of C  :=  0 +(C). Since C 
is compact, there are finitely many components A i , . . . .  A n of A { f  ), uniquely 
determined such that their union covers C  and C  has nonempty intersection 
with each At. For every i, we define C\ := CilAi .  Since f ( C )  C C, at least one
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of the domains Ai must be periodic, which in this case means that it is one of the 
immediate attracting basins of some attracting cycle Z. Furthermore, A*(Z) C 
I X i  Ai. We can assume w.l.o.g. that Z :=  {z 1 :. . . ,  zm} is the only attracting 
cycle that intersects C; otherwise, we can repeat the procedure independently 
for any other attracting cycle. Observe that by assumption, every Zj belongs to 
C. Let A i , . . . , A m be the immediate attracting basins of the points z i , . . . , zm, 
respectively.
Let us first look at the domains Am+1, . . .  ,A n that are not periodic. We can 
assume for simplicity that A n —► An_i Am+1 —> Am, since if this is not
the only non-periodic chain, we can repeat the same procedure independently 
for any such chain of attracting basins. The set Cn has positive distance to 
dAn, hence there is en > 0 such that Jn :=  U£n(Cn) (<= An. For n — 1, we 
choose en- i  >  0 such that Jn_i :=  L X d S i - i  u f ( Jn)) A i-i-  We proceed 
successively until we have constructed Jm+1-
Let us now consider an immediate attracting basin Ai: i.e., 1 < i <  m. It is 
mapped by f m into itself since zl is a fixed point of f m. Ct is a compact subset of 
Ai, hence there is a neighbourhood Jj of Ci which is compactly contained in A ¿. 
If i =  m we additionally assume that Jm contains a neighbourhood of / ( J m+i). 
Let U{ be a linearizing neighbourhood of zx. Now, since J* is a compact set and 
since all points in Ai converge to z, under iteration of / " ' ,  there is an integer 
N > 0 such that f mN(Ji) C [/¿. Hence
N- 1
U  X X U  U i= :k i
j= o
is a compact connected set that contains a neighbourhood of Cl in its interior. 
(Ki is connected since Jj contains zt and so do all its images.) By construction, 
Ki is mapped into its interior by f m. So in particular, 0 +(Ki) =  0 +(Ki) =  
U Z o f W .
For every i we define a new set
_  m
Ki ■.= [ } o +{ k j ) n A i.
3=1
By construction, for all* € { 1 , . . . ,  m}  and k G {m  +  1, . . . ,  n} the sets Ki and
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Jk are compact and connected. Furthermore, their union K  :=  (|J™, K ¿) U 
(ULm+l Jk) is mapped compactly into its interior by / .
Note that the components of K  are not necessarily simply-connected. Let B 
be a bounded component of its complement. Since B  and f (B )  are bounded, 
it follows from the Open Mapping Theorem that d f(B )  C f (d B ) C K . Define 
K  to be the fill-in of K  (recall that this is the union of K  and the bounded 
components of its complement). Then K  is a full set whose interior contains 
f ( K )  and a neighbourhood of C. For every component Ki of K , we choose Dx 
to be a Jordan domain in Ki that contains C,, and the claim follows. □
For compact subsets of parabolic basins we obtain an analogous statement.
P rop osition  3.2. Let f  £ Hol*(C) and let C  C V (f )  be a compact set. Then 
there exist simply-connected domains D i , . . . ,  Dn such that if D  := (J"=1 Di then 
f (D )  C D, 0 + {C ) C D  U Par(/) and D \ Par ( / )  C P (f ) .
Proof. The components of V (f )  form an open cover of the compact set C, 
hence there is a finite subcover. Any of the components of this finite subcover is 
preperiodic, hence there are finitely many components P i , . . . ,  Pn of V {f )  unique 
with the property that their union covers C  :=  0 +(C ) and C  has nonempty 
intersection with every Pt. For every %, define Cl :=  C  D Pt. Observe that Ct is 
compact if Pi is not a periodic component. If Pt is periodic then the union of 
Ci and the unique parabolic periodic point in dP{ is a compact set.
As in the previous proof, we can assume w.l.o.g. that only one parabolic periodic 
cycle intersects C. Assume that this cycle is a fixed point, say q, of multiplicity 
m +  1 , where m >  0; the periodic case is analogous. By the Parabolic Flower 
Theorem [Mil06, Theorem 10.7] there are m attracting petals of arbitrarily small 
diameter attached to q. Let A\y. . . , A m be such a collection of petals at q. We 
order the domains Pi such that for every 1 <  i <  m, the petal Ar is a subset of 
Pi- Observe that C  intersects every petal A%. There is a positive number 5 such 
that if |f n{z) — q\ < S holds for all n , then z is contained in some At [EL90, 
Chapter 1 , §3.3].
As before, it is no loss of generality to assume that the domains Pm+i , . . . ,  Pn 
satisfy Pn —> Pn_i Pm+i —> Pm. Since the intersection of C  with
those components is indeed compact, we can find for every i £ {m  +  1 , . . . , n} a 
neighbourhood <e P{ of C\ such that f (J n) m Jn- u . . . ,  / ( J m+2) <s Jm+1. We 
omit the details since there is no difference to the previous proof.
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Now let * 6 { 1, ,  m }. Then f m{Pi) C Pi. The set Of \ A, is a compact subset 
of Pi: hence it has a neighbourhood R <e Pl. Furthermore, we can assume that 
J{ contains for at least one point z G Ji also its iterated image f m(z). If i =  m 
we assume additionally that Jm contains f {J m+1).
There exists an N  which is minimal with the property that /" (J i)  is contained 
in the ¿-neighbourhood of q for all n > N. We now define the set Ki to be 
U lo  / mj( J )  U A . Clearly, every K l is compact and connected. Also note that 
Ki D J { f )  =  {q}- From here, the steps are the same as in the proof of the 
previous proposition. □
3.2 Geometrically finite maps
Let us start with the first class of functions that are of interest to us.
D efinition 3.3. A transcendental entire map /  is called geometrically finite if 
P j  is finite and SJ- is compact.
Note that every such map belongs to the Eremenko-Lyubich class Further­
more, since S ( f n) C U"=o f K s ( f ) )  and - H D  =  -W ) ,  it follows that every 
iterate of a geometrically finite map is again geometrically finite.
The notion of geometrically finite rational maps already exists. Following Mc­
Mullen [McMOO], a rational function R is called geometrically finite if P (R ) n 
J ( R )  is finite. Using classical results on dynamics of rational maps, one can 
easily deduce that the Fatou set of such a map is the union of finitely many 
attracting and parabolic basins [McMOO, Chapter 6]. The following statement 
shows that the same holds for a geometrically finite transcendental entire map.
P roposition  3.4. Let f  be a geometrically finite (transcendental entire) map. 
Then the Fatou set of f  is either empty or consists of finitely many attracting 
or parabolic basins. Furthermore, every periodic cycle in J { f )  is repelling or 
parabolic.
Proof. First note that /  cannot have wandering domains. Indeed, if W  was 
a wandering domain, then all limits of orbits of points in W  would belong 
to P j  [Theorem 2.11], and hence the iterates in W  would converge locally 
uniformly to a single periodic orbit in P j.  This orbit clearly cannot be repelling 
or parabolic. By a result of Perez-Marco [PM97], this orbit also cannot be 
irrationally indifferent. Hence /  has no wandering domains. Additionally, if
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/  had a Siegel disk, then its boundary would be contained in P ( f )  [Theorem 
2.11]. This is again impossible because P j  is finite, so /  has no Siegel disks. 
Thus the Fatou set is the union of attracting and parabolic basins.
The set of attracting and parabolic basins forms an open cover of the compact 
set Sjr. Hence there exist finitely many attracting and parabolic basins that 
cover this set. On the other hand, every attracting or parabolic basin must 
contain at least one point of S( f )  [Theorem 2.11]. This proves the first claim. 
Furthermore, if zq was an irrationally indifferent periodic point in J ( / ) ,  then 
there would be a sequence Wk of points in P ( f )  converging nontrivially to z0 
[Mil06, Corollary 14.4]. Since P j  is finite and P'? is contained in the union of 
finitely many attracting and parabolic basins, this is impossible. □
Rem ark. Let /  be geometrically finite. Then P ( f )  is bounded. Furthermore, 
every critical point in J ( f )  is strictly preperiodic and every singular value of /  
in J ( f )  is eventually mapped to a repelling or parabolic periodic cycle.
3.3 Subhyperbolic maps
In Chapter 6 we will consider transcendental entire maps that are strongly 
subhyperbolic and show that the Julia set of every such map /  can be described 
as a quotient of the Julia set of a map g that is dynamically much simpler than 
/ ;  the map g will be a nonescaping-hyperbolic map with connected Fatou set. 
Let us start with the definition of a subhyperbolic map.
D efin ition 3.5. A transcendental entire function /  is called subhyperbolic if 
P j  is finite and Pj- is compact.
Hence subhyperbolic maps are exactly those geometrically finite maps that have 
no parabolic cycles.
Note that every postsingularly finite map, i.e., a map with finite postsingular 
set, is subhyperbolic. The Fatou set of such a map is either empty or the union 
of finitely many superattracting basins.
Again, the notion of subhyperbolic rational maps already exists: A rational 
map is said to be subhyperbolic if it is expanding with respect to a Riemannian 
metric which has a discrete set of “mild” singularities — a so-called orbifold 
metric. (The precise definition of orbifolds and orbifold metrics will be given in 
6.1.) By [Mil06, Theorem 19.6], this is equivalent to the requirement that every
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singular value has finite orbit or converges to an attracting cycle on the sphere! 
As explained in Section 2.4, a polynomial can be considered as a holomorphic 
map on the sphere with oo as a superattracting fixed point, hence there are 
polynomials that are subhyperbolic in the rational sense but not in the sense of 
Definition 3.5. An example is given by p : z i—> z2 +  1 since the unique singular 
value 1 belongs to I(p ) C T{p).
However, for an arbitrary subhyperbolic transcendental map it is not possible to 
define an orbifold metric on a neighbourhood of the Julia set that is expanded by 
the map. Here we present those subhyperbolic transcendental maps for which, 
as we will prove later, this will be possible. The mentioned expansion property 
turns out to be crucial for the proof of the main result in Section 6.
D efinition 3.6. A subhyperbolic (transcendental entire) map /  is called strongly 
subhyperbolic if J { f )  fl A ( f )  =  0 and there is a constant R < oo such that 
deg( / ,  z) < R holds for all z £ J { f ) -
3.4 Hyperbolic maps
As already mentioned, hyperbolic functions will play a great role in the following 
chapters. In fact, all major results in this thesis will apply to those hyperbolic 
maps that are transcendental entire.
D efinition 3.7. A map /  is called hyperbolic if P j =  0 and Sjr is compact.
Note that, unlike in the case of geometrically finite and subhyperbolic maps, 
the definition of hyperbolicity addresses not only transcendental entire maps 
but also polynomials. Also note that every map /  € Hol*(C) that is hyperbolic, 
automatically belongs to Hol£(C).
Definition 3.8. An entire function is called nonescaping-hyperbolic if P j  =  0 
and Pjr is compact.
Let us sum up some statements on hyperbolic maps. We will omit a proof since 
the relations follow immediately from Proposition 3.4 and the Theorems 2.10, 
2 . 11.
P roposition  3.9. Let f  £ Hol*(C). If f  is nones caping-hyperbolic, then P( f )  =  
A ( f )  7^  0 and A ttr(/) is finite. If f  is transcendental entire, then the following 
statements are equivalent.
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(i) f  is hyperbolic.
{ii) f  is nonescaping-hyperbolic.
{in) f  is geometrically finite and P j  =  0.
(iv) S ( f ) is bounded and every point in S( f )  belongs to an attracting basin.
If f  is a polynomial then {ii) <=> {iv). If f  is a polynomial that satisfies {i), 
then {ii) does not hold if and only if C { f )  fl / ( / )  ^  0. In this case, T { f )  =  
A { f ) U l { f ) .
Observe that the polynomial p : 2 1—> z2 +  1 (see previous paragraph) is hyper­
bolic but Pf  is not bounded.
Formulated for rational maps, Definition 3.7 is equivalent to the classical defi­
nition by which a rational map is hyperbolic if it expands a conformal Rieman- 
nian metric on a neighbourhood of its Julia set [Mil06, Theorem 19.1]. For a 
hyperbolic transcendental entire map / ,  one can give a similar description: By 
Proposition 3.1, there exists a bounded open set D  such that { f {D)  U P { f ) )  <s 
D  (s P { f ) .  Hence C \ D =: U is a neighbourhood of J { f ) ,  and the map 
/  : f ~ l {U) —> U is then a covering map which uniformly expands the hyper­
bolic metric on U [Rem, Lemma 5.1].
We would like to remark that the requirement in Proposition 3.9 {iv) that S{f )  
is bounded is crucial in order to achieve that P { f )  =  A { f )  holds: As Example D 
in [KS08] shows, there is a transcendental entire map /  with wandering domains 
for which all singular values are mapped by /  to an attracting fixed point.
We will consider nonescaping-hyperbolic maps in Chapter 7. Note that we can 
apply the tools from Paragraph 3.1 to the (post)singular set of every such map.
3.5 Functions of disjoint type
D efin ition  3.10. A hyperbolic transcendental entire map /  is said to be of 
disjoint type if P { f )  is connected.
P rop osition  3.11. The following statements are equivalent for a transcendental 
entire map f :
1. f  is of disjoint type.
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2. f  has a unique attracting fixed point and P ( f ) is a compact subset of its 
immediate basin of attraction.
3. There exists a (bounded) Jordan domain D D S( f )  such that f ( D )  C D.
Proof. Let /  be a transcendental entire map of disjoint type. In particular, 
/  is nonescaping-hyperbolic. By Definition 3.8, P ( f )  is a compact subset of 
F ( f ) .  Since F ( f )  is connected, P ( f )  must be a compact subset of a completely 
invariant component of F ( f ) ,  which can only be the immediate attracting basin 
of an attracting fixed point of / ,  showing that (1) implies (2).
It follows immediately from Proposition 3.1 that (2) implies (3).
To see that (3) implies (1), let us choose a domain D  D S(f )  such that f ( D )  C 
D. By Montel’s Theorem, D  is contained in a component of F ( f ) ,  so, in 
particular, /  is hyperbolic. By Theorem 2.11 every immediate attracting basin 
contains at least one singular value, hence /  has a unique attracting cycle, 
which is a fixed point contained in D. Hence every point z E F ( f )  is eventually 
mapped into D,  showing that F ( f )  =  ( jn>0f ~ n(D). On the other hand, for 
every n >  1, f ~ n(D)  is connected and f~ (n+1\D ) D f ~ n(D),  hence T ( f )  is 
connected. O
Disjoint type maps are quite well understood. Recall that by Theorem 2.10, 
the Fatou set of such a map is simply-connected. We present two “known” 
statements on topology of Julia sets of such functions.
T heorem  3.12. Let g be of a disjoint type. Then 1(g) is disconnected.
Proof. By Proposition 3.11 there is a static partition 5? =  S^(g,D,a)  with 
g( D ) C D. Hence 1(g) is contained in the union of the fundamental domains 
in 5?.
By Theorem 2.7, there exists a point w G 1(g), so every fundamental domain 
must intersect 1(g) since it contains a preimage of w. Let F  E ,5P and let 
U denote the union of the sets in 5? \ { F } .  Then U and F  are two disjoint 
nonempty open sets whose union covers 1(g)- Thus 1(g) is disconnected. □
T heorem  3.13. Let g G R3S be of disjoint type. Then J( g)  is a Cantor 
bouquet.
A Cantor bouquet is a subset of C that is homeomorphic to a straight brush in 
the sense of Aarts and Oversteegen [A093, Definition 1.2]. Roughly, we should
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think of a Cantor bouquet as a union of uncountably many pairwise disjoint 
curves, each of which connects a distinguished point in the plane to oo.
For disjoint type maps of finite order, Theorem 3.13 was first established by 
Barariski [Bar07]. In [RRRS, Theorem 4.7], the authors show that the Julia set 
of a disjoint type map g € R3S is an “absorbing brush”. As it is already remarked 
in [RRRS], it is fairly obvious —  e.g. using the topological characterization in 
[A093, Theorem 3.11] — that an absorbing brush is actually homeomorphic 
to a straight brush. However, we will not state the details here since it would 
require a large amount of background material which is of no further use in this 
thesis.
3.6 Relations between the respective classes
When we restrict to transcendental entire maps, then the classes we introduced 
in Section 3 are related to each other as follows.
{disjoint type} C {(nonescaping-)hyperbolic} C {strongly subhyperbolic} C 
{subhyperbolic} C {geometrically finite} C {bounded postsingular set} C SB
The stated inclusions are indeed strict:
The map / i  : 2 »-► | sin 2 is hyperbolic, since both critical values ± 7t/2 of f i  are 
superattracting fixed points. By Proposition 3.11, f i  is not of disjoint type. 
Let us consider /2 : z i—> 7rsinhz. This function has no asymptotic values and 
the only critical values are ±m . Both are mapped by /2 to the repelling fixed 
point 0, hence /2 is strongly subhyperbolic. But /2 is not hyperbolic since the 
critical values are in the Julia set. This example will be investigated in Section 
6.5.
The function / 3 : z h  2m ez is subhyperbolic since the unique singular value 0 
is prefixed. On the other hand, 0 is an asymptotic value and since it is strictly 
preperiodic, it belongs to J ( f 3). Hence /3 is not strongly subhyperbolic. We 
will consider a different type of examples of subhyperbolic but not strongly 
subhyperbolic maps in Section 6.6.
Let us now look at the map / 4 : z h  ez_1. We see that 1 is a parabolic fixed 
point of f 4 and the unique singular value 0 converges to 1 . Hence S( f 4) =  {0 }
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is a compact subset of JF(/4) and P ( /4) fl 3 {f\ )  =  { 1} is indeed finite, implying 
that /4 is geometrically finite. But clearly, /4 is not subhyperbolic, since it has 
a parabolic fixed point.
An example of a function that is not geometrically finite but has bounded 
postsingular set is the function
h( z )
12tt2
5tt2 -  48
/  (n2 — 8 )z +  27r2 
\ z(4z — 7T2)
COS \fz +
This map, which was introduced in [Ber02], has the property that the asymp­
totic value 0 is a parabolic fixed point and at the same time the accumulation 
point of critical values that lie in the basin of 0. Hence /5 is not geometrically 
finite. But S( f5) is bounded and every singular value converges to 0, hence 
P{fb)  is bounded. We will examine this function in Section 4.4; it is an exam­
ple of a non-geometrically finite map for which, as we will prove, Theorem 1.1 
is still true.
At last, it is obvious that there are maps in class &  which do not have a bounded 
postsingular set: for instance, the exponential map /6 : z i—*> ez is in class S8 
but P(fe)  is unbounded since the singular value 0 escapes to oo.
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In this chapter, we will consider periodic points that lie in the Julia set and 
show that —  if the given map is a geometrically finite function in the class R3S 
-  every such point is the landing point of a periodic ray. This will follow from 
the next result.
T heorem  4.1. Let f  be a transcendental entire function, zq a repelling or 
parabolic fixed point of f  and assume that there is an admissible expansion 
domain U of f  at z0. If for any periodic external address s there exists a 
periodic ray of f  with address s, then there is a periodic ray of f  landing at z0.
Admissible expansion domains will be defined in Section 4.1; roughly, these will 
be hyperbolic domains with simple topology, on which the map /  is expanding. 
We will show that every (iterate of a) geometrically finite map has an admissible 
expansion domain at every fixed point in the Julia set.
In the case of geometrically finite exponential maps, our theorem is due to 
Schleicher and Zimmer [SZ03] (although in the case where the singular value is 
preperiodic some of the details are only sketched). This was extended to cosine 
maps with strictly preperiodic critical values in [Sch07a], The general strategy 
of our proof, which will be described now, follows the same idea as these papers. 
By passing to a suitable iterate, we can assume that the considered repelling or 
parabolic periodic point zq is a fixed point. The idea is to start with any given 
curve connecting z0 to infinity, and pull back this curve using iterates of the 
map / .  Using hyperbolic contraction arguments, we prove that this procedure 
yields only finitely many different curves up to homotopy. This then allows us 
to associate a periodic external address to each of these curves. From Theorem 
2.20 we then know that there exists a periodic ray corresponding to this address. 
It will then follow, again by hyperbolic contraction, that this ray lands at z0. 
Since the “ad-hoc” method that was used to obtain hyperbolic contraction es­
timates in [SZ03, Sch07a] appears to be difficult to adapt to our more general 
setting, we develop a rather natural construction using hyperbolic geometry. 
We would like to emphasize that the case when P ( f )  is finite requires less 
technical constructions than the general setting. This is why we consider this 
special case separately in the proofs of some results required for the proof of 
Theorem 4.1.
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Structure of Chapter 4
Sections 4.1 - 4.3 address geometric constructions based on hyperbolic plane 
geometry; we will require most of the content from Section 2.2. In Section 
4.4 we will show that our geometric setup is admissible for any iterate of a 
geometrically finite map. We will also give an example of a map which is not 
geometrically finite but to which our methods still apply. The last section 
focuses on the final steps for the proof of Theorem 4.1.
If not stated differently, we will assume throughout Chapter 4 that the consid­
ered maps are transcendental entire.
4.1 Admissible expansion domains
To prove Theorem 4.1 we will use a hyperbolic domain U such that our function 
/  is expanding with respect to the hyperbolic metric of U, and such that U has 
simple topology. Our requirements are formalized in the following definition.
Definition 4.2 (Admissible expansion domain). Let /  be a transcendental 
entire function and let z0 be a fixed point of /  which is either repelling or 
parabolic. A domain U =  U( f , z 0) C C is called an admissible expansion 
domain of /  at z0, if the following properties hold:
(a) U C. C \ ( P { f )  U { z0})  and oo is an isolated point of dU.
(b) f~ \ U ) C U.
(c) U is finitely-connected. Furthermore, U ^  C \ P(f ) -
(d) The point z0 £ dU is accessible from U. If K 0 is the component of C \ U 
containing z0, then K 0 \ { z0} has finitely many components.
Note that every map for which there is an admissible expansion domain at 
some repelling or parabolic fixed point must have a bounded postsingular set. 
Furthermore, it follows from Definition 4.2 and Theorem 2.11 that, if G C is 
a puncture of U, then z0 is a repelling fixed point of / .  We will show later that, 
if P ( f )  is finite, then we can choose C \ U  to be finite as well.
Also note that if U is an admissible expansion domain of /  at z0, then U is also 
an admissible expansion domain of f n at z0.
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Let U be an admissible expansion domain of / .  Observe that by Lemma 2.4, U 
is hyperbolic. By definition, there exists at least one point w 6 C \ (U U P( / ) ) .  
Recall that w 0  S(f )  implies that w is not an exceptional value, hence w has 
infinitely many preimages under / .
Standing assum ption. Throughout Section 4.2 and 4.3 we will assume that 
/  is a transcendental entire map and Zq is a repelling or parabolic fixed point 
of /  with an admissible expansion domain, denoted by U.
It will become clear that the existence of admissible expansion domains is what 
is essential for our idea to work.
4.2 Legs and the leg map j£f
D efinition 4.3. A leg is an injective curve 7  : [0, 00] —> U U { z0, oc} such that 
(1) 71(0,00) C U ,
(ii) 7 (0) =  zq and 7 (00) =  00.
Two legs 71 and 72 are called equivalent (71 ~  72) if they are homotopic in U 
relative to the set of endpoints { z0. 00}. For a leg 7  we will denote its equivalence 
class by [7 ].
By assumption, z0 is not a critical point of / ,  so every leg ending at z0 has a 
unique preimage curve ending at z0 and this is again a leg. The map which 
assigns such a pullback to each leg 7  will be called the leg map and denoted by 
-Sf. As usual, we will denote the n-th iterate of 2z? by Jzf71.
It follows from the Homotopy Lifting Property that if 71 ~  72, then this also 
holds for their images, i.e., -^ (71) ~  .^ (72). Hence, the leg map descends to 
a map on the set of equivalence classes of legs.
We will often replace pieces of arbitrary legs by pieces of geodesics in their 
homotopy classes, which is possible by Proposition 2.2. We will call a leg that 
is a geodesic with respect to the hyperbolic metric on U a geodesic leg.
We are now able to formulate the main result of Section 4.1.
T heorem  4.4. Let 7 be a leg. Then there exist natural numbers m < n such 
that _!z?to(7 ) ~  .if"  (7 ).
The proof of this theorem will be given at the end of Section 4.3.
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Figure 4.1: Legs belonging to three different equivalence classes.
4.3 Iteration of ^  and a finiteness statement
From now on, let us denote the density of the hyperbolic metric on the admis­
sible expansion domain U of /  at z0 by pu(z )- We define
v . =  r \ u ) .
Note that V  does not have to be connected. Every component 14 of V  is again 
a hyperbolic domain with corresponding density map pyv If z e  V,  then z lies 
in a unique component V* and for simplicity, we will denote the density of the 
hyperbolic metric at z by pv{z).
Proposition 4.5. Let Y  C U be a compact connected set. Then there exists a 
constant p < 1 such that
Pu{z) < p ■ pv(z) holds for all z G / - 1(Y ).
Proof. Recall that f (dV)  C dU and V  Ç U. So for any R >  0, the set 
K r := / _1(E) n { z  : \z\ < R}  is a compact subset of V. By Pick’s theorem, for 
any R > 0 there exists a constant tjr <  1 such that pu(z) < Pr ■ Pv(z)  for all 
z G K r . Hence we have to consider only sufficiently large points 5 G f ~ l (Y). 
Let w G C \ (U U P ( f ) )  be a non-exceptional value of f .  Then w has infinitely 
many preimages under /  and all but finitely many of them are contained in 
U\V.
Claim. There exists a sequence Wj G U\V and a constant K  > 1 such that 
\wj+i\ < K\wj\ and f (wf)  =  w holds for all j  G N.
Proof of claim. A sketch can be found in the proof of [Rem, Lemma 5.1]. For 
completeness we will elaborate the arguments given in [Rem],
Let 7  C C be a Jordan curve, such that the bounded component of C\y con-
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tains S( f )  but not w, and let denote the unbounded component of C\7 > 
Then / _ 1([/oo) is a countable union of tracts Tt and f\Ti : TJ —♦ is a uni­
versal covering for every i. Let us pick a tract T0. Since w £ U^, there is an 
infinite sequence wt of preimages of w in T0, such that the distance dTo(wi: wi+]) 
measured in the hyperbolic metric of T0 is constant.
We can assume w.l.o.g. that 0 0 T0, and so by equation (2.1) we obtain
>
Let A  :=  dT0(wi,wi+1). It follows that
A =  iTyi Jt ' I7 dt- ^ f f t 2^\j(t)\dt -  ^ Ilog lU7+11 ~ log lu;* 11:
where 7  : [i7,T7] —> T0 is any rectifiable curve that connects w0 and Hence
\wi+1| <  e2A |rws|.
The claim now follows with K  == e2A > 1 .
Recall that U contains a punctured disk at 00, hence
On the other hand, 
that
pu(z) <  O 1 \ as z — ► 00.|z\ • log \z\
V  C C \ {u ;„}, and it follows from [Rem, Proposition 2.1]
1
Pv(z) < 0 (W)
a s z - +  00.
Hence pu(z)/pv(z)  —► 0 as 2 —> 00 and the statement follows. □
P roposition  4.6. Assume that z0 is an isolated boundary point ofU.  Then for 
every horosphere He{00) there exists a horosphere Hs(z0) such that Hs(z0) C 
U\He(oc) U f ~ 1(He(oo)) and f (Hs(z0)) D Hs{zq). Furthermore, 5 can be re­
placed by any S <  6.
Proof. First recall that z0 is necessarily a repelling fixed point of / .
The first statement is obvious since z0 £ He{00) holds for any horosphere He{00) 
and since zq is a fixed point of / .
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As introduced in Section 2.2, there exist a covering map n : D* —> U and a 
constant 0 < r  < 1 such that n maps Dr(0) \ { 0} one-to-one to the horo- 
sphere HT(z0) := it(Dt(0) \ {0})  at z0. By the Riemann Removable Singularity 
Theorem, the embedding 7t|Dt(0)\{o} can be continued holomorphically to 0.
For any <5 < r let hs(z0) =  n{S}),  where S} :=  dDs(0), and denote by i(5) and 
o(S) its inner and outer radius, respectively. Clearly, i(S),o(S) —> 0 as 5 —> 0, 
as well as
—► 1 as dist(hs(z0), z0) —»■ 0.
By composing /  with a linear transformation, we can assume that z0 =  0, so 
the power series of the function /  has the form
f ( z )  =  /¿(0) • z +  0 ( z 2)
in a neighbourhood of 0, where p(0) is the multiplier of 0. Let \z\ =  i(6). Then
m
for every sufficiently small 5. Hence every point z € hs(0) is mapped outside 
the circle at 0 with radius o(8) and the statement follows. □
Recall that our goal in Section 4.1 is to prove Theorem 4.4 which states that the 
iteration of the leg map produces only finitely many equivalence classes of legs. 
Since equivalence classes of legs arise, roughly speaking, by winding around 
components of dU, we want to find a compact subset Y  of U so that producing 
additional homotopy implies increase of length of leg-pieces contained in Y . By 
choosing Y  so that Proposition 4.5 applies, we can later use uniform contraction 
arguments to control the lengths of the considered pieces of legs.
Note that if 7  is any leg, it is fairly impossible to make useful statements about 
the location of its iterated images J-?n(7 ) related to an arbitrary compact set Y . 
Only by constructing Y  carefully using hyperbolic geometry and working with 
geodesic legs rather than arbitrary legs, we obtain additional tools that enable 
us to control the lengths of geodesic leg-pieces.
Theorem  4.7. There exists a compact path-connected s e t Y  C U with finitely 
many boundary components such that:
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(a) If g is a geodesic leg, then gC\Y is non-empty and connected. Furthermore, 
if K\ and K 2 are distinct components of C \ U, then K\ and K 2 are 
contained in two distinct components of C \ Y .
(b) Let C(zo) and C(oo) denote the components o f U \ Y  that contain z0 and 
oo, respectively, as boundary points, and for a leg 7, denote by Iu{ l )  the 
hyperbolic length in U of the longest subpiece of 7  connecting the bound­
aries of C(zo) and C ( 00) in U. Then there exists a constant 0 < P < oc, 
such that if g is a geodesic leg and 7 6 [g] is another leg, then M g )  <
M  7 ) +  P-
(c) There exists a constant 0 < M  < oc, such that if g is a geodesic leg, then 
there exists a leg 71 e [j£?(</)] with l u { h )  <  iu{&{g)  H f ~ 1(Y))  +  M.
Proof. Let p0, . . . , p n be the punctures of U including 00, and let us assume that 
pn =  oc. For every i =  0, . . .  , n choose a sufficiently small horosphere H i^(pt) 
which satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 2.3, and such that HSi(pi) n H5]{pj) 
whenever i ^  j .  Recall from Section 2.5 that f ~ 1(HSn(00)) is a countable union 
of tracts Ti, and any compact subset of U can intersect only finitely many tracts. 
If z0 is one of the punctures, say z0 =  Po, we also require that H5q(z0) satisfies 
the conclusion of Proposition 4.6.
Define
n
i=0
Case I: C \ U is finite.
Let Y  ■.= Yi. Clearly, F  is a compact path-connected set with finitely many 
boundary components.
(a) : If g is a geodesic leg, then g does not intersect hSl(pt) for all 1 < i <  n — 1 , 
while it intersects hSo(z0) and h&n{oo) exactly once [Hub06, Proposition 3.3.9], 
so in particular g fl Y  is non-empty and connected. Since every puncture of U 
belongs to a unique component of C \ Y, statement (a) follows.
(b) : Observe that among all curves in a given homotopy class which connect 
the two horocycles hso(z0) and h$n(00), the unique geodesic realizes the smallest 
distance, hence the claim follows with P  =  0.
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(c): If g is any geodesic leg, then, by (a), g intersects dC(z0) and dC(oo) 
exactly once, while it does not enter any other horosphere. Also recall that 
by Proposition 4.6, the inverse branch of /  that maps z0 to itself maps C(z0) 
into itself. Hence the only components of Y  \ / _1(V) that might have non­
empty intersection with 5P(g) fl Y  are domains that arise as the intersection 
of U \ HSn(oc) and a tract T  (a component of oo))), that possibly
contains .5f(g). Observe that Jf(g)  intersects dT in exactly one point, say 
Wq =  Jjf(g)(t0), while it is possible that JY’ (g) has more than one intersection 
point with hsn(oo) lying in T  (see Figure 4.2). Let uq :=  Jf(g)(ti)  be the last 
intersection point of 2zf(g)  and hsn{oo).
If t0 > ii, then the longest subpiece of 2zf(g)  connecting dC(z0) and hsn(oo) is 
itself a subpiece of T£{g) D f ~ l (Y)  and the claim follows with 7 ! =  Jif(g) and 
M  =  0.
Otherwise, let Jf'(g)  denote the subpiece of 22?(g) connecting w0 and w\. 
Clearly, Jif'(g) C T. Since g\HSn(oo) is a geodesic in HSn(oo), it follows that 
J?(g )\t is a geodesic in T, hence (g) is a subpiece of a geodesic in T con­
necting wo to oo. Recall that dT is an analytic curve, hence tu(J? (g)) depends 
continuously on the point w0. Furthermore, the set of those points w G dT for 
which the geodesic in T from w to oo intersects hsn(oo) is a compact subset of 
U. Together with the fact that only finitely many tracts intersect the set Y, 
this implies that there is a finite number M  such that (u(Jf' (g))  <  M.  Hence 
e v W 9 ) ) < e u ( # { g ) n f - l (Y)) +  M.
Case II: C \ U is infinite.
It follows from Definition 4.2(a), (c) that C\ U is a finite union of compact sets. 
Let K i , , K m be those components of C \ U that are not punctures of U. 
Now let Ki be a component such that K l D {zo} =  0- By the Plane Separation 
Theorem [Why71, Chapter VI, Theorem 3.1] there exists a simple closed curve 
Jj, entirely contained in U, which separates K, from any other component of 
C \ U. By [Hub06, Proposition 3.3.8, Proposition 3.3.9], there is a unique 
geodesic cq which is a simple closed curve homotopic to Jj. Denote by Qj the 
component of U\ai whose boundary consists of a, U <9Aj. Let
m
Y2 := Y 1\ \ J a i,
i=0
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Figure 4.2: left: The image Sf(g)  of a geodesic leg g: J£(g) intersects the 
boundary dT of the tract T  exactly once, while it can have more than one 
intersection point with hsn(oo). right: The point zq is a non-isolated boundary 
point contained in the component K q of C\U: the separating curves JJa intersect 
only in No­
where the union is taken over all components K % of C \U such that K tn { z 0} =  0. 
By [Hub06, Proposition 3.3.9] any two geodesics a r ^  a3 are disjoint and by 
our initial choice, any two horocycles hSj(pj) or geodesics a, are disjoint as well. 
Hence the obtained set is a subset of U with finitely many boundary com­
ponents, each of which is either a horocycle hSj(pj) or a simple closed geodesic
C%i.
Case Ha: zq is a puncture of U.
Define Y := Y2. By construction, Y  is a compact and path-connected set with 
finitely many boundary components.
(a) : Let g be a geodesic leg. Since the boundary of Y  consists of geodesics and 
horocycles and since g intersects only the horocycles at z0 and oo, it follows 
that g fl Y  is connected. Furthermore, it follows from the previous construction 
that every component of dY  surrounds exactly one component of dU, hence (a) 
follows.
(b) -(c): These statements follow by exactly the same arguments as in case I. 
Case lib: z0 is not a puncture of U.
Let K 0 be the component of C \ U that contains z0. By Definition 4.2(d),
K q \ {z0}  has finitely many components, say K%,-----K l0. It follows from the
Plane Separation Theorem that for every j  =  there is a simple closed
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curve Jq C U U { z0} that separates K 30 from every component of C \U  other 
than K 0, as well as from every K z0, where i ^  j .  Furthermore, J30 fl dU =  {z0} 
(see Figure 4.2). Each J30 is homotopic relative the start- and endpoint z0 to a 
unique geodesic f t  in U, and any two such geodesics f t  and 8k intersect only 
in zq. For every j  =  1 , . . . , l let f t  be the component of U \ ( f t  U {zo}) bounded 
by 8 K q, f t  and {zQ} (see Figure 4.3), and let
i
Y3 =  Y2\ { J f t .
3=1
It follows that Y3ndU  =  { z0} and that z0 is accessible through exactly l sectors, 
each of which lies between two geodesics f t  and f t +l (modulo l).
Let A j, j  =  1 , . . . , / ,  be a collection of simple geodesic arcs, each of which 
connects a point in f t  to a point in f t +l , such that the domain k 3 bounded by 
A j, {¿o}, f t  and f t +l is a simply-connected subdomain of U (see Figure 4.3). 
Define
i
Y  :=  y3\ |J A*.
j=i
(a) : The statement follows by exactly the same arguments as in case Ila.
(b) : Let C(z0) denote the unique component of C\F that contains z0 and set 
P =  £u(dC(z0)) +  ¿u(h5n(oc)). Now, g D Y  does not necessarily realize the 
shortest distance between dC(zo) and hsn(oo) in its homotopy class; still, if 7 
is a leg in [p], then there exists a piece 7 ' of 7  connecting dC(z0) and hSn(00) 
which is homotopic to g fl Y  relative dC(z0) U hsn(00) and we obtain ¿u(g) =  
£u(g n Y) <  i v ( 7 ) +  P < lu (l)  +  P-
(c) : Recall that there is a unique j  G { 1 , . . . ,  Z} such that g intersects A^ ; their 
intersection point, say s, is unique and the piece of g connecting z0 and s is 
entirely contained in A3. Let Aj be the component of / -1 (Aj) such that .£?(<?) 
intersects dkj and let s be their unique intersection point. Observe that the 
piece of k£(g) that connects z0 and s is entirely contained in Ar
If Jf(g)  O kj  D ( U \  C ( zq)) =  0, then the situation is reduced to the previous 
case and we can choose 71 =  JY’ (g)-
Otherwise, we replace the subpiece of 2zf(g) that connects z0 and s by the 
unique homotopic geodesic C of the hyperbolic domain kj connecting z0 and s.
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Figure 4.3: left: Every region /3J is bounded by /3j UdK^U{z0}• right: Geodesics 
Ai and A2, one for each sector through which z0 is accessible.
If s G C(zo), then we are only interested in the longest piece of £ connecting 
two points in dC(z0), and otherwise in the longest piece of (  that connects 
dC(z0) and s. Again, by continuity and compactness arguments (as in the case 
of intersections with tracts), it follows that the length in U of every such piece 
is globally bounded. The claim now follows from the fact that there are only 
finitely many domains Aj.
□
Proof of Theorem 4-4• Let Y  be a compact set that satisfies the conclusions 
of Theorem 4.7. By Proposition 4.5 there exists a constant rj < 1 such that 
Pu(z )  < rj-P v {z )  holds for all z G f ~ l (Y).  Hence if c C  f ~ 1( Y ) is any rectifiable 
curve (on which /  is injective), then iu{c) < rj ■ £u(f(c)).
Let g be a geodesic leg. By Theorem 4.7(c) there exists a universal constant 
M  > 0 and a leg 71 G [Sf(g)\ such that £v {71) <  t v (J£{g) n f ~ 1(Y)) +  M.  
Together with the uniform contraction this yields the estimate
M 7 i ) <  £u(^(g)  n r \ Y ) )  +  M  < 77 ■ £u(g DY)  +  M.
Let gx G [Jzf(g)\ be a geodesic leg. By Theorem 4.7(a), gx n Y  is connected, 
hence iuidi) =  ¡^7(^ 1 Fl Y). It then follows from Theorem 4.7(6) that there 
exists a universal constant P  > 0 such that ¿u(di) <  ¿u(7 i) +  P- Altogether,
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we obtain
M $1 n Y)  =  £u(g i) <  i u ( h )  + P < V  Zu{g n Y )  +  M  +  P.
By proceeding inductively it follows that if gn G is the geodesic leg,
then
Tl—1
tv(9n n Y ) <  i f  • £u(g n Y )  +  (P +  M ) - J 2  rf.
i=0
So in particular, if L >  and lv{p  C\Y) < L, then iu{gn H Y) < L. Recall 
that by Theorem 4.7 every component of C \ F  contains exactly one component 
of C \U , hence there can be only finitely many geodesic legs with globally 
bounded length. So for all n G N, the geodesic legs gn belong to only finitely 
many equivalence classes. □
4.4 Admissible expansion domains of geometrically finite 
maps
We will now show that geometrically finite maps have admissible expansion 
domains. Such maps provide us with many examples to which our main result 
will apply. Still, there are functions that admit expansion domains but are not 
geometrically finite; an example will be given at the end of this section.
Proposition 4.8. Let f  be a geometrically finite map and let z0 G J ( f )  be a 
fixed point of f .  Then f  has an admissible expansion domain U at zq. Fur­
thermore, if f  is postsingularly finite, then U can be chosen such that C \ U is 
finite.
Proof. Case I: P ( f )  is finite.
By Theorem 2.11, /  cannot have any parabolic cycles. If zo f  P ( f ) ,  then define 
U := C \ ( P ( / ) U { z 0})- Otherwise, since every function in class &  has infinitely 
many repelling fixed points [LZ98, Theorem 2], there is a repelling fixed point 
w of /  that belongs to C \ P ( / ) .  In this case we define U :=  C \ ( P{ f )  U {w}).  
In both cases there is a point in C \ (U U P ( f ) )  that has preimages arbitrarily 
close to oo.
The set U is open, connected and finitely-connected, oo is an isolated boundary
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point and C \ U is a finite union of points. Since f ( P ( f )) C P(f ) ,  it follows 
that f ~ l {U) C U. But the set / -1 (C \ U) is not compact, hence it follows that 
/ _ 1( P ( / ) )  7^  P ( f ) and f ~ l {U) C U. Furthermore, z0 is an isolated boundary 
point and hence accessible from U.
Case II: P ( f ) is infinite.
Recall that in this case P ( f )  7  ^ 0. By Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 there exists a set 
K  which can be written as a finite union of closed simply-connected domains 
such that PT C K  C ( P ( f )  U Par( / ) )  and f ( K )  C K.  We define
U : =  C \ ( P ( f ) U { z 0} U K ) .
Since U is the complement of a full set, it follows that U is a domain with 00 as 
an isolated boundary point. Also, U ^  C \ P ( f )  since P f  C K.  Furthermore, 
f ( P ( f )  U {^0}  U K)  C ( P ( / )  U { z0} U K),  hence f~ \ U )  C U. Since dK  
has finitely many components and since P j  is a finite set, it follows that U is 
finitely-connected.
If z0 is repelling, then it is a puncture of U and in particular an accessible 
boundary point. If zq is parabolic, then it belongs to a non-trivial component 
K 0 of K , which is disjoint from the repulsion vectors at z0, hence z0 is ac­
cessible [Mil06, Lemma 10.5]. By construction (see proof of Proposition 3.2), 
K q is a union of finitely many petals at Zo, hence K 0 \ { zq} has finitely many 
components. □
Recall that every iterate of a geometrically finite map is again geometrically 
finite.
Corollary 4.9. Let f  be a geometrically finite map and let f n be an iterate of f . 
Then for every repelling or parabolic fixed point zn of f n, there is an admissible 
expansion domain of f n at zn.
Let us present a family of functions that are —  as we will see — not geometri­
cally finite, but for which admissible expansion domains can be constructed.
Example 4.10. The map
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was introduced in [Ber02] as an example of a transcendental entire function 
that has a completely invariant Fatou component V , which contains an indirect 
singularity in its boundary. We will summarize some of the properties of / .  
The map /  has infinitely many critical values, all of which are contained in a 
closed interval [0, y] C [0, oo), and accumulate only at the asymptotic value 0. 
Furthermore, 0 is a parabolic fixed point of /  and (0, oo) is contained in its 
basin of attraction V. In particular, S(f )  fl f ) is not a compact set and /  is 
not geometrically finite.
Since /  maps [0, oo) into itself and since every singular value of /  converges to 
0, there is a compact interval [0, y] that contains P ( f )  and is mapped by /  into 
itself. It follows that if z0 is any repelling or parabolic fixed point of / ,  then 
the domain U =  C \ ({z0} U [0, f/]) is an admissible expansion domain of /  at 
z0. Moreover, if zn is a repelling or parabolic fixed point of an iterate / " ,  then 
JJ — C \ ( {zn} U [0, y\) is an admissible expansion domain of f n at zn.
More generally, let f a(z) :=  Oif(z). There exists a real number a0 > 1 such 
that for all 1 < a < a0 the map f a has an attracting fixed point xa >  0 whose 
basin of attraction Va contains (0, oo). Since for every such a  the map f a has 
a repelling fixed point at 0, it follows that 0 G dVa and so again, f a is not a 
geometrically finite map. Without remarkable differences to the previous case, 
we can construct admissible expansion domains for every iterate /£  at any of 
its repelling or parabolic fixed points.
We note that f a G R3S', hence for every 1 < a  <  a0 the map f Q satisfies all 
assumptions of Theorem 4.1.
4.5 From legs to dynamic rays
This section is devoted to the proof of our main result; together with Corol­
lary 4.9 and the results from [RRRS] it will imply Theorem 1.1 stated in the 
introduction (see also Corollary 4.12). Let us recall the main statement.
Theorem 4.11. Let f  be a transcendental entire function, let zq be a repelling 
or parabolic fixed point of f  and assume that there is an admissible expansion 
domain U of f  at z0. If for any periodic external address s there exists a periodic 
ray of f  with address s, then there is a periodic ray of f  landing at z0.
Proof. Let us pick a horosphere Hs(oc) in the admissible expansion domain U. 
Recall that the preimage of //¿(oo) under /  is a countable union of tracts, which
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we will denote by Tt. Moreover, each tract can be split into fundamental 
domains, depending on the choice of a curve that connects hgn(oo) to oo without 
intersecting any of the tracts. Let us fix such a static partition ¿7. It is necessary 
to give an idea of how to define, for a leg 7 , an external address which is 
respected by homotopies.
So let 7  be any leg. Note that 7  does not even need to intersect a tract. On the 
other hand, =^(7 ) is eventually contained in a tract and Jzf2(7 ) is eventually 
contained in a fundamental domain. The application of this procedure to any 
other leg in [7 ] leads to the same fundamental domain.
Let g be a geodesic leg. By Theorem 4.4 the equivalence class [5] is preperiodic. 
Since U is also an admissible expansion domain of every / " ,  we can assume, by 
passing to a suitable iterate, that [g] is actually fixed. We can also assume that 
g is eventually contained in a fundamental domain in say Fq, and so are its 
images, since by the previous discussion this is true for all Sfn(g) with n >  2. 
Hence we can assign to g the fixed external address
s =  Fo =  FqFqFq . . . .
By assumption, there exists a periodic ray flg : (t0, 00) —> C with address s, 
hence there is a constant r (^ )  > t0 such that gs(t) e  F0 for all t > r(gs). 
There is also a constant r(g)  > 0 so that g(t) <E F0 for all t > r(g). Let 
T '■= T(g) +  T(9s)- We homotope g to a leg g e [g] by keeping £i|[o,r(ff)] fixed, such 
that g(r) =  g ^ r ) and g{t) 6 Fq holds for all t >  r. Note that this is always 
possible since every fundamental domain is a simply-connected subset of U. 
Now, the tails flip,00) and fls|[T,oo) are both entirely contained in the same funda­
mental domain F0, hence we can replace fl|[Ti00) by the ray tail c/s|[TjOC), without 
changing the equivalence class.
When we apply to the tails of g and fl§, then the resulting curves approach 00 
through the same fundamental domain F0, and the same holds for the following 
iterates. Hence, after replacing a tail of g by a tail of the dynamic ray fls and 
applying Jzf, we again obtain a leg that is eventually contained in F0. Now, 
we want to show that in the limit, the iteration of .5? on such a leg yields a 
dynamic ray that lands at Zq .
Let g{a) =\ Xq be a point on g close to z0. The sequence of iterated images of x 0 
under the leg map (more precisely, under the corresponding inverse branch of
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/ )  will converge to the point z0. On the other hand, it follows from Pick’s The­
orem that the hyperbolic length of Ji?n(g|(CT,r)) decreases. Hence the sequence 
Jz?n(g(r)) also converges to z0, which means that gL lands at z0. □
Rem ark. If 2 is mapped to some fixed point z0 of /  at which some periodic 
ray of /  lands, then 2 itself is the landing point of a preperiodic ray of / .
C orollary 4.12. If f  G R3S is geometrically finite then every repelling or 
parabolic periodic point of f  is the landing point of a periodic ray of f . In 
particular, every singular value in J ( f )  is the landing point of a periodic ray.
Proof. Let z0 be an arbitrary but fixed repelling or parabolic periodic point 
of /  of period n. Then z0 is a repelling or parabolic fixed point of f n and 
by Corollary 4.9, / "  has an admissible expansion domain at z0. Recall that 
/  € R3S implies that every iterate of /  also belongs to the class R3S.
It follows from Theorem 2.20 that for every periodic external address there is 
a corresponding periodic ray of f n. Theorem 4.11 finally implies that zo is the 
landing point of a periodic ray of f n. Since every periodic ray of f n is also a 
periodic ray of /  and since z0 was an arbitrary repelling or parabolic periodic 
point of / ,  we obtain the first claim.
The second claim follows now immediately, since every singular value in J ( f )  
is eventually mapped onto a repelling or parabolic cycle. □
4.6 Questions and remarks
As mentioned in the introduction, Douady’s theorem and the results in [RRRS] 
suggest the following question.
Question 4.13. Suppose that f  G 3B has the property P ( f )  D 1(f )  =  0. Is 
every periodic point in J ( f )  the landing point of a dynamic ray?
The type of functions for which we proved Theorem 4.1 seems to be a natural 
exhaustion of our geometric methods. Hence a (partial) answer to Question 
4.13 beyond Theorem 4.1 would have to employ a different approach.
As Example 4.10 shows, admissible expansion domains can be established also 
for other postsingularly bounded maps that are not geometrically finite. It is 
also plausible that admissible expansion domains can be established for some 
maps with certain types of Siegel disks, but clearly not for functions for which 
S j  is infinite.
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5 Dynamical partitions and itineraries
In Section 2.5 we introduced static partitions and external addresses for a map 
in class This combinatorial concept has been of great use in transcendental 
dynamics, as many articles, including [DT86, RRRS, SZ03, RS08], show. We 
have also seen in our proof of Theorem 4.1 a way of applying this tool. While 
static partitions are mainly meaningful for the dynamics near oc, there is an­
other combinatorial idea that is suggestive for studying the dynamics of a map 
on its Julia set in terms of landing of dynamic rays: dynamical partitions and 
itineraries. The idea of itineraries comes from polynomial dynamics and we will 
sketch the construction for a quadratic polynomial p(z) =  z2 +  c with connected 
Julia set and a strictly preperiodic critical value c.
As already mentioned in the introduction, the escaping set of p is foliated by 
dynamic rays that arise as preimages of straight rays under the Böttcher map. 
By [MÜ06, Theorem 18.11], the critical value c is the landing point of a dynamic 
ray g of p. The two preimage rays of g then land together at the critical point 0 
and separate the plane. Hence the set C \ / - 1(gU{c})  is the disjoint union of two 
simply-connected domains that we label by 7° and I 1. Now every point z £ J(p)  
whose orbit never intersects the closure of the ray g can be assigned a sequence 
h h h  —  called itinerary — defined by pn{z) £ where In £ { 7°, 71} for 
all n >  0. In the same manner, we can define an itinerary for every dynamic 
ray of p (that is never mapped to g) since dynamic rays do not intersect. It 
follows in particular that rays which share their landing point must have the 
same itinerary; the converse statement is also not hard to see.
It suggests itself to try to transfer this concept to transcendental entire maps for 
which the singular values (in the Julia set) are landing points of dynamic rays. 
This has been performed successfully for certain maps in the exponential and 
cosine family (see e.g. [SZ03, Sch07a]). In this section, we will follow these ideas 
and construct itineraries for geometrically finite maps /  for which all periodic 
points in the Julia set, and hence all singular values in J { f ) ,  are landing points 
of preperiodic dynamic rays. We will start with a simply-connected unbounded 
domain D  C (C \ S ( f )) that contains J { f  ) in its closure and whose boundary 
satisfies certain dynamical and topological conditions; an itinerary domain will 
be a component of D =  f ~ 1(D ). The set of all itinerary domains corresponding 
to D  will be called a dynamical partition of /  (with respect to D ), and an
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itinerary will then be an infinite sequence of itinerary domains. Once such a 
construction is provided, it is possible to prove certain results that are known 
for polynomials or exponential and cosine maps by following similar ideas as in 
these special cases. As our main result in this section, we will prove — using 
dynamical partitions — the remaining part of the analogy of Douady’s theorem.
T heorem  5.1. Let f  be a geometrically finite map for which every periodic point 
in J { f )  is the landing point of aperiodic dynamic ray. Then every periodic point 
in J ( f )  is the landing point of at most finitely many dynamic rays, all of which 
are periodic.
The results from the previous section imply that the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 
are satisfied whenever /  is a geometrically finite map such that for any periodic 
external address s there exists a periodic ray of /  with address s. Recall that 
by Theorem 2.20, periodic addresses are realized for all maps in the class R3S.
Structure of Chapter 5
The first two parts of this chapter address the construction of suitable dynamical 
partitions for maps as in Theorem 5.1. In Section 5.3 we explore relations 
between static and dynamical partitions. This will be crucial for our proof of 
Theorem 5.1 which will be given in Section 5.4. Finally, we will discuss the 
itineraries of periodic rays that land at the same point.
Throughout Chapter 5, /  will denote a transcendental entire function; in fact, 
from Section 5.2, the considered maps are assumed to be geometrically finite.
5.1 Attracting periodic rays
As already mentioned, we need to construct a dynamically meaningful simply- 
connected unbounded domain D  in C \ S(f )  that contains f f ( f )  in its closure; 
the components of its preimage will constitute a dynamical partition of / .  
Recall that a geometrically finite map can have attracting basins. The set 
A ( f )  that consists of all points that belong to an attracting basin of /  has a 
compact intersection with S(f )  and hence with P{ f ) .  By removing S(f)C\A(f)  
or P ( f ) fl A ( f )  from C we obtain an open set that is not simply-connected 
(and may even be disconnected). The idea is to remove a full set K  with 
A ( f )  D K  D S(f )  together with a collection of curves with known dynamical
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behaviour, each of which connects a component of K  to infinity. One part of 
such a curve will be a periodic dynamic ray; the other part will be a preperiodic 
simple curve inside an attracting basin.
D efinition 5.2. Let /  be a transcendental entire function and let z0 be an 
attracting periodic point of /  of period n. A simple curve a  : (0, oo) —> A*(z0) 
is called an attracting periodic ray of /  at zq (of period n) if
(?) f n(a(t )) =  a(21),
(ii) lim^oo a(t) =  zo,
(in) limt^ 0 ot(t) =  w, where w G dA*(z0) is a periodic point of /  of period d\n.
As usual, A*(z0) denotes the immediate attracting basin of z0. If a  is an at­
tracting periodic ray of /  at z0 then f ( a )  is an attracting periodic ray of /  at 
f ( z 0). Furthermore, if /  is geometrically finite then limt_oQ:(f) =  w must be a 
repelling or parabolic periodic point of /  (compare Proposition 3.4).
P roposition  5.3. Let f  be geometrically finite and let Zq be an attracting peri­
odic point of f . Then for any point w that belongs to the unbounded component 
of A*(zq) \ P ( f ) ,  there is an attracting periodic ray of f  at z0 that contains w.
Proof. By passing to an iterate we can assume that z0 is a fixed point of / .  Let 
K :=  P ( f ) n A * ( z 0) and let K  be the fill-in of K.  It follows from Proposition 3.1 
that there exists a Jordan domain D  and an e >  0 such that (Ue( K ) U f ( D) )  d  
D  d  A*(z0).
Let w G A*(z0)\K. Then w has a preimage, say w, in A*(z0)\K. Now we choose 
a simply-connected bounded domain B  with K  U {w, re} C B  d  A*(zf) and let 
B' be another bounded domain in A*(z0) with 0 +(B) C B' . Since C rit(/) is 
discrete, it follows that Crit(/)flJ5/ is finite. Furthermore, since backward orbits 
in A*(z0) do not accumulate in A*(z0). it follows that the number of points in 
B' that are eventually mapped to C rit(/) is finite. Let B"  C B' denote the set 
of those points.
Let a 0 : [2°, 21] —» B \ (K  U B")  be a simple curve that satisfies au(l) =  w and 
a0(2) =  f (w)  =  w, and such that f\a0 is injective. We proceed inductively by 
defining an : [2n, 2n+1] A*(z0), a n(2t) :=  f ( a n_ 1(t)) for n >  1 .
Since a 0 H S( f )  =  0, there is a unique curve that extends a0, i.e., a _x : 
[2_1, 2°] —> A*(z0) \ K  with / (a _ i ( i ) )  =  a0(2i) and d -i(2 °) =  a 0(20) =  w. As
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before, we proceed inductively (since a  ^Pi P ( f )  =  0 for all k < — 1) and define 
for n < —1 the curve an : [2ra, 2n+1] —> A*{zf) \ K  to be the unique curve such 
that f ( a n-i(t ) )  =  an(2t) and an_i(2n) =  an(2n). Note that there exists some 
k £ Z  such that an C A*{zo) \ D  for all n < k.
Finally, let a  : (0, 00) —> A*(z0) be defined by a(t) := a n(t), where n £ Z  is the 
unique number such that 2" <  t < 2n+l. By construction, a is a curve which 
satisfies f(ot(t)) =  a(2t) and limt-tx, a(i) =  z0. It follows from Theorem 2.18 
and [Rem08, Theorem Bl] that lim ^ocKi) exists (in C) and is a fixed point of 
/ .  Hence a  is an attracting periodic ray at Zq. □
Rem ark. If /  is subhyperbolic and a  is an attracting periodic ray of /  then 
the endpoint limt^ 0a(t) is a repelling periodic point of / .
5.2 Dynamical partitions of geometrically finite maps
With dynamic rays, attracting periodic rays and the tools from Section 3.1, 
we have all the ingredients that are necessary to construct dynamically natural 
partitions.
D efinition and P roposition  5.4. Let f  be a geometrically finite map for 
which every periodic point in J { f )  is the landing point of a periodic dynamic 
ray. There exists an open set D  C C with the following properties:
1. f ( D )  is an unbounded simply-connected subdomain of C \ S(f ) .
2. C \ f ( D ) has finitely many components C , each of which belongs to one 
of the following types:
Type I There exists exactly one preperiodic point c* G <9(7. Furthermore, 
C \ {c*} has finitely many components and exactly one of them is a 
dynamic ray that lands at c*, while every other component is bounded 
and belongs toT'(f ) .  Moreover, either dCf )S( f )  =  0 or d C n S ( f )  =  
{c*} holds.
Type II C  C P ( f )  and C is eventually mapped to a component of type I.
There is a point c* £ C such that C \ {c*} has two components, 
where exactly one of them is unbounded; this component is a curve 
to 00 which is eventually mapped to an attracting periodic ray. Fur­
thermore, <9(7 n S(f )  =  0.
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3. If z G J { f )  fl dD is a preperiodic point, then 0 +(z) C  dD. Moreover, 
there exists N  6 N such that
oo N
w ■= n w d)=n wo)-
n = 1 n = 1
Furthermore, f ( D )  \ W  C J { f ) ,  and if a component B of dW  separates 
f ( D )  then B \ d f (D)  is a finite union of periodic dynamic rays landing 
at the same point.
Let D be a domain that satisfies the first two requirements. The set of all 
components of D is called a dynamical partition of f  and will usually be denoted 
by S?(f ,D) or Q>. If D additionally satisfies the third statement then we say 
that @ ( f , D )  is iterative.
Remark. It is important to observe that a dynamical partition @ ( f ,  D) is not a 
subset of the plane; it is rather a set whose elements are subdomains of D  C C. 
We also could have defined @ ( f , D )  to be the union of the components of D  
but we wanted to establish an analogy to static partitions as defined in Section 
2.5.
Before we give a proof of Proposition 5.4, let us first state some properties of 
dynamical partitions that follow immediately from the definition.
Proposition 5.5. Let f  be as in Proposition 5.4 and let 2>{f, D) be a dynamical 
partition of f .  Then J ( f )  C D. and every point z e  dD  n J ( f )  is either on a 
dynamic ray or the landing point of a dynamic ray in dD. Furthermore, every 
dynamic ray of f  belongs either to D or to dD.
The given statements are certainly true since by Theorem 2.17, dynamic rays 
of /  do not intersect.
Since f ( D )  C C  \ S(f) ,  the restriction /  : D  —>■ /(£>) is a covering map. A 
domain I  e  is called itinerary domain. Note that the Monodromy Theorem 
implies that for every itinerary domain I  G @  the restriction /  : I  —» f ( D )  is 
a conformal isomorphism; by the Riemann-Hurwitz Formula every I  is simply- 
connected. Note that if a component C  of df (D)  is the union of a dynamic ray 
and its landing point c, then C \ {c }  has exactly one component.
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If z G C is a point such that f n(z) G D  for all n > 0 then we define the 
itinerary itin(z) =  itin^(z) of 2 to be the sequence Io h h  . . .  G of itinerary 
domains in @( f ,  D ) such that /" ( z )  G /„ . In the same way, we can assign to 
every dynamic ray g, for which every iterated forward image is contained in D. 
a unique itinerary itin(^). Itineraries will usually be denoted by i or j .  As for 
external addresses, the one-sided shift map a : allows us to speak
about itineraries that are periodic, preperiodic etc.
Note that if 3>(f, D)  is an iterative dynamical partition then f ( D ) C C \ P( / ) .  
We will sometimes call a dynamical partition @ ( f , D )  for which f ( D ) has k 
boundary components a dynamical k-partition.
Proof of Proposition 5.4- By Definition 3.3 and Theorem 2.10, the set Ca '■= 
P ( f )  fl A ( f )  is compact, hence there exists a finite collection A i , . . . , A n of 
components of A ( f )  such that their union covers Ca and Ca O A t ^  0 for 
every i. As in the proof of Proposition 3.1, we can assume that /  has only 
one attracting cycle, say { z i , . . . ,  zm], with corresponding immediate basins 
A i , . . . ,  Am, and that A n —> An- X Am+l Am. (Otherwise, we can
repeat the argument for every other cycle.) Let z* G An be a point such that 
for every j  G { 0 , . . . ,  n — m } the forward image P(z*)  does not belong to P(f ) ,  
and let C\ := CA U O +{z*).
By Proposition 3.1, there exist finitely many Jordan domains Jj C At such 
that their union J  covers a neighbourhood of C*A and satisfies / ( J )  J  <§ 
A( f ) .  Let C :=  f n~m(z*)\ then (  G Jm \ C A■ By Proposition 5.3 there is 
an attracting periodic ray am at zm G Jm that contains f. For i < m let 
aj := f m~l(am) denote the iterated forward images of am; every such curve 
^  is itself an attracting periodic ray at the point Zi. Note that it is possible 
that limt^ oo ai(t) =  lim^oo apt )  for i 7  ^ k (see left-hand picture in Figure 5.1). 
Denote by a^ the piece of am that connects C to dAm. We define am+1 to 
be the component of f~ 1(aip) in A m+1; we proceed recursively and define for 
every j  G {m  +  2 , . . . ,  n} the curve aj to be the component of f ~ 1( a j - 1) in A j.  
Note that the limit lim ^x, aj (t) of a curve aj defined in this way is either 00 
or a point which is mapped by fi~ m to the periodic point wm :=  lim^o Oim{t). 
Observe further that J j U a3 is connected for every j  G {m  +  1, . . .  ,n}  since 
f n~pz*)  G Qj O J j.
For every i G {1 ___, n}  define := Jj U Oj. By construction, every Ki is
closed and connected and f [Kf )  C 1 for all* > 2 as well as f{K\)  C K rn.
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Let K  be the union of the sets A /  Then (C \ AT is open but not necessarily 
connected. Nevertheless, the fill-in K  of K  is closed, connected and simply- 
connected. Furthermore, the Open Mapping Theorem implies that /(AT) C  K  
(see e.g. the proof of Proposition 3.1). Hence
S0 : =  C  \  AT
is an unbounded domain with finitely many boundary components such that 
(C \ K ) 0 (P ( f ) n A ( f ) )  =  0. Also observe that every component A'j of K  
that intersects the attracting cycle contains exactly one periodic point in its 
boundary, namely the (nonseparating) endpoint of an attracting periodic ray. 
Let W\, . . . ,  wi G C be the distinct points that arise as a finite limit lim^oo a* 
for some i  G { 1, . . .  , n } .  Recall that l <  n is possible. Every such limit point 
is eventually mapped to a periodic point in J ( f ) .  Let V  be the minimal set 
that contains {rci , . . .  ,wt} and satisfies / ( V )  C V  (i.e., V  is the set of forward 
images of the points Wi). By assumption, for every w G V  there is a preperiodic 
dynamic ray gw that lands at w. For every w we remove exactly one such 
dynamic ray from So; the result is the simply-connected domain
Si :=  So \ U  gw.
w£V
Note that every component of C\Si which contains (a preimage of) an attracting 
periodic ray with finite limit point, or consists of a single periodic dynamic ray, 
is of type I, while the other components are of type II.
Let us now consider CP := P ( f )  Pi (V( f )  U P ar(/)). In a similar fashion as for 
Ca we can construct a finite number of closed, unbounded connected sets using 
(closures of) simply-connected domains from Proposition 3.2 and dynamic rays. 
This step is even simpler, since we do not require attracting periodic rays: by 
assumption, every parabolic periodic point of /  is the landing point of a periodic 
dynamic ray. We will skip the details since they are very similar to the previ­
ous discussion. (See also the middle picture in Figure 5.1.) By removing the 
corresponding sets from Si, we recover a simply-connected unbounded domain 
¿2 with finitely many boundary components which satisfies f ~ 1(S2) C S2. Also 
observe that S2 fl P?  =  0.
Every point in P j  D S2 is preperiodic, hence it is the landing point of a prepe-
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Figure 5.1: Dynamical partition - construction of the sets Si. left: Two attract­
ing periodic rays share the same endpoint at which a dynamic ray is attached. 
middle: We remove petals and a dynamic ray at a parabolic periodic point. 
right: A periodic dynamic ray can have higher period than its landing point - 
in this picture the landing points form a two-cycle while every dynamic ray has 
period 6. If we would pick more than one periodic ray at some point, then pairs 
of such rays sharing their landing point would separate S3.
riodic dynamic ray. Let p i , . . .  ,pr be all those points. For every i denote by gx 
the union of a dynamic ray g{ (that lands at pf) and its landing point p^ . Then
r
S3 : = S 2 \  ( J f t
t=i
is a simply-connected unbounded domain such that f ~ 1(S3) C S3 and such that 
the restriction /  : / _ 1(S3) — > S3 is a covering map. In fact, this holds for any 
iterate of / .  Let D :=  / - 1(S3). By construction, the set of all components of D 
is a dynamical partition of / .  Furthermore, it follows that the image of a point 
z G C \ f ( D ) is contained in D  only if z belongs to a periodic dynamic ray. 
Clearly, the period of such a ray can be higher than the period of its landing 
point (see right-hand picture on Figure 5.1). It is also possible that two dynamic 
rays g\,g2 C d f ( D ) with distinct closures map to two distinct dynamic rays with 
the same landing point (in df(D)) .  However, since the number of dynamic rays 
contained in df ( D)  is finite, it follows that @( f ,  D)  is iterative. □
Rem ark. Let $>(f, D) be a dynamical partition. The proof of Proposition 5.4 
yields the following bound for the number of boundary components of f ( D ): 
Let F* be the number of components of the set A ( f )  U V { f )  U Par(/) that 
intersect P ( f )  and let J* be the number of isolated points in P ( f )  D J ( f ) .
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Then the proof of Proposition 5.4 implies that f ( D ) can be chosen such that 
is a dynamical (F* +  J*)-partition.
Let @ (f ,  D ) be a dynamical ^-partition, and let C\, . . . ,  Cn be those components 
of C \ f ( D )  that contain an asymptotic value (in the boundary). Obviously, 
the number of these components equals J ( f )  fl A( f ) .  Furthermore, every such 
component is of type I and the asymptotic value a* G Ct equals the unique 
preperiodic value c* G C\. Now, for every such C\, let us denote the number of 
components of C{ \ {a ,} by A;*. We denote by the sum of all those kt.
If /  G ^  is an arbitrary itinerary domain, then every component of C \ f ( D )  
that is not one of the C* contributes exactly one preimage component to dl.  
On the other hand, a component C{ can contribute at most kt +  1 preimage 
components. Hence we obtain the following estimate.
C orollary 5.6. Let S> =  D) be a dynamical k-partition of f .  Then every 
itinerary domain I  G has at most k +  boundary components.
5.3 Relations between static and dynamical partitions
As before, let us assume in this paragraph that /  is a geometrically finite map 
for which every periodic point in J { f )  is the landing point of a periodic dy­
namic ray. For the proof of Theorem 5.1 it is necessary to discuss the following 
problem:
Let =  @( f ,  D)  be a dynamical fc-partition of /  and let g be a dynamic ray 
with a fixed itinerary itin(gr) =  I0Iq . . .  G N ow let 5? =  5 ?{f, D, a) be a 
static partition of / .  What external addresses in are admissible for g?
D efin ition 5.7. Let I  G Qi be an itinerary domain and F  G 5? a fundamental 
domain. We say that I  coincides with F  if I  fl F  is unbounded.
The next result shows that given a dynamical partition the number of fun­
damental domains (of a suitable static partition) that coincide with a given 
itinerary domain I  G @  is bounded by a constant that depends only on k.
P rop osition  5.8. Let ^  be a dynamical k-partition of f .  Then there exists a 
static partition 5? such that every itinerary domain I  G @  coincides with at 
most k +  k^(^ ) +  1 fundamental domains of 5?.
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Proof. Let 3) =  @ ( f , D ) .  By assumption, f ( D )  has k boundary components, 
say C i , . . . ,  Cfc, and all of them are unbounded. For every i let c* E dCi be a 
point as in Definition 5.4 (recall that if C{ is of type I then c* is the unique 
preperiodic point in dCf).
Let B  be a large disk with the property that for every i, the point c* and 
the bounded components of C\ \ {c*} belong to B. It follows from the type­
classification in Definition 5.4 that S(f )  C B, hence the components T) of 
/ -1 (C \ B)  are tracts of /  with respect to B.
Let Ci be a component of C \ f ( D ) of type I. Then Cj \ B  is a ray tail (of 
a dynamic ray) and hence eventually contained in a tract Tt. Let Cj be a 
component of type II. By Definition 5.4, Cj \ B is a curve to oo which is mapped 
by some iterate / "  to an attracting periodic ray of /  which, by construction, is 
contained in B. If n =  1 then Cj \ B  does not intersect any of the tracts {T)}. 
Otherwise, Cj \ B is eventually contained in some tract Tx. This means that 
we can connect dB to oo through (C \ B)  fl f ~ l {B)  with a simple curve a  such 
that a tail a* of a  (i.e., an unbounded subcurve of a) does not intersect df (D) .  
Let 5? — y ’if, B, a) be the static partition of /  with respect to B  and a. Since 
a* C f (D) ,  there is exactly one preimage component a* of a* in every itinerary 
domain I  E S>. On the other hand, every component of d l  is either eventually 
contained in a fundamental domain in 5? or it does not intersect any of the 
tracts (and hence any of the fundamental domains) except in a bounded subset 
of the plane.
In any case, for every itinerary domain /  there can be at most two (distinct) 
fundamental domains, say Ft and Fv  that eventually contain exactly one com­
ponent of dl. Hence the number of fundamental domains that coincide with an 
itinerary domain /  that has i boundary components is at most 2 +
By Corollary 5.6, % <  k +  A;^(^), and the claim follows. □
Recall from Section 2.5 that spaces of external addresses of a given map can 
be identified in a natural way. Hence Proposition 5.8 immediately implies the 
following answer to the initial question of this paragraph.
Corollary 5.9. Let be a dynamical k-partition and let SP be a static partition 
of f .  Then for every I E *2) there exist at most m := k +  kA(@)  +1  fundamental 
domains F i ( I ) , . . . ,  F m( I ) E 5? such that if g C  I  is a dynamic ray then g is 
eventually contained in F^I) for some i E { 1 , . . .  m ).
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Figure 5.2: Partitions of /  : z i—► 7rsinh2:. The map /  has two singular values 
± 7rz, both of which are mapped to the repelling fixed point 0. left: The two 
horizontal lines at (dashed) are prefixed dynamic rays that induce the de­
picted dynamical 2-partition of f .  right: The disk B  contains P ( f )  =  { ± 7ri, 0} 
and the curve a connects dB to oo without intersecting the tracts that corre­
spond to B.
The relation between both partitions illustrates Proposition 5.8: the shadowed 
itinerary domain I  in the left-hand picture coincides with the three fundamental 
domains Fi, F2 and F3 on the right.
5.4 Periodic points are not very hairy
Now we can prove the following, slightly more precise, version of Theorem 5.1.
T heorem  5.10. Suppose that f  is a geometrically finite map for which every 
periodic point in J { f )  is the landing point of a periodic dynamic ray. Let 
w E J { f )  be a periodic point of period n. Then there exists k >  1 such that 
every dynamic ray that lands at w is periodic with period kn. In particular, the 
set of periodic rays landing at w is finite.
Proof. Let us fix a dynamical partition @  =  @( f ,  D)  and let L/ =  S^(f, B , a) 
be a static partition of / .  Suppose that /  has a fixed ray go. By Theorem 
2.18, go has a landing point, say z0, which is necessarily a fixed point of / .  
Let s° :=  addr(g0) =  F0F0. . .  G 2^ N. Denote by Rq the (non-empty) set of 
all dynamic rays that land at z0, and by A 0 C  the corresponding set of
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external addresses.
Since all rays in R0 land at the same point and since they do not intersect, 
the set Ro has a cyclic order which coincides with the cyclic order of Rq at 
oo. We denote this ternary relation by C  C R'o- Note that the image of every 
g G Rq under /  is again in R0. Since /  is a conformal map near z0, it maps Ro 
injectively into itself and the cyclic order C  is preserved.
Now assume that there exists g e  Ro that is not fixed. Then either C(go, g, f ( q )) 
or C(go, f (g ) ,g )  holds. By the properties of / ,  exactly one of the following cases 
occurs for all n >  0: C { f n(g), f n+1(g), f n+2(g)) or C ( f n+2(g), f n+1(g), f n{g)). 
In particular, this means that every h £ Ro is either fixed or the sequence 
(f n(h)) is infinite.
By Proposition 5.5, zq either belongs to some itinerary domain in 3>(f, D)  or 
it is the landing point of a dynamic ray that is contained in dD.  In the latter 
case, let Co be the component of dD that contains zq and let Co =  /(C o ), i.e., 
Co is the component of d f ( D ) that contains wq :=  f ( zo ). Since df ( D)  has only 
finitely many components, there is a universal constant L (depending only on 
@ ( f , D ) )  such that Co \ {iuo} has at most L components. Since zo is not a 
critical point, the number of components of Co \ {zo}  is at most L, hence there 
are at most L itinerary domains R , . . ., I i , such that w £ Hi=i <9/- In any case, 
Corollary 5.9 implies that there is a subset j of 5? consisting of finitely many 
fundamental domains such that 1^0 C ¿Ff .
Let addr(g) =  F0FiF2 . . .  £ Since g is not fixed, there exists a (unique)
smallest integer rii >  0 such that F0 ^  Fni. Since /  preserves the cyclic order 
C, it follows for all n >  n i that Fn ^  F0. Since the orbit of g is infinite, there 
must be a smallest integer n2 > 0 such that Fn R Fm for all n > n2- By 
repeating this argument successively, it follows that there is an integer nm >  0 
such that Fk =  Fnm for all k >  nrn, contradicting the assumption that the orbit 
of g is infinite.
Let go be a periodic ray of /  of period no- Then gQ has a landing point, say zo, 
which must be a periodic point whose period divides n0. Since f n°(go) =  go, it 
follows from the previous argument that every other dynamic ray that lands at 
zq must be periodic, and the period of every such ray must be no- If namely 
there was a dynamic ray g whose period n strictly divides n0, then the above 
argument would yield that every other dynamic ray landing at z0 would be fixed 
under f n, contradicting the fact that the period no of g0 is higher than n. Hence
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all dynamic rays that land at zq are periodic rays of the same period as go.
So let w G J { f )  be a periodic point of period n. By assumption, there is a 
periodic dynamic ray g that lands at w. Clearly, the period of g is a multiple 
of n and by the previous argument, all dynamic rays that land at w are also 
periodic and have the same period as g. Since two distinct dynamic rays cannot 
have the same external address [Rem07a, Corollary 3.4], it follows that the set 
of dynamic rays landing at w is finite. □
5.5 Periodic dynamic rays landing together
As before, let /  be a geometrically finite map for which every periodic point in 
J ( / )  is the landing point of a periodic ray.
By Theorem 5.10, every periodic point w G J { f )  is the landing point of a finite 
number of dynamic rays, all of which are periodic and have the same period. 
Using iterative dynamical partitions, we can encode which periodic rays land 
together. Here, we will follow the same idea as in the exponential case [SZ03]. 
Let $  =  D ) be an iterative dynamical partition of / .  Recall from Defini­
tion 5.4 that every periodic point of /  that is in J { f )  either has an itinerary 
or its entire forward orbit is contained in dD. Clearly, there are only finitely 
many periodic points whose orbit belongs to dD and one can determine the 
combinatorics at such points explicitly. Hence we will focus on those points 
that have a well-defined itinerary.
P roposition  5.11. Let @ ( f , D )  be an iterative dynamical partition of f  and 
let z G J { f )  be a periodic point with itinerary i t in (^ ) .  If w is a periodic point 
with it in (rc )  =  i t in ( 2:) then w =  z.
Let g,g  be periodic dynamic rays with itineraries and landing points in D. Then 
g lands at zg if and only if itm(zg) =  itin(g), and g and g land together if and 
only if itin(gr) =  ltin(g).
Proof Let f , D ). As in Proposition 5.4, let W  :=  P|n>1 hence
f - ' Q V )  C W H D  C C \ P ( f ) .  (5.1)
The set W  is open but not necessarily connected. In any case, W  has finitely 
many components, each of which is unbounded and has finitely many boundary 
components (see Definition and Proposition 5.4).
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For every itinerary domain I  G *2) we define the set Wj  := Wil l .  Thus every Wj  
is open and every component of Wi  is a hyperbolic domain with corresponding 
hyperbolic metric. Observe that relation (5.1) implies that for every I  there is 
a branch of / -1 that maps W  into Wj. By Theorem 2.1, the restriction of every 
such inverse branch to any component of any Wj  must be a strict contraction. 
Let z\ and u>i be two periodic points and let us assume that they have the same 
itinerary, i.e., itin(zi) =  itin(iyi) :=  70/ i . . .  G Let 0 +{zi) =  { 21, 22, . . . ,  zi} 
and 0 +(rci) =  {rci, ie2, . . . ,  wm}, and let n be minimal such that Z\ =  zn+1 and 
W\ =  wn+1- Note that we do not assume that Z\ and w\ have the same period. 
Assume that there exists an integer k >  1 such that zk and wk belong to the 
same component of Wjk C Ik- Then there is a branch of / -1 that maps zk 
to zk-\ and wk to wk~i (modulo the respective periods); zk~\ and wk-\ again 
belong to the same component of Wik l . We repeat this procedure n times 
and we obtain the points 2 and wk but their hyperbolic distance has strictly 
decreased. This is impossible, unless zk =  wk.
Let us now consider the case when for every k >  1, the iterated forward im­
ages 2*; and wk belong to different components of Wjk. By Definition 5.4, for 
every k there is a pair of dynamic rays such that its union separates zk and wk. 
By assumption, Zk-i and Wk-1 are separated in W/fc_1 as well, and every such 
separating pair of rays must be mapped by /  to a pair of rays that separates 
2fc and Wk. In other words, the number of separating ray pairs cannot increase 
under pull-backs. In particular, the fact that the orbits of z\ and w^  are al­
ways separated implies that there exists a periodic point pi G dD  whose orbit 
{ p i , . . .  ,pr} synchronizes the orbits of z\ and wi, i.e., pk G Ik for every k >  1. 
For simplicity, let us assume that pi is accessible from z\ and W\ within 
(and hence the same holds for their forward images); otherwise, since W  has 
only finitely many components, there are two points p and p in dD such that 
the forward images of the dynamic rays that land at them separate the orbits 
(zk) and (wk), and such that p is accessible from z\ and p is accessible from 
W\. Pick an integer k and a sufficiently small neighbourhood U C C of pk such 
that the following holds: if pk is repelling then f r(U) D U; otherwise, i.e., if 
pk is parabolic, then U is the union of repelling and attracting petals (in the 
sense of [Mil06, Theorem 10.7]). Let b G dU D Wik and let a  C Wik be a 
curve with finite hyperbolic length (in the metric of the respective component 
of Wik) that connects zk and b. Under pull-backs of f lr, b will converge to
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Pk while the hyperbolic length of a  will not increase. But since Pk lies in the 
boundary of Wik, the Euclidean lengths of the pull-backs of a  must converge to 
0. This implies that zk =  pk. But this contradicts the assumption that zk has 
an itinerary.
Now let g be a periodic dynamic ray of / .  Then g has a landing point which is 
necessarily a periodic point. Assume that g has itinerary itin(g) and that the 
landing point zg of g has an itinerary as well. Then clearly, fifing) =  itin(gr). 
By the first part of this proposition, the converse is true as well. In particular, it 
follows that two periodic rays that have an itinerary land at the same (periodic) 
point if and only if they have the same itinerary with respect to 3>. □
We conclude with a small observation.
C orollary  5.12. Let z be a periodic point with itinerary itin(z). Then itin(^) 
has the same period as z.
Proof. First note that the period p of itin(z) divides the period q of z. Now 
assume that the claim is wrong, i.e., p strictly divides q. Then the point w :=  
f p(z) ^  z is a periodic point with itin(u>) =  itin(z), contradicting the first 
conclusion of Proposition 5.11. □
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6 Semiconjugacies and pinched Cantor bouquets
In the present chapter we will focus on transcendental entire maps that are 
strongly subhyperbolic. Within this subclass of geometrically finite maps, we 
can strengthen our results from Chapter 4 considerably. More precisely, we 
will prove a theorem which allows us to describe the Julia set of any strongly 
subhyperbolic map /  as a quotient of the Julia set of a disjoint type map g, 
where /  and g can be embedded in one holomorphic one-parameter family. For 
simple families like z i—> Asinhz, the dynamics of disjoint type maps is well 
understood, and our next theorem enables us to extend this understanding to 
all strongly subhyperbolic maps in the corresponding family.
T heorem  6.1. Let f  be strongly subhyperbolic, and let A £ C be such that 
g(z) := f (\z)  is of disjoint type. Then there exists a continuous surjection 
<j> : J(g)  —» J ( f ) ,  such that
)) = <t>(g(z))
for all z £ 3(g)-  Moreover, restricts to a homeomorphism between the escap­
ing sets 1(g) and 1(f) .
We will see in Section 6.4 that the hypothesis of Theorem 6.1 will be automat­
ically satisfied whenever A is sufficiently small.
As mentioned in the introduction, the Julia set of a transcendental entire map 
can be the whole complex plane. But there seems to be no example of such a 
function for which the topological dynamics is completely understood. Theorem 
6.1 enables us to provide such a description for all those maps that are strongly 
subhyperbolic and for which the dynamics of disjoint type maps in the same 
“parameter space” is well-understood. As an example, we will develop in Section 
6.5 a model for the topological dynamics of the map z i—> 7rsinh2. We choose 
this map since its combinatorial dynamics has already been extensively studied 
in [Sch07a, Sch07b].
For strongly subhyperbolic maps that have dynamic rays, e.g., strongly subhy­
perbolic maps in the class R3S, Theorem 6.1 implies that every point in the 
Julia set is either on a dynamic ray or the landing point of a dynamic ray (see 
Corollary 6.18). For cosine maps Fa^ (z) =  aez +be~z with strictly preperiodic 
critical values, this result is due to Schleicher [Sch07a]. However, this result
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alone does not explain how the escaping set of such a map is embedded in the 
plane. Furthermore, our proof of Theorem 6.1 formulated for subhyperbolic 
cosine maps can be derived in a concise and fairly elementary way, which is 
why the modifications for this special case are included in Section 6.3.4.
For hyperbolic maps, Theorem 6.1 is due to Rempe. In [Rem, Theorem 5.2] he 
constructs a sequence of conformal isomorphisms that converge to a semiconju- 
gacy between a hyperbolic and a disjoint type map on their Julia sets. For such 
a limit to exist it is essential that the considered hyperbolic map f  uniformly 
expands the hyperbolic metric on a domain that contains its Julia set. We 
transfer the rough idea to our setting. Nevertheless, the Julia set of a map /  
which is subhyperbolic but not hyperbolic contains singular values, hence there 
is no hyperbolic domain which contains J ( f )  and such that /  is expanding 
with respect to the corresponding hyperbolic metric. We solve this problem by 
considering the Julia set of /  as a subset of a Riemann orbifold O f  associated 
to / .  We adopt Thurston’s idea of assigning orbifolds to postcritically finite 
maps; this has also been used by Douady and Hubbard to prove local connect­
edness of Julia sets of subhyperbolic polynomials [DH84], The main difficulty 
we are facing when working with metrics on Riemann orbifolds is that even for 
very simple hyperbolic Riemann orbifolds, there seem to be no known global 
estimates of their metrics. We will construct a hyperbolic Riemann orbifold Of 
that contains J { f ) ,  for which we can compute suitable metric estimates and 
prove that /  is uniformly expanding with respect to that metric.
Structure of Chapter 6
We start with background on Riemann orbifolds. In Section 6.2 we develop the 
concept of orbifolds dynamically associated to a strongly subhyperbolic map 
/ ;  the main consequence is that we obtain a hyperbolic orbifold such that 
/  is expanding with respect to the corresponding hyperbolic metric. It will 
become clear why strongly subhyperbolic maps are exactly those maps which 
can be approached with orbifold theory. Later, in Section 6.3, we prove that the 
expansion of /  is actually uniform. The key for this will be Theorem 6.12 which 
describes the global behaviour of certain hyperbolic Riemann orbifolds. Section 
6.4 addresses the construction of the semiconjugacy and the proof of several 
interesting corollaries. We proceed in Section 6.5 with the development of a
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model for the topological dynamics of the map z i—> 7r sinh 2. Finally, in Section 
6.6, we will discuss some open questions on subhyperbolic transcendental entire 
functions.
If not stated differently, we will assume throughout Chapter 6 that the consid­
ered maps are transcendental entire.
6.1 Riemann orbifolds
An orbifold is a space which is locally modelled on the quotient of an open 
set in R” by the linear action of a finite group. For a general introduction, we 
refer the reader to [Thu79, § 13]. We will require only orbifolds modelled on 
Riemann surfaces, and for a more detailed introduction to this topic see e.g. 
[Thu84, McM94, Mil06].
D efin ition  6.2 (Riemann orbifold). A Riemann orbifold is a pair (S, u), where 
S' is a Riemann surface and v : S —> N>i is a map called the ramification map, 
such that
{z  G S : v(z) >  1}
is discrete. A point z G S with u(z) > 1 is called a ramified or marked point. 
The signature of an orbifold is the list of values that the ramification map v 
assumes at the ramified points, where a value is repeated as often as it occurs 
as u(z) for some ramified z G S.
R em ark. The objects that we call (Riemann) orbifolds are also known under 
other names. We use the terminology introduced by Thurston. ([Thu79, p. 300] 
contains an amusing comment on how this name was obtained.)
A traditional Riemann surface can be regarded as a Riemann orbifold with 
ramification map u =  1. In what follows, whenever we use the expression 
orbifold, we will always mean a Riemann orbifold.
A holomorphic map /  : S —> S between Riemann surfaces is called a branched 
covering map if every point in S has a connected neighbourhood U such that 
/  maps any component of / _ 1(t/) onto U as a proper map. Recall that a map 
/  : V  —» V  is called proper if the preimage / - 1(A ) of any compact set K  c V  
is a compact subset of V.
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Definition 6.3 (Holomorphic map, covering). Let O =  (S,v)  and O =  (S,u) 
be Riemann orbifolds. A holomorphic map f  : O —» O is a holomorphic map 
/  : S —> S between the underlying Riemann surfaces such that, for each z G S,
u(f (z) )  divides deg( f , z )  ■ u(z). (6.1)
If /  : S — > S is a branched covering map with u(f(z) )  =  deg( / ,  z) • v{z)  for all 
z G S, then /  : O —» O is an orbifold covering map. If additionally the surface 
S is simply-connected, then we call O  a universal covering orbifold of O.
Rem ark. In the standard terminology, where an orbifold is defined via atlases 
and group actions, the definition of a holomorphic map /  between two orbifolds 
is equivalent to a local lifting property, if /  is a covering then every such local 
lift can be chosen to be an embedding. For more details, see [McM94, A2].
Note that if /  : O —> O is a covering then this is not necessarily true for the 
map /  : S —> S between the underlying surfaces.
Recall that by the Uniformization Theorem for Riemann surfaces, every Rie­
mann surface has a universal cover that is conformally equivalent to either C, 
C or B. The following theorem tells us that the same is true for almost all 
Riemann orbifolds ([McM94, Theorem A2]).
Theorem  6.4 (Uniformization of Riemann orbifolds). A Riemann orbifold O 
has no universal covering orbifold if and only if O is isomorphic to C with 
signature (l) or (l ,k ), where l /  k. In all other cases the universal cover is 
unique up to conformal isomorphism over the surface S and hence given by 
either C, C or B.
As usual, we will call an orbifold O elliptic, parabolic or hyperbolic if it is covered 
by C, C or B, respectively.
Rem ark. Let O, O be orbifolds that have a universal cover. Then a map 
/  : O —> O  is a covering if and only if it lifts to a conformal isomorphism 
between the universal covering spaces [Mil06, Lemma E.2].
For a connected orbifold O  =  (S, v), the Euler characteristic %((9) is defined to 
be
x(O ) :=  x(S ) -  Y .
zes u(z)J '
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where y (5 ) denotes the Euler characteristic of the surface S. Note that ramified 
points cause a reduction of x { 0 ) .  As for Riemann surfaces, a Riemann orbifold 
with negative Euler characteristic is always hyperbolic. This also implies that 
most orbifolds are hyperbolic. For the complete list of spherical and parabolic 
orbifolds, see the details of [McM94, Theorem A2].
Let C  be the uniformized universal covering surface of O  (i.e., C  G {C , C ,D }) 
and denote by pc(z)\dz\ its unique complete conformal metric of constant cur­
vature 1, 0 or —1, respectively. By pushing forward this metric by a univer­
sal covering map we obtain a Riemannian metric on O that can be written as 
Po(w)\dw\ (in terms of a local uniformizing parameter w), and po(w) is nonzero 
and smooth except at the ramified points of O. We call this metric the orbifold 
metric of O. Observe that at a ramified point, say wo, with ramification value 
m, the density has a singularity of the type \w — . More precisely,
if we choose a local branched covering near 0, e.g., z{w) =  (w — w0)m, then 
the induced metric p(z(w))\dz/dw\ ■ \dw\ is smooth and nonsingular throughout 
some neighbourhood of 0 in the z-plane.
Note that po(w)\dw\ is again a complete metric with constant curvature 1, 0 or 
— 1 , respectively, everywhere except at the marked points (which are singulari­
ties of the curvature).
We are mainly interested in hyperbolic Riemann orbifolds. The well-known 
Pick Theorem for hyperbolic surfaces generalizes to hyperbolic orbifolds as well 
and will be of great use for us.
T heorem  6.5. [Thu84, Proposition 17.4J A holomorphic map f  : O —> O 
between two hyperbolic orbifolds does not increase the respective hyperbolic orb­
ifold metrics. In fact, it is a local isometry if and only if it is a covering map; 
otherwise f  is a strict contraction.
In particular, if O  and O are two orbifolds such that O O is holomorphic, 
then Pq {z) >  po(z)  for all z (E O.
6.2 Dynamically associated orbifolds
Let /  be a strongly subhyperbolic map. The first step towards the proof of 
Theorem 6.1 is to find hyperbolic orbifolds
Of  =  (Sf , Vf) and Of =  (Sf , uf )
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such that f  : O f —> Of is expanding with respect to the hyperbolic metric on 
Of.  We will make use of the following simple observation which is analogous 
to what we already know from Section 2.2 about expansions with respect to 
conformal hyperbolic metrics.
P roposition  6 .6 . Let O =  (S, u) and O =  (S, u) be hyperbolic orbifolds with 
metric densities po and pg, respectively. Let f  : O —> O be a covering map and 
assume that the inclusion O  <—► O is holomorphic but not a covering. Then
\D}(z)o'.= I/MI • > 1.
wherever this is defined.
Proof. By Theorem 6.5, /  is a local isometry, hence pg(z) =  P o ( f ( z )) • \f'(z)\. 
Since the inclusion is only holomorphic, it is a strict contraction, and hence 
p&{z) > po(z )- So altogether,
Pd(z ) =  Po( f (z) )  ■ \f\z)\ > Po{z),
implying that ||£)/(2;)||o > 1 . □
6 .2.1 C onstruction  o f  Of  and Of  when /  is strongly subh yperbolic
We want to associate hyperbolic orbifolds Of  and Of  to a strongly subhyperbolic 
map /  such that the assumptions of Proposition 6.6 are satisfied. Roughly, we 
will follow the approach of Douady and Hubbard for subhyperbolic rational 
maps [DH84], We need to be able to compute sufficiently good estimates of 
the orbifold metrics on O f and Of.  Our requirements are formalized in the 
following proposition.
Definition and P roposition  6.7 (Dynamically associated orbifolds). Let f  
be strongly subhyperbolic. Then there exist orbifolds Of =  (Sf,Uf) and Of =  
(S f, Uf) with the following properties:
(a) The set B f of ramified points of Of is a finite set that contains P j .  Fur­
thermore, there exists a point p G O f \ S( f )  such that Vf(jp) =  2 • k for 
some k >  1 .
(.b) J ( f )  C Of while P ^ n O f =  0.
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(c) Of is a hyperbolic orbifold containing a punctured neighbourhood of oo.
(d) f  : O f —> Of is a covering map.
(e) The inclusion O f  O f  is holomorphic but not a covering map. Further­
more, if Sf  ±  C, then S f  C Sf.
We say that the pair (O f ,  O f )  of Riemann orbifolds is dynamically associated 
to / ,  if O f  and O f  satisfy (a)-(e).
Proof. We start with the construction of Sf.  If P ( f )  =  0, then define S f  := 
C. Otherwise, the Fatou set of /  consists of attracting basins only and by 
Proposition 3.1, there is a finite union U of pairwise disjoint Jordan domains 
such that ( f (U)  U P?)  (e U <e 3 ( f ) .  We choose a set U with this property and 
define
Sf := C \U. (6.2)
Note that Sf is connected and that 3 ( f )  is entirely contained in Sf.
Now assume that there is a point p G P j  \ S( f ) ,  such that for every point 
z G C rit(/) with f n(z) =  p there exists k >  1 with d eg (/ra, z) =  2 • k. Then we 
define the ramification value of a point 2 G Sf to be
Vf(z) :=  lcm{deg( f m,w), where f m(w) =  z}.  (6.3)
If there is no point p with such a property, then we pick a repelling fixed point 
p P ( f )  of / .  Observe that such a point exists, since every map with a bounded 
set of singular values has infinitely many fixed points [LZ98, Theorem 2], and 
since /  is subhyperbolic, only finitely many of them can be non-repelling. Since 
p G 3 ( f ) ,  it also belongs to Sf and we define the ramification value of every 
point z G Sf \ {p } to be the value defined by equation (6.3), and assign p the 
ramification value Vf(p) =  2. Observe that in both cases, there is a point p G Sf 
such that Uf(p) is a multiple of 2.
Let Of =  (Sf, Uf). Since Vf(z) > 1 if and only if z belongs to P j  U {p }, the 
set of ramified points of Of  is finite. Furthermore, no critical point c G Sf 
belongs to a periodic cycle, and since we have assumed that the local degree at 
all points in 3 ( f )  is globally bounded by some finite constant, the ramification
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value Uf(z) is necessarily a finite number for each z E Sf. Hence Of =  (Sf , Vf) 
is a Riemann orbifold and statements (a) and (b) follow by construction.
Next we will prove that Of  is hyperbolic. Observe that it is sufficient to restrict 
to the case when p E Pj ,  since every orbifold that is holomorphically included 
in a hyperbolic orbifold has to be hyperbolic as well. So we consider the orbifold 
O f  with B f  =  Pj .  We will give a proof by contradiction, so let us assume that 
O f  is not hyperbolic. Since S f  C C, it follows that O f  must be parabolic. By 
assumption, P j  ^  0 , so it follows from [McM94, Theorem A4] that O f  must be 
isomorphic to C with signature either (n) or (2, 2). This implies that P ( f )  =  0 , 
hence all singular values of /  belong to J ( f ) .
By (a), P j  C  B f .  By Lemma 2.4, P ( f )  contains at least two points, hence 
O f  must be isomorphic to C with signature (2,2). Also, /  has more than one 
singular value (see proof of Lemma 2.4). Hence /  has exactly two singular values 
V\ and u2, both of which are critical values. By signature, any of their preimages 
is either a critical point of local degree two or a regular point. Signature (2,2) 
also implies that P ( f )  =  S ( f ), meaning that both critical values are either 
fixed points of /  or they form a two-cycle. Since P ( f )  =  0 , V\ and u2 are both 
repelling. In particular, deg(/, Ui) =  deg( /,  u2) =  1. Let O'f =  (Sf,u'f) be the 
orbifold which has exactly the regular preimages of V\ and u2 as ramified points, 
assigning them the ramification value two. Clearly, u'j{vi) =  i'^(u2) =  2. Then 
f  : O f  —* O f  is a covering map and since O f  is parabolic, so is O f ,  which 
means that V\ and u2 are the only ramified points in O f .  Hence O f  =  O f .  
By conformal conjugacy we can assume that v\ =  1 and u2 =  —1. Then the 
map C O f ,  z i—► cos(z) is a universal covering map. Since /  : O f  —> O f  
is a covering map, it lifts to a conformal C-isomorphism g(z )  =  az  +  b, a ^ O , 
yielding the relation
f(cos(z))  =  cos(az +  b).
By periodicity and symmetry of the cosine map, it follows that a E Z\  {0 } and 
b E 7rZ. But this means that /  or —/  is a Chebyshev polynomial, contradicting 
the fact that /  is transcendental. Hence O f  is hyperbolic.
By construction, Sf  is the complement of a, possibly empty, compact set, hence
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(c) follows. Define
and
i>f(z) : Sf N. z i—> M /( z ) )
deg(/, z ) '
By equation (6.3), i>f(z) is a positive integer for every z £ Sf and by the 
Identity Theorem, the set of points z £ Sf with Uf(z) >  1 is discrete. Hence 
Of  =  (Sf, Df) is a Riemann or bifold.
Since A(f)C\Sf — 0, the map /  : Sf  — > S f  is a branched covering. Furthermore,
deg(/, z) • vf {z) =  deg(/, z) • = Vf(f{z)),
deg( /,  z)
hence /  : Of  — > Of  is an orbifold covering map, proving statement (d).
We will show now that the inclusion O f  c—> O f  is holomorphic but not a cov­
ering. First note that Sf  C  S f  by construction of Sf.  Moreover, if S f  ^  C, 
then S f  is a relatively compact subset of Sf  (see equation (6.2)). Recall that 
by (a), there is a point p £ O f \  S ( f ) such that Vf(p) is a multiple of 2. The 
fact that p S( f )  implies that p has infinitely many preimages pl under / ,  and 
for every such preimage point we have deg(/,p j) =  1. Moreover, Vf(pi) =  1 
holds for all but finitely many of the preimages of p, since by (a), Of  has only 
finitely many ramified points. On the other hand, Vf(pi) =  2, which means that 
Vf(Pi) =  2 > uf (pi) =  1, hence the inclusion is not a covering map.
Let z £ Sf.  Observe that the definition of Uf (see equation (6.3)) together with 
the fact that for any point u £ C the local degree of an iterate f m of /  is given 
by d eg (/m, u) =  deg( /, v)  ■ deg( /,  f (u ) )  • . . .  • deg(/, / m_1(u;)) implies that the 
product Vf(z) • deg( f , z )  divides Uf(f(z)).  Since /  : O f  —>■ O f  is a covering, 
Vf(z) =  Vf(z) • deg(/, z) =  Uf(f(z)).  Hence Vf{z) divides Pf(z) and this proves 
that the inclusion O f  O f  is a holomorphic map. □
R em ark. Let (O f ,  O f )  be dynamically associated to / .  Note that O f  is usually 
not connected. However, If /  has finitely many tracts over oc, e.g., if /  has 
finite order, then the number of components of O f  is finite. Observe also that 
it follows from Proposition 6.7(d),(e) that the set B f  of ramified points of O f
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satisfies f ( B f )  C B f .
Finally we would like to mention that we have proved more than the existence 
of a hyperbolic orbifold O f  satisfying the remaining assumptions of Proposition 
6.7. In fact, we have also shown the following: Let f  be a transcendental entire 
function and let O  and O  be any two orbifolds such that f  : O  —> O  is a covering 
map. Then O  (and hence O )  is hyperbolic.
C orollary 6 .8 . Let f  and Of be as in Proposition 6.7. Then there is a constant 
K  >  1 and an infinite sequence of points Z{ for which i/f(z i) is a multiple o f 2, 
such that \zi\ < \zi+i\ < K\zi\ holds for all i.
Proof. Let p E Of \ S( f )  be a point such that Vf(p) is a multiple of 2 and let 7 
be a Jordan curve in C such that the bounded component of C\y contains S(f )  
but not p. The components of the preimage of the unbounded component of 
C \ 7 are tracts of /  and every such tract contains infinitely many preimages of 
p. Let Zi denote the preimages of p lying in one such (arbitrary but fixed) tract. 
It follows from the claim in Proposition 4.5 that there is a constant K  >  1 such 
that \zi\ < \zi+\\ < K\zi\ holds for infinitely many i. However, since all but 
finitely many zt are regular points of / ,  it follows that Vf(z() =  Vf(p) and this 
is, by assumption, a multiple of 2. □
N otations. For a pair (O f ,  O f )  of orbifolds dynamically associated to / ,  we 
denote by p f  and p f  the densities of the hyperbolic metrics of O f  and O f ,  
respectively.
We conclude this section with the following simple observation which justifies 
our restriction to strongly subhyperbolic maps.
P roposition  6.9. Let f  be a subhyperbolic map for which there is a pair of 
dynamically associated orbifolds. Then f  is strongly subhyperbolic.
Proof. If a is an asymptotic value of / ,  then for any compact set K  C C 
containing a there exists a component of f ~ l (K)  which is not compact. Hence 
there is no domain U 3 a such that /  : f ~ l (U) —> U is a proper map. Hence, if 
an asymptotic value of /  belongs to f f ( f ) ,  then there is no domain U D 3 ( f )  
such that /  : / - 1(t/) —> U is a (branched) covering map.
Assume now that /  has a critical value w E J ( f ) .  such that for every n E  N 
there exists a point zn with f ( z n) =  w and deg( /,  zn) > n. If there was a pair
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( O f , O f )  of dynamically associated orbifolds, then Proposition 6.7(d) would 
imply that w is a puncture of O f ,  contradicting the fact that J ( f )  C  Sf.
□
6.3 Uniform expansion
Let /  be a strongly subhyperbolic map and let (O f ,  O f )  be dynamically asso­
ciated to / .  By Proposition 6.6,
\\Df(z)\\o, = l /M I  ■ > 1
wherever defined, so in particular for all z £ O f .
R em ark. If w G O f  is a point such that Uf(f(w))  > 1, then it follows by 
Proposition 6.7(d),(e) that Vf(w) ■ deg( f ,w)  divides Vf(f(w)).  In this case we 
define
\\Df(w)\\0} :=  lim \\Df(z)\\or
and so if i'f(w) -deg(/, w) =  Uf(f(w)),  then \\Df(w)\\of is a finite number, while 
otherwise ||.D/(u;)||e>/ =  oo.
Our goal is to show that the expansion of /  is uniform.
T heorem  6.10 (Uniform expansion). Let f  be strongly subhyperbolic and let 
( O f ,  O f )  be dynamically associated to f .  Then there is a constant E  >  1 such 
that
\\Df(z)\\o} >  E
for all z G O f .
The remainder of Section 6.3 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 6.10.
6.3.1 C ontinuity o f  orb ifo ld  m etrics
We want to show the following continuity statement: Let CP be a Riemann 
orbifold, let p be a regular and q a ramified point of O. Then the value of the 
density map po of the orbifold metric at p depends continuously on q, i.e., if
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we perturb the point q slightly, then the density of the corresponding orbifold 
metric at the point p will also undergo only a small change.
This statement is surely not new but we were not able to locate a reference. 
Hence we include a proof for completeness. We will restrict to orbifolds whose 
underlying surface is a subset of the sphere; the proof in the general case, where 
the underlying surface of O  is an arbitrary Riemann surface, can be derived 
using exactly the same arguments, with the additional step of taking charts.
So let S C C and let O =  (S, u). Denote by B  the set of ramified points of O. 
Let n > 1 be an arbitrary but fixed integer. For a point q & S\B we define a 
new orbifold Oq =  (S,uq), where
vq(z) =  <
u{z)
n
if z ^ q ,
if z =  q.
Furthermore, we assume that every such orbifold has a universal cover (hence 
we exclude the case when S' is a sphere and the set B is either empty or consists 
of only one point with ramification value m ^  n). Note that any two such 
orbifolds Oq and Oq have the same signature and hence the same uniformized 
universal cover. Let us denote the density of the orbifold metric on Oq by pq. 
For a point p E S \ B  we define the map
Mp : S \ ( B  U {p})  -> (0, oo], q ■-> pq(p).
T heorem  6.11 (Continuity of orbifold metrics). Let p G S \ B  be arbitrary but 
fixed. Then the map Mp is continuous at every point in S \ (B  U {p }).
Proof. Let q* G S \ ( B  U {p }) be an arbitrary but fixed point. We want to show 
that Mp is continuous at q*.
Pick a sufficiently small Jordan domain D 3 q* such that D  fl (B U {p })  =  0. 
Let a be a point in S \ ( D  U B U {p }). By conformal conjugacy, we can assume 
that a =  0.
For two points 21,22 G D  let us denote by d o (21, 22) the distance between 21 
and 22 measured in the hyperbolic metric of D. For a point q G D  consider 
the unique Riemann map Hq : D  — ► HI which maps q* i and q 1—► hqi , 
where hq :=  edD^g*’9\ Let Lq : HI —> H, (x +  iy) 1—> x +  hqyi. Then Lq is a
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/¿g-quasiconformal self-map of BI. Define
ifg : D  —> D, z ^  Hq o LqO H~1(z).
It is easy to see that pq extends continuously to the complement of D  as the 
identity map and that the extended map, which we will also denote by ipq, 
is a hg-quasiconformal map (see e.g. [GS98, Lemma 5.2.3]). Observe that 
<pq ~ ¥ V  =  id as q —> q*.
Let C  be the uniformized universal covering surface of Oq* and Oq and let 
7Tq* : C —f Oq* and Tvq : C  —> Oq be universal covering maps, both normalized 
such that 7Tg*(0) =  7Tg(0) =  0 and 7^ , (0) =  71^ (0). Considered as a map between 
orbifolds, ipq : Oq* —> Oq is a homeomorphism and hence can be lifted to a 
homeomorphism on C . From now on we will assume that (7 =  D since the 
other two cases follow by the same strategy, using even simpler calculations.
Claim. There is a unique lift (pq : D —> O of such that (pq{0) =  0.
Proof of claim. Let Gq denote the covering group of O over Oq and assume that 
there exist two distinct lifts (pq, (pq of cpq that fix 0. There exists a mapping 
h e  Gq such that (pg(z) =  h(<pq(z)) holds for all z G D. It follows from our 
assumption that h(0) =  0, hence h G Stab(O) C Gq, where Stab(O) denotes the 
stabilizer of 0 in Gq. But 7t9(0) =  0 and 0 is a non-ramified point of Oq, which 
means that Stab(0) C Gq is trivial. Hence h =  id and (pq =  (pq.
We have the following commutative diagram:
D ------—------D
'K n* 7Tn
On
¥q
on
Since ipq is a h9-quasiconformal map and nq* and nq are holomorphic, the map 
(pq : O —> ID) is also hg-quasiconformal. Moreover, (pq is conformal when re­
stricted to the set D :=  D \ 7r“»1(D), so in particular in a sufficiently small 
neighbourhood of any point in the set { tt“,1^ ) } .
Furthermore, the lifts (pq converge to pq* (locally uniformly) as q —► q* and, due
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to the chosen normalization, (pq* =  id |d [Hub06, Chapter 4.7], Moreover, when 
restricted to f2, the maps converge in the CT-norm, hence (<pq)'\n —> ( v v / h  
when q —> q*.
By the above diagram we can write nq(z) =  (<pq o nq* o (p~l)(z) for every z GD. 
Recall that if w £ S and zq £ { 7T“ 1 (xc?)}, then the value of the density function 
pq at w is given by pq(w) =  po{zq) • (n'q{zq))~l and this does not depend on 
the choice of the preimage of w. Similarly, if zq* £ { ti~}{w )},  then pq*(w) =  
Pd(v ) ‘ ( v ( v ) ) _1- Hence,
|Pg*M ~ P q ( w )  I =_ Pb (v ) Pn(zq)
v ( v )
Observe first that <pq(p) =  p , since p £ S \ D .  Let us fix a point pq £ {nq 1(p)}. 
Then
P =  *q{Pq) =  ( ^ 0 f f 0 ^  ^(Pg) =  (7r ° Pq *)(Pq)• (6-4)
Let pq. £ { 7r * (p)} be the unique point such that pq Pq iPq* ) ■ We obtain
*q(Pq) =
(6 .4 )
Pq{^q* ° Pq^Pq)) ■ '^qAPq\Pq)) ' '0Pq1)'(Pq)
Pq(p) ■ n'q* M  ’ { p q ^  (Pq) ^  V  (P9* ) ' 1 Í  fa?)'
¥>i(p) = l
Hence
|Pg* (p )  - P ? ( P ) I
1
1V  (Pg*)l Pb(P,r) (<Pg1)'(Pg)
1 1 1
K*(Pg*)l 1 -  \Pq* |2 ( ^ ' ( P g )  • (1 -  l^g(Pg*)|2)
Since —> id in the C,1-norm in a neighbourhood of pq» when g —> g*, the
expression (p~1), (pg) • (1 — |<Pg(Pg*)|2) tends to 1 — |pg. |2 and hence |pq*{p) — 
Pq(p)\->Q- □
6.3.2 Estim ates o f  m etrics w ith infinitely many singularities
We are now able to prove the key-statement for the proof of Theorem 6.1. 
Theorem  6.12. Let K  > 1 and let Zi, % £ N, be an infinite sequence of points
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satisfying \zi\ <  |zi+i| <  K\zi\. Let O =  (C,v0 ), where
I 2 if z =  Zi for some i, 
v0 {z) =  <
1 otherwise.
Then the density po of the hyperbolic metric on O satisfies
1
Po{z)
< 0 (|z|) as z — ► oo.
Proof First observe that, by affine conjugacy, we can assume that 0 is one of 
the ramified points of O.
Let z Zi be an arbitrary but fixed point in O. Depending on z, we choose 
b =  b(z) — Zk, where Zk satisfies \zk\ > {K+T)\z\ and is minimal with this 
property, i.e., if \zj\ < \zk\ then \zj\ < (K+l)\z\.  It follows immediately that
(K +  l)\z\ <  \b\ =  \zk\ <  K\zk_i\ < (K  +  l)K\z\. (6.5)
Next we set c =  c(z) =  Z[, where zi is minimal with the property \zf > (K+l)\b\. 
We then obtain
(.K + l ) 2\z\ <  (K+l)\b\ <  |c| <  K\zi-!\ <  (K+l)K\b\ <  ( K + 1 ) 2K 2\z\. (6.6)
For any three pairwise distinct points p, q, r G C denote by 0 Pi9,r :=  (C, vp^ r) 
the orbifold defined by
 ^ 2 if w e  {p,q,r} ,  
1 otherwise.
Note that every such orbifold is hyperbolic, since its Euler characteristic equals 
— 1/2. We denote by pVAJ the density of the hyperbolic metric on Ov^ r. 
Observe first that O is holomorphically embedded in O0^ c, and it follows from 
Theorem 6.5 that po(w) > po,b,c{w) holds for all w G O. Let b =  b(z) :=  b/\z\ 
and c =  c.{z) :=  c/\z\. Then the map
s z - .o 0,b,c & 0,b,c’ W
W
N
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is obviously a conformal isomorphism and hence a local isometry. Altogether, 
we obtain
Po,b,c(s (w)) =  Po,b,c(w) • M  < Po{w) • M- (6.7)
Let z :=  S(z) =  z/\z\. Then equations (6.5) and (6.6) yield
( K + 1) < |6| <  (K  +  1 )K  < ( K + 1)2 <  |c| < [ K + 1 ) 2K 2,
i.e., b £ Ai =  A i ( K ) :=  {w : ( K + 1) <  |u;| < ( K + 1 )K }  and c, £ A 2 =  A 2(K)  := 
{w : ( K  + 1)2 <  |w| <  ( K + 1 ) 2K 2}  belong to compact nonintersecting annuli, 
both disjoint from 5 (see Figure 6.1).
By Theorem 6.11, the map
D 2 : C \ { ¿ }  x C \ { z }  -> (0, oo), (x, y) ^  Po,x,y(i)
is a composition of two continuous maps and hence itself continuous. Further­
more, it attains its minimum (and maximum) on the compact set A\ x A 2. 
Hence, there exist constants 0 < m(K) ,  M ( K )  <  oo depending only on K  (but 
not on z) such that
m ( K ) < PoÁc(¿ ) < M(K) .
By setting w =  z in equation (6.7), we finally get
( ts\ 1 ^ Po.b,d(z) „  , A
m {K ) ' |Ii s  “ R T  Po(z)’
and the assertion of the theorem follows. □
Theorem 6.12 and Corollary 6.8 immediately imply the following.
C orollary 6.13. Let f  be strongly subhyperbolic and let (O f ,  O f )  be dynamically 
associated to f . Then
1
Pf(z )
< o ( W ) as z 00,
where pf (z ) denotes the density of the hyperbolic metric on O f .
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Figure 6.1: The parameters b and c belong to the compact annuli Ai and A 2.
6.3.3 P ro o f  o f  uniform ity
Using Theorems 6.12 and 6.11, we can finally deduce that f  : Of —> Of  is a 
uniform expansion with respect to the hyperbolic metric of Of.
Proof of Theorem 6.10. Let pf and fjf denote the densities of the hyperbolic 
metrics on O f  and O f ,  respectively. Since /  : O f  — > O f  is a covering map, our 
claim is equivalent to the statement that there is a constant E >  1 such that
Pf(z )
Pf(z )
> E  > 1.
If lF{f)  0, recall that by Proposition 6.7(e), Of  is modelled on a hyperbolic 
domain Sf with f ~ 1{Sf) C Sf, implying that Of and Of  have no common 
boundary points in C. The same is true if the underlying surface is C, which 
means that oc is the only common boundary point of Of  and Of. Hence it only 
remains to check that for some E' >  1,
lim M d  >  £■ > 1 .
Pf(z)
Let C  C Of  be the complement of a closed Euclidean disk centred at 0 such 
that Vf{z) =  1 for all z G C, and denote by pc  the density of the hyperbolic 
metric on C. Then there is a right half-plane H  C C such that the map 
exp : H  —> C, z i-> ez is a covering. Hence the asymptotic behaviour of pc  is
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given by
= 0 ( r t ^ ïü) 85
By Theorem 6.5, we have pc(z ) >  Pf{z )i and so
Pf(z) <  0 1 \
z\ • log
as z oo.
It now follows from Corollary 6.13 that
p(z )
p(z )
> 0  (log |z|)
and hence
p(z )
p(z )
oo as 2T oo.
□
Remark. If we replace the ramified points by punctures, i.e., if we consider 
the hyperbolic domain U : C \ { z j }  instead of the orbifold O, the same bound 
for the asymptotic behaviour of the density map near oo can be obtained using 
standard estimates of the hyperbolic metric in the twice-punctured plane [Rem, 
Lemma 2.1]. As will become clear in the proof of Proposition 6.15, the orbifold 
for which the set of ramified points is given by {2kni : k € Z }  shows that our 
estimate is best possible.
6.3.4 Cosine maps
Recall that we say that F  =  Fafi is a cosine map, if it can be written as
Fa,b{z) =  aez +be~z
for some a,b E C*. Note that Fa^  =  go f ,  where g(z) =  az +  b/z and f ( z )  =  ez, 
hence it is easy to check (with the formula given in Section 2.3 for singular sets 
of compositions of holomorphic maps) that Fa.& has no asymptotic values, and 
exactly two critical values, namely v\ — 2\fab and v? =  —2y/ab. Furthermore,
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if z E C is a preimage of a critical value, then 2 is a critical point satisfying 
deg(Faii), z) =  2, which implies that Vi and v2 are totally ramified. Obviously, 
every subhyperbolic cosine map is automatically strongly subhyperbolic.
As already mentioned, Schleicher studied landing properties of those cosine 
maps for which the critical values are strictly preperiodic and proved that for 
such a map, every point in C is either on a dynamic ray or the landing point of a 
dynamic ray [Sch07a]. This result will also follow from Theorem 6.1. Moreover, 
our proof in the case of strongly subhyperbolic cosine maps is considerably 
more concise than the proof in the general setting and the proof (of the weaker 
statement) given in [Sch07a]. The reason is that for strongly subhyperbolic 
cosine maps, we can compute explicitly the required estimates of the metrics of 
certain dynamically associated orbifolds.
Let us start with a simple observation.
Proposition 6.14. Let F  = Fa^  be strongly subhyperbolic but not hyperbolic. 
Then there exists a point p E P j  \ S(F).
Proof. Since F  is not hyperbolic, it follows that at least one critical value of F, 
say Vi, belongs to J {F) .  Now assume that the claim is wrong, i.e., P j  =  S(F).  
Since P j  is forward invariant, this can only occur if F[vf)  =  v\ or v\ and v2 form 
a cycle. However, since v\ is totally ramified, it would then be a superattracting 
periodic point of F, contradicting the assumption that v\ E J { F) .  □
For simplicity, let us assume that {v i ,v2} C J ( F) ;  the case when F ( F )  ±  0 
can be treated in a very similar way (and is even easier). Let Of =  (C, vF) and 
O f =  (C, uF), where
vF(w) =  lcm{deg(F", z), where F n(z) =  w\ and vF(z) =  .
deg(F, z)
It is straightforward to check that (Of , Of ) is a pair of orbifolds dynamically 
associated to F. (In fact, this is how we constructed dynamically associated 
orbifolds in the proof of Proposition 6.7.) In particular, vF{z) E {1,2, 4} for all 
z E C .
Let us fix a point p E P j  \ S(F).  Then p has only regular preimages Pi, for 
which necessarily uF{pi) =  uF(p) E {2 ,4 }. Since F  is 27rz-periodic, the orbifold
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O f is holomorphically embedded in the orbifold Oq =  (C, is0) defined by
(uF(p) if w =  2imi for some n 6 Z,1 otherwise.
In particular, if pF and p0 denote the densities of the hyperbolic metrics on Of 
and Oo, respectively, then
pF(z) > po(z +  77)
holds for all z G C, where 77 G C is some constant. For p0 we can give the 
following explicit lower bound.
Proposition 6.15. The density function po(z) satisfies
Po^  “  64 +  8 - |Re(z)|
for all z e C .
Proof For all points in the punctured halfplane {z  0 : Re(z) <  1 /2 } C 
C \{0, 1 }, the density p\ of the hyperbolic metric of C \ { 0, 1} can be bounded 
from below by
— yw < Cx ■ \z\ • (C2 +  | log |z||),
P iW
where Cj :=  2^2 and C2 :=  4 +  log(3 +  2^2) [BP78, p. 476],
Let 0 2 := (C*, i/2), where i/2(l) =  2 and '^2(^) =  1 for all z ^  1. We easily see 
that the map p : C \ {0 ,1} —* 0 2, z 1—>■ —4(z2 — z) is a covering map and hence 
a local isometry. A simple calculation yields
— <  2Ci ■ \Vl ~ w\ ■ |1 -  y/1 ~  w\ ■ (C2 H- log 2 +  | log |1 -  y/\ -  u>||), 
p2[w)
where p2(z) is the density of the hyperbolic metric of 0 2 and \fz denotes the 
principle branch of the squareroot.
Since the map O0 —> 0 2, z 1—> ez is a covering map, it follows that
1
Po(z)
<  2 C,
I\/\ — e-| • |1 — v l^ -  (1'
I e2 I
•(C2 +  log2+|log|l — V l -  e-||)
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for every z £ Oq. Let us simplify the above expression. We note, by expanding 
with |1 +  y/1 — ez|, that
V'l -  e* 1 -  V I -  e2 |V1 -  e2
I eZ ! |1 +  V T ^ e 1! ’
and one can easily see that the obtained expression is bounded from above by
V 2.
Let us now consider | log 11 -  V'l -  e2||. Since | log 1 /^| =  | logz|, it is enough 
to restrict to the case when |1 — V l — e2| > 1. Here we get
1 — V l — e2| <  1 +  V ]l  — eZ | <  m ax{2, 2y/\l — ez |} < max{2, 2| e2 |}
and hence
| log |1 — V l — e2|| <  log 2 +  | Re(z)|.
Together, these estimates yield the proof. □
R em ark. Let a, 6, c E C and denote by Oaj)C the C-orbifold with signature 
(2, 2, 2), with a, b and c being the ramified points. Then there exists a (unique) 
Mobius map M  mapping 0, 1 and - 1  to a, b and c, respectively. Moreover, the 
map 2 i-> M(sin |z) provides a covering map from O0 to OajKC. This observation 
enables us to estimate the hyperbolic metric of an arbitrary C-orbifold with 
signature (2, 2, 2) using simple calculations, and hence provides an alternative 
way of proving Theorem 6.12, which —  though it is less elegant — uses only 
elementary observations.
6.4 Construction of a semiconjugacy
Recall that our goal is to construct a continuous and surjective map 0 : J{g)  —* 
J { f ) ,  where g is any map of disjoint type that belongs to the family
{gx(z) =  f (Xz)  : A e C } ,
such that
fo(f)(z)  =  (j>og{z)
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holds for all z G J(g)- Recall that by [Rem, Theorem 5.2], any two such 
maps g and g are conjugate on their Julia sets, hence it is enough to prove the 
statement for one such map. We start with the construction of such a map g. 
Let us fix a pair of orbifolds (Of, Of)  dynamically associated to /  with under­
lying surfaces Sf and Sf, respectively. Note that by Proposition 6.7(c), Sf can 
be written as Sf =  C \ C, where C  is a, possibly empty, compact set.
Observe that for every A G C ,  S(gx) =  S(f ) .  Let K  > 0 be sufficiently large, 
such that ( P ( f )  U C)  C {\z\ < K/2}. Since /  is entire, it maps bounded sets 
to bounded sets, hence there exists L >  K  such that
f ~ l ({z  : \z\ > L } )  C {z  : \z\ > K  +  1}.
Let us fix a constant L > K  with this property and define fj :=  K/L. It then 
follows that if g =  g  ^ and z is a point with \g(z)\ > L, then \fiz\ > K  +  1 and 
hence \z\ > L +  L/K.  This means,
(?_1 ( {z  : \z\ > L})  C { z  : \z\ > L +  L/K},
and, in particular, it follows from Proposition 3.11 that g is of disjoint type. 
Define
Vj  := /  3 ( { z  : \z\ > K } )  and U3 :=  g 3 ( { z  : |2| > L } ) .
Rem ark. Note that V3 C O f  fl O f  holds for all j  >  0, such as U3+\ C Uj,  since 
g is of disjoint type. Furthermore, J ( g )  is the set of those points that are never 
mapped into C \ Uq, hence J ( g )  equals the limit of the domains Uj.
Starting with <f)Q =  id, we want to construct a sequence of conformal isomor­
phisms
4>j '■ U j-1 ^ji-i
for j  > 1 , such that
/  ° 0j+i =  (f>j ° g-
We will define the sequence inductively. Since 0O =  id, the map <p\ is given
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by the formula ^ (z )  =  fiz. For a point z £ V0 let 71 (z) be the straight line 
segment connecting 2 =  cf)0(z) and gz =  (pi(z) (we can actually choose 71 to 
be any rectifiable curve which connects 2 and 4>i{z) within the domain V'0). To 
define d2 at a point z £ Ui, we consider the line segment 71 (g(z)) C V’0. By 
definition,
/  1 (71 (g(z))) c Vi.
Since f{(pi(z)) =  g(z), there is a preimage component 72(2) of 71 (g(z)), such 
that one endpoint of 72(z) is <f>i(z). We define 4>2{z) to be the other endpoint 
of 72(2:) (see Figure 6.2).
Continuing inductively, we define the curve 7^ +1 (z) C V1 to be the pullback of 
l j { 9 { z )) C Vj-1 under /  with one endpoint at (f>j(z), and we define 4>j+i{z) to 
be the other endpoint 7J+i (z).
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We want to give some properties of the maps . Since /  and g are holomorphic 
and in particular continuous, each map 03 is continuous as well. By induction, 
it also follows that each map (p3 is injective and surjective. Hence each map (f)j 
is a conformal isomorphism, mapping a component of { /,_ i onto a component
ofv ;--!.
Theorem 6.16. The maps 4>j\j{g) converge uniformly with respect to the hy­
perbolic orbifold metric pj(z)\dz\ on O f to a continuous surjective function
<t> : j(g ) -  J(f)
so that fo(f) =  ( fog.  Moreover, f>(I(g)) =  1 ( f )  and 4>\i(g) is a homeomorphism.
Proof. With respect to the hyperbolic metric on Of,  we denote by df(wi,W2) 
the distance between two points w\,w2 E O f, and by ¿7 (7 ) the length of a 
rectifiable curve 7  C O f. Let z E U3. Since Uj C  Uj-1, both 0J+i and 03 are 
defined in a neighbourhood of z and it follows from our construction that
df(<t>j+i(z), 4>j(z)) <  (fiM+iiz))- (6.8)
Since for every point z E U0,
7l W  c  (c\Di(0)) C 7(5)) c
we obtain an upper bound for £} (^i(z)) by computing its length with respect to 
the hyperbolic metric in C\D k (0), which is given by (|z| (log |^r| — \og(K/2))) 1 \d. 
Hence
£f ( l i ( z ) )  <  log log I 1/ mIlo g \z\ -  log(Li/2) <  log
/lo g j i /H  
V lo g 2
=: v
Recall that by Lemma 6 . 6 , there is a constant E  > 1, such that | | D / ( 2 : ) | | e > /  > E 
holds for all z E Of.  Since 7J+i (z) C  C  O ; is obtained as a pullback of 
71 (gj (z)) under the map f t ,  it follows from equation (6.8) that
df(<t>j+i(z),4>j(z)) <  -jjjj-
This means that the maps 0j\j(g) from a Cauchy sequence, and since the orbifold
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metric is complete, there is a continuous limit function
<t> : J ( g )  -  Of .
Note that 0 necessarily satisfies
°°^  °° i ip
df(<f>(z ) , z ) <  =  u '7 ff~ [  (6-9)
3 = 0  3 = 0
as well as
f n(<f(z)) =  Hgn(z)) (6.io)
for all n G N and all z G J(g ) .
We want to derive some properties of the limit function 0. By equation (6.9),
4>(zn) —> oo if and only if zn —> oo, (6.11)
so together with equation (6.10) this implies that <f>(I(g)) C 1(f) .  In particular, 
it follows that <j>(J(g)) C J ( f ) ,  since J(g)  =  1 (gj and J ( f )  =  7( f )  (Corollary 
2.9). Let w G 1(f) .  Then w e  Vj for all sufficiently large j ,  so we can consider 
the sequence Zj :=  0 “ 1(w). If z is an accumulation point of (zf), then 4>(z) =  w 
(note that by relation (6.11), z ^  oo). Hence, 0 : 1(g) -> 1(f )  is surjective. 
Next we will show that 0|/(s) is injective. So let y  be a static partition of /  
and let z , z  e  1(g) be two points such that f ( z )  =  (j>(z) =: w. By definition, 
w , and it follows from the inductive definition of the maps 0_, 
that for every sufficiently large j ,  there exists a fundamental domain Fj G 5? 
such that gi (z) , gi (z) G Fj. On the other hand, it follows from equation (6.10) 
that f>(gj(z)) =  f>(gj(z)) holds for all j  G N. Furthermore, equation (6.9) 
implies that
df(gJ(z) ,g3(z)) <  df {g3(z),(j)(gJ(z))) +  df ((f)(gj (z)),  gj (z)) <  2^ -—^—
hj — 1
By standard expansion estimates (see e.g. [Rem, Lemma 2.7]), the distance 
between g3(z) and g3(z) must be unbounded, unless the points z and z are 
equal, implying that 0 is injective.
Observe that by equation (6.11), 0 can be extended (sequentially) continuously
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to a map $  : 3 (g )  -> 3 ( f )  with $(oo) =  oo. Hence J  ( 3 ( g ) )  is the continuous 
image of a compact set, hence it is compact and 4^ (3(g)) =  4>(3(g)) is closed. 
So
/(/) = m g ) )  c m ( g ) )  C J(f)  =  W )
and since <j>(3(g)) is closed, it follows that <i>(J{g)) =  J ( f ) ,  hence f> is surjec­
tive. O
Since the restriction of the map </> in Theorem 6.16 to the escaping set of the 
disjoint type map is a homeomorphism, we obtain the following result as an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 6.16 and Theorem 3.12.
Corollary 6.17. The escaping set of a strongly subhyperbolic map is discon­
nected.
Remark. Dierk Schleicher kindly pointed out that the escaping set of the 
strongly subhyperbolic map z 1—> 7r sinh 2 is obviously disconnected: the imagi­
nary axis consists of points with bounded orbits and it disconnects the escaping 
set. (Details on this special function will be given in Section 6.5.)
In terms of dynamic rays, our main result implies the following topological 
description of the Julia set of certain strongly subhyperbolic maps.
Corollary 6.18. Let f  G R3S be a strongly subhyperbolic map. Then J ( f )  is 
a pinched Cantor bouquet, consisting of dynamic rays of f  and their endpoints. 
In particular, all dynamic rays of f  land and every point in J ( f )  is either on 
a dynamic ray or the landing point of a dynamic ray of f .
By a pinched Cantor bouquet we mean a quotient of a Cantor bouquet by a 
closed equivalence relation on its endpoints.
Proof. Let g and </> : J( g)  —> J ( f )  be maps as in Theorem 6.16. By Theorem 
3.13, J(g)  is a Cantor bouquet, and this Cantor bouquet consists of dynamic 
rays of g and their endpoints (see also [RRRS, Theorem 4.7]). Since f> is surjec­
tive and since its restriction to the Cantor bouquet J(g)  without its endpoints 
is a homeomorphism, 3 ( f )  must be a pinched Cantor bouquet. □
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6.5 Model of the dynamics of a map /  with J( f )  =  C
This section is dedicated to the description of the topological dynamics of the 
function
f ( z )  :=  7T sinh z.
We will define a “simple” model consisting of a topological space X  and a map 
M.  : X  —» X  such that if g is any map of disjoint type in the family gx \ z i—> 
A sinh z then
• J{g)  is homeomorphic to X , and
• At|y is conjugate to g\j{9).
We will transfer the ideas from [Rem06] where such a model was constructed 
for exponential maps whose singular value belongs to some attracting basin. 
The adoption of [Rem06] to the maps we are interested in is particularly simple 
since in left and right half-planes, sufficiently far away from the imaginary axis, 
any map gx with A > 0 is essentially the same (i.e., up to a constant factor) as 
z >-> e~z and z •-> e2, respectively. For this reason, we will skip the details and 
refer to [Rem06] as well as the extensive work on dynamics of cosine maps by 
Rottenfuf&er and Schleicher [RS08] for further consideration.
Once we have constructed such a model for a disjoint type map g e {<7a}, 
Theorem 6.16 tells us that there is a semiconjugacy between g and /  on their 
Julia sets, and hence also between the model map M  and / .  The combinatorial 
dynamics of /  on J ( / )  was already established in [Sch07a, Sch07b] and we will 
summarize here the required results.
6.5.1 Dynamics within the one-parameter family
So let us consider the family
g\{z) :=  A sinh z
with A > 0 (hence /  =  gn). The critical values of g\ are ±Ah Every map gx : 
R — > R is a homeomorphism with gx(0) =  0 and R \ {0 } C I(g\). Furthermore, 
0a(®R) C [—A®, A*].
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Both critical values of /  are mapped by /  to the repelling fixed point 0. 
Since the maps gx have no asymptotic values, the postsingular set of /  equals 
{ ± 7^ ,0}. Hence /  is postsingularly finite and strongly subhyperbolic. Further­
more, J ( f )  =  C .
For A > 0 chosen sufficiently small, the origin is an attracting fixed point and the 
subinterval [—A?, Ai\ of the imaginary axis is mapped into itself and thus belongs 
to the immediate basin of attraction of 0. Hence by choosing A sufficiently small, 
we obtain a map g\ of disjoint type (see Proposition 3.11). From now on, we 
will fix A0 > 0 such that the corresponding map gXo =■ g is of disjoint type. 
Note that for every n £ Z, the horizontal line
Ln := { z  : Im z =  (n +  1/2)7t}
is mapped by g (or any other gx with A G R) to zR\[—A0*, A0?], hence J ( g )  is con­
tained in horizontal half-strips which are the components of C\ (LLez u •
This means that each point z £ J ( g )  is contained in a domain
SnL :=  {z  : R ez < 0 ,lm z £ ((n -  1/ 2)7t, (n +  1/ 2)7t) }  or
SnR :=  {z  : Rez > 0 ,lm z G ((n — 1/ 2)7t, (n +  1/ 2)7t)}.
Note that the domains SnL and SnR are very similar to fundamental domains of 
g (see Definition 2.12). In fact, this partition allows us the same combinatorial 
approach as the standard static partitions. For instance, the restriction of g (or 
any other gx with A G R) to any of the half-strips is a conformal isomorphism 
onto its image which is the left or right half-plane. The reason for choosing 
this particular partition of the plane is the possibility to give a very simple 
description of the “pinching”, as we will see later.
6.5.2 Topological model
Let :=  (ZLU ZR)N be the space of infinite sequences of elements in Z LUZR, 
where ZL :=  { . . . ,  —1 l > 0l , 1l, . . .  } and ZR :=  { . . . ,  —1« , 0R, 1 r , . . .  }  are two 
disjoint copies of Z. By the previous argument, we can assign to a point z € 
J { g )  a unique sequence s =  so^i. . .  £ ^  defined by gn(z) £ SSn. We will 
call such a sequence the external address of z, due to the similarity between the 
halfstrips SSn and fundamental domains of g.
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For every i £ Z  we define \ii\ :=  \i\ = : |i#|. Furthermore, since J{ g)  consists of 
(asymptotically horizontal) dynamic rays and their endpoints [RS08, Theorem 
4.1], our model X  should be a subset of the space
yN x [o, oo).
Note that the relation .. A r < Ir < (z + 1)l < • ■ • defines an order on yN. 
Thus y N x [0, oo) is equipped with the product topology of the topology on 
y N (induced by the order relation) and the standard topology on R.
Let (s, t) be a point in yN x [0, oo). We should think of the first entry s0 in s 
as the imaginary part of the point (or its height corresponding to our horizontal 
strips), together with the information whether it is lying left or right from 
the imaginary axis. The second entry t should be thought of as the absolute 
value of the real part of the point. Hence it is helpful to think of a point
(s,t) £ y N x [0, oo) in its “complexified” version C( s , t ) :=  t +  m s0. Let us
denote by T(s , t ) :=  t the projection onto the second coordinate. We can now 
define our model map to be
M  : yN X  [0, oo) -  x [0, oo), (s, t ) h-  (<r(s), F(t)  -  n\Sl\),
where a denotes the one-sided shift map and F(t)  :=  e* — 1 denotes the standard 
model map for exponential growth.
Recall that the maps we consider behave like the exponential in each of the 
halfplanes. The essential characteristic of our model map now is that as for 
exponential maps, the size of the image \C(M.(s, £))| of a point (s, t) is roughly 
the exponential of its real part. More precisely, F(t )/V2 < \C(M(s,t))\ < F(t)  
whenever T( s , t ) >  0. Hence we define the model sets X  and X  to be
X  :=  {(s, t) G y N x [0, oo) : T(A4n(s, t)) >  0 for all n >  0} and
X  :=  {(g, t) £ X  : T(j\4n(s, t)) —> oo as n —► oo}.
By [Rem06, Observation 3.1], X  is homeomorphic to a straight brush. In par­
ticular, for every external address s there exists a unique £ [0, oo] such that 
{£ >  0 : (s, t) £ X }  =  [£g, oo). We denote by E { X )  :=  {(s, £g)} the set of 
endpoints of X .
By iterating forward under the model map M  and backwards under g, we obtain
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a sequence of maps that converges to a homeomorphism $  : X  —> J ( g )  such 
that
$  o M.(z) =  g o $ (2)
for all z e  X .  The key argument for such a limit to exist is again uniform 
hyperbolic contraction of the map g and the fact that the mapping behaviour 
of the model map reflects that of g. (For a precise statement see [Rem06, Section 
3] or [RS08, Proposition 3.3].) A proof of the above statement is essentially the 
same as in the case of exponential maps in [Rem06, Theorem 9.1], which is why 
we skip the details here. A proof can also be derived by essentially the same 
estimates as given in the proof of Theorem 6.16.
By Theorem 6.16 there is a surjective map 0 : J(g )  —> J ( f )  such that 
f(<j>(z)) =  <j>(g(z)) holds for all 2: e J(g)-  Moreover, 0 restricts to a home­
omorphism between 1(g) and 1 ( f ) ■ As already mentioned, every point 2 € 1(f)  
escapes within the strips SSi with s, e  Z L U ZR, since the forward orbit of any 
point in the boundary of the strips has a bounded orbit. Recall from the proof 
of Theorem 6.1 that, by choosing the inverse branches of the maps f n appro­
priately, the conjugacy 0 relates the escaping points of g and /  with respect 
to the combinatorics in terms of their external addresses. From Corollary 6.18, 
we obtain that M  projects to a function M  on T  :=  X/  ~ p, where ~ p is an 
equivalence relation on the set E [ X )  of endpoints of X ,  such that Xi  : X  — > X  
is conjugate to /  : J ( f )  —► J ( f ) -  The equivalence relation ~ p tells us which 
dynamic rays are being “pinched”. We will now describe ~ p explicitly using the 
results from [Sch07a, Sch07b].
6.5.3 Combinatorial description
For every n € Z  we set
U(n,o) ■= {z  : Rez < 0,lm z  € ((2rar,2(n +  l ) 7r)} and 
U(n,i) ■= {z  : R e2 > 0, Im 2 e (2rwr, 2(n +  l ) 7r)}.
One can easily see that the restrictions /  : £/(n,o) —^ C \ (R+ U [—7ri, 7rz]) and /  : 
U[n%i) —> C \ (R~ U [—m,7ri]) are conformal isomorphisms. While the halfstrips 
SSn play the role of fundamental domains, the sets U ^ k )  are very similar to
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itinerary domains, since the relevant part of the boundary of every U ^ k) is a 
prefixed dynamic ray. In order to maintain the analogy, we will call a sequence 
(n0, k0)(ni, k i ) . . .  G (Z x {0 ,1 })N an itinerary. If 7  is a dynamic ray such that 
for every i >  0 there exists a domain U(n^ ki) with / ‘ (y) C [/(„*,/tl) then we assign 
to 7  the (well-defined) itinerary itin(7 ) =  (n0, k0)(rii, h ) .. . .  Since a dynamic 
ray of /  is either contained in some half-strip U(n^  or is completely contained in 
the boundary of such a domain, it follows that an itinerary cannot be assigned 
to a ray 7 if and only if there is n >  0 such that /" (y )  equals R + or R - , or 
equivalently, if sn+j =  0«  or 0  ^ for all j  >  0, where s =  s0S i. . .  is the external 
address of 7 . This means that to every external address s in
’■= { s : t s <  00}  \ {s  : sn+j =  0R or 0L for some n >  0 and all j  >  0}
we can assign a unique itinerary itin(s) := itin(7j .  Let us first comment on 
those external addresses that belong to
:= {s  : tg <  00} \ y + .
The mapping behaviour of the map /  is fairly simple and allows us to describe 
completely all tuples and quadruples of external addresses in for which the 
respective dynamic rays land together. For instance, for all addresses sl that 
belong to either the left of right quadruple
So * ■ ■ Sj
(2m )R (2n +  1)# 1L 0# 
(2m)R (2n)R 1R 0l
(2m -f- \)R{2n +  1 )^ , \R 
(2m +  l ) / j  ( 2 n))i  1L 0 «
Sq • • • Sj
(2m +  1)l (2n +  1)^ \L 0R 
(2m +  l ) i  (2 n)R Ir Ql
<
(2m)i  (2n +  1)^ 1# 0  ^
> (2m)i (2n))L 1L 0R
where m G Z and n > 0 are fixed, we define ~ p (sJ, ts3). We will not
list the remaining combinations since there are not so many of them and each 
one is easy to determine using elementary computations.
The remaining task is to determine those external addresses in «5^  such that 
the corresponding dynamic rays land together. Let 7  be a dynamic ray with 
external address s G and let w be its landing point.
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Figure 6.3: The Julia set of the map f ( z ) =  7rsinhz, showing its structure 
of a pinched Cantor bouquet. This wonderful picture was kindly provided by 
Arnaud Cheritat, who produced it (after my talk on this topic) at a conference 
in Toulouse in June 2009.
Then either g is the only dynamic ray that lands at w or there is exactly one more 
such dynamic ray [Sch07b]; the latter case occurs if and only if w is eventually 
mapped into [7ri, —iri\ (and remains there without ever being mapped to 0). Let 
Sj | be the external addresses of two dynamic rays landing at the same point w. 
It follows that itin(s) and itin(s) must be of the form
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(n0, k0) . . .  (rij, kj)
 ^ (n j + i ,  k j +1 )(0, k j + 2 )(0, k j +3 ) . . .
/cj-|_i)(0,l—A)j_|-2)(0,1 kj+s ) .. .
( 6 .12)
or with —1 instead of 0.
On the other hand, it follows from [Sch07a, Lemma 5] and elementary compu­
tations that two dynamic rays with itineraries as in equation (6.12) do indeed 
land together: such dynamic rays have a forward image that lands in the in­
terval [—Tii,m\ and its landing point is never mapped to 0. So let s, s G . 
It follows that (s, ts) ~ p (1, %) if and only if itin(s ) and itin(S) are of the form 
given by equation (6.12) (or with —1 instead of 0).
Remark. One can certainly relate the model [ X , M )  directly to J { f ) .  The 
reason to incorporate a disjoint type map is simply to show what to do when the 
considered strongly subhyperbolic map /  can be embedded in a family where 
the topological dynamics of disjoint type maps is well understood.
6.6 Questions and remarks
Let us recall an important trick that we used in this chapter. For the construc­
tion of the orbifold O f , we picked a repelling fixed point p £  S( f )  and assigned 
to p the ramification value 2k, k >  1. The effect was that Of  contained a 
sequence (Zi) of points with the same ramification value 2k, such that
N  < \zi+i\ < K\zi\ (6.13)
for some K  > 1. Now, as we have seen in the proof of Proposition 4.5, the 
estimate in equation (6.13) occurs regularly for subsequences of the preimages 
of an arbitrary point w ^ S(f) .  Hence without the initial ramification of a 
point p  G O f,  meaning by ramifying only the points in Pj ,  the corresponding 
orbifold O f  would still contain a sequence of ramified points that behave as in 
equation (6.13), but their ramification values would not necessarily be equal. 
Hence this additional step would be needless if the following question — as we 
believe is plausible — could be answered affirmatively.
Question 6.19. Let O =  (S, u) and O  =  (S, v) be hyperbolic orbifolds for which
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there exists a unique point w such that
Hz)
ù(z) +  1 > 2
Let p and p denote the metric densities on O
P{z) >  p(z)
if z ^ w ,  
if z =  w.
and O, respectively. Does
hold for all z £ S?
Now let us discuss our restrictions to strongly subhyperbolic maps. A subhyper­
bolic map /  can fail to be strongly subhyperbolic because of one of the following 
two reasons: J ( f )  contains an asymptotic value of /  or there is a sequence of 
critical points in J ( f )  with unbounded local degree.
Consider the maps Ei{z)  :=  j^e* and E2(z) :=  2mez. The function £ j is of 
disjoint type while E2 is subhyperbolic, since the asymptotic value 0 is prefixed 
under E2. It is known that E\ and E2 are not topologically conjugate on their 
escaping sets [Rem06, Proposition 2.1]. In fact, for Ex, all dynamic rays have 
a landing point in C, while for E2 there are uncountably many dynamic rays, 
each of which accumulates everywhere upon itself [Rem07b]. Hence Theorem 
6.1 is not true under the general allowance of asymptotic values in the Julia set. 
We believe that, with possible minor restrictions, the following should be true.
Conjecture 6.20. Let f  be a subhyperbolic map for which J ( f )  Cl A ( f ) ^  0. 
Then there is no disjoint type map g \ z f  (A^) such that f  and g are conjugate 
on their escaping sets.
By the results of Rempe [Rem], the map g in Conjecture 6.20 can be replaced 
by any disjoint type map in the same parameter space as g. (For a precise 
notion of the (natural) parameter space of a transcendental entire map in class 
see e.g. [EL92, Section 3], [Rem, Section 2] or Chapter 7.4.1.)
We also believe that dynamic rays which do not land occur in a far more general 
setting, beyond explicit families of maps.
Conjecture 6.21. Let f  £ R3S be a geometrically finite map with J ( f )  H 
A ( f ) 7^  0. There exists a dynamic ray 7 of f  whose accumulation set on C is 
an indecomposable continuum. In particular, g does not land.
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The methods in [Rem07b] suggest that Conjecture 6.21 should hold in an even 
more general setting: what seems crucial is the accessibility of an asymptotic 
value in J { f ) .
However, we have no indication of what to expect for maps whose Julia sets 
contain no asymptotic values but sequences of points with unbounded local 
degree. The reason for our restriction in Theorem 6.1 is the fact that our 
methods do not apply in this case (see Proposition 6.9).
Q uestion 6 .22. Let f  be subhyperbolic, let J { f )  D A ( f )  =  0 and assume that
sup deg ( f , z )  =  oo. Do all dynamic rays of f  land? 
z&JU)
It would be very interesting to explore this problem, in particular since there 
are prominent examples of such maps. We want to be more explicit and give an 
example of a map $  that is subhyperbolic, has no asymptotic values but such 
that the local degree at points in J { $ )  is unbounded.
6 .6.1 Subhyperbolic Poincare maps
Let p be a complex polynomial of degree d >  2 and let z0 be a repelling fixed 
point of p with multiplier ¡a. By Poincare’s Theorem [Poi90, Val54], there exists 
an entire map T, which is called a Poincare function of p at z0, such that the 
functional equation
$ (p  ■ z) =  p($(z) )  (6.14)
is satisfied for all z E C. Now let
p(z) =  z2 -  1
and let $o denote a Poincare function of p at the point Zq =  (1 +  \/5)/2. The 
unique finite critical point of p is 0. Since p(0) =  — 1 and p (—1) =  0, the cycle 
{0, —1} is superattracting and, in particular, P(p) flC  =  {0, —1}. Note that by 
Theorem 2.11 , p has no other attracting or parabolic cycles in C. Observe also 
that p has no exceptional values (points with a finite backward orbit) in C; it is 
now not hard to check that C ($ 0) =  P(p)  =  { 0 , - 1 }  (see e.g. [DO08, Theorem 
2.10|). __ 
The multiplier of the repelling fixed point z0 is given by A =  p'(z0) =  1 +  \/5.
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By [Val54, p. 160], the order of T 0 is given by the formula
p ($ 0) =
log 2 
log IAI
< log 2 
log 3
< 1
and it follows then from the Denjoy-Carleman-Ahlfors Theorem [Nev53, XI, 
§4, p.313] that 4>0 has at most one finite asymptotic value. Let us assume that 
A (T0) ^  0 and let w be the unique asymptotic value of T0- By [DO08, Theorem 
1], w is an attracting periodic point ofp, hence either w =  0 or w =  —1. Let 7 (t) 
be an asymptotic path for w, i.e., limi^ 0O7 (t) =  00 and lim^oo To(7 (t)) =  w. 
Then
lim <f>0(A7 (f)) =  p( lim $ 0(7 (*))) =  p (w) ^  w,t—too t—»0o
hence (t) := A-y(t) is an asymptotic path of T 0 leading to the asymptotic value 
p(w). But this contradicts the fact that A (T0) =  {?r}, and hence A(<f»o) =  0- 
Since 0 is a critical value of 4>0, there exists a point z such that
4>o(5) =  0 and 4>0(z) =  0.
Let zn :=  Anz. Using the functional equation (6.14), it is not difficult to see 
that for every n G N,
-^ ® o (z )\z=zn =  0 for all 0 < k < n, 
hence for every n E N, we have deg (To, z n )  > n .
Let z' 6 C be a point with Tol-z7) =  1- (Note that such a point exists since 
T0 has no omitted values.) Then T0(A,2') =  p(To(^7)) =  0 and AT0(Az') =  
2$o(z,)<ho(;^ ,) =  2To(^7)- Since z' is not a critical point of T 0, it follows that 
a :=  Az' is a regular preimage of 0 under T0-
Let b be a preimage of —1, chosen sufficiently large such that \a — b\ ■ |T0(a)| > 1. 
Now consider the map
<£(2) :=  (a — b) • To(-z) +  a.
Note that A(T) =  0, since $  and T0 differ only by postcomposition with a 
conformal map. It follows also immediately that C'(T) =  {a, b}, T(a) =  a
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and <&(&) =  b, hence $  is postsingularly finite and in particular subhyperbolic. 
Moreover, since ^  (a)! =  \a — b\ • |<i>g(a)| > 1, the critical value a is a repelling 
fixed point of $  and hence belongs to implying that <J> is not hyperbolic.
Finally note that the points zn are mapped to a under $  satisfying deg(<f>, zn) > 
n, so $  is not strongly subhyperbolic.
Altogether, this means that <E>(z) is subhyperbolic, A ($ ) =  0 but for every 
n e N there exists a point zn G J { $ )  such that deg(<f>,zn) >  n, yielding the 
desired example.
Remark. It is not hard to see that one can use the same idea to construct many 
more Poincare maps (corresponding to hyperbolic polynomials of arbitrary large 
degree) with the desired properties.
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7 Nonescaping-hyperbolic components
In this chapter, we consider the space Hol*(C) of all entire functions that are 
not constant or linear. In Section 3.4 we introduced nonescaping-hyperbolic 
functions, i.e., maps /  for which S( f )  is bounded and every point in S(f )  
converges to an attracting cycle of /  (in C). The broader theme of this part 
of the thesis is to understand how nonescaping-hyperbolic maps behave under 
small perturbations. It is known that within the space of all polynomials or 
the space of all transcendental entire maps with finitely many singular values, 
nonescaping-hyperbolic functions exhibit particularly simple and stable dynam­
ics [MSS83, EL92].
The space HoT(C) is naturally equipped with the topology of locally uniform 
convergence. However, this topology is not convenient for dynamical consid­
erations since maps that are nearby in the corresponding metric often have 
completely different dynamics (see Example 7.6). We will introduce a new met­
ric Xdyn on HoT(C) which is dynamically more sensible in the sense that it 
combines locally uniform distance and the Hausdorff distance between the sets 
of singular values. We will say that (families of) maps converge dynamically 
if, roughly speaking, they converge with respect to the metric y dyn (the precise 
definition will be given later).
It is certainly difficult to make useful statements about the set of all nonescaping- 
hyperbolic maps, simply because HoT(C) is enormously large. Hence we will 
focus on certain “slices” of this space. More precisely, we want to study the fol­
lowing question: Let ( ^ n) be one-parameter families of entire maps converging 
dynamically to a family How do the nonescaping-hyperbolic parameters 
in the respective parameter spaces relate to each other? We show that, under 
the assumption of a “holomorphic parametrization”, the nonescaping-hyperbolic 
components are converging as kernels. More precisely, let M  be a complex man­
ifold. For every n G N U {oo }, let & n =  { / n^ } C HoT(C) be a family of entire 
functions that depend holomorphically on A G M. Furthermore, assume that 
for every n, the singular values of all maps in &n form bounded sets and are 
holomorphically parametrized by M, and that .^n —► dynamically.
Theorem  7.1. If H is a kernel of a sequence of nonescaping-hyperbolic com­
ponents of & n, then exactly one of the following statements holds:
(i) The map f\ 6 is n°t nonescaping-hyperbolic for any A G H .
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(ii) There is a nonescaping-hyperbolic component H^  of such that H =
t f o o .
Our result is a natural generalization of a theorem by Krauskopf and Kriete; 
they considered holomorphic families & n =  {f\  : A £ C }, n £ (N U {oo }), of 
entire maps for which the sets of singular values have the same finite cardinality 
and are holomorphically parametrized. They proved the same conclusions as in 
Theorem 7.1, provided that &n —* uniformly on compact subsets of C x C
[KK97]. Our proof of Theorem 7.1 follows the same idea as in [KK97].
The first case in Theorem 7.1 does indeed occur; an example is given in Section 
7.3. Nevertheless, parameters that belong to a kernel define maps which exhibit 
certain stability. Under the same assumptions and notations as in Theorem 7.1, 
we prove the following result.
T heorem  7.2. Let A belong to a kernel H. Then f\ £ d?oo is a J-stable 
function.
Structure of Chapter 7
We start with preliminary concepts such as Hausdorff and kernel convergence in 
Section 7.1 and dynamical approximation in Section 7.2. Section 7.3 addresses 
the proofs of Theorems 7.1 and 7.2. In the final part, we discuss examples to 
which our results can be applied.
If not stated differently, we will assume that /  £ Hol*(C). Since we will consider 
nonescaping-hyperbolic maps, the concepts and results from Section 3.4 will 
be used frequently. Also, we would like to emphasize that for us, a complex 
manifold is in particular finite-dimensional.
7.1 Hausdorff and kernel convergence
Throughout this paragraph, let us assume that M  is a metric space. The 
Hausdorff distance between two compact sets A, B C M  is defined by
dH(A, B ) :=  inf{e > 0 : A C US(B), B  C Ue(A)}.
For studying convergence of open connected subsets of M  we will define a 
concept analogous to the Caratheodory or kernel convergence for domains in 
the complex plane. For more details, see [Gol57, §5].
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Definition 7.3 (Kernel). Let o € M  and let On C M, n E N, be open connected 
sets containing o. The kernel of the sequence (On) (w.r.t. 6) is the largest open 
connected set O 3 o such that each compact set K  C O is contained in all but 
finitely many On.
We call the point o the marked point of the sequence (On). Clearly, the existence 
of a kernel is equivalent to the existence of a neighbourhood of o which is 
contained in all but finitely many On.
We say that the sequence (On) converges to O (as kernels) and write On —> O 
if O is a kernel of each subsequence of (On). The middle example in Figure 7.1 
gives an example of a sequence that does not converge to its kernel.
Observe that a sequence (On) can have more than one kernel (see the left-hand 
example in Figure 7.1), and each of them is specified by the choice of a marked 
point. Now let M  be a locally compact metric space, e.g. an analytic manifold, 
and let O be a kernel of On. Since, by definition, every kernel is open and since 
M  is locally compact, every point in O has a compact neighbourhood which 
is contained in O. This means that we can choose any point o € O to be the 
marked point. Hence we will talk about the sets On and O without mentioning 
the marked point if it is implicit from the context which point is meant.
We have the following relation between Hausdorff and kernel convergence.
P roposition  7.4. Let K n, K  be nonempty compact subsets of a locally compact 
metric space M . Then di{(Kn, K)  —> 0 as n —> oo and only if the following 
two conditions hold:
• every component O of K c :=  M \K  is a kernel of a sequence of components 
On o f K cn := M \Kn,
• every kernel of an infinite sequence (On/e) of components of K'nk is a com­
ponent of K c.
We will omit the proof since it is elementary and follows mainly from the def­
initions of kernel and Hausdorff convergence, and since we do not require the 
statement for any proof in the thesis; its purpose is more the illustration of how 
the given concepts of convergence relate to each other. The right-hand example 
in Figure 7.1 shows the necessity of the second requirement in Proposition 7.4.
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Figure 7.1: left: The interiors of the curves are simply-connected domains 
with three different kernels K\, K 2 and K 3. middle: The domains Dn : = 
{z  : \z\ < 2 — rn where n =  rn mod 2,rn E {0 ,1 } }  have a unique 
kernel D 1 but they do not converge to it. right: The domains Dn :=  
C\ ( {z  =  iy : \y\ >  1 /n } U {z  : \z — n\ <  1}) converge as kernels to the left half­
plane HI<0 w.r.t. the marked point —1 but their complements do not converge 
to C \ H<o in the Hausdorff metric.
7.2 Dynamical approximation
We denote the locally uniform distance between f ,g  E Hol(C) by X\nc{f, g)- The 
metric x\uc(/> <j) induces the topology of locally uniform convergence on Hol(C), 
so we say that f n converge to /  locally uniformly if and only if X\uc(fn, f )  0 
as n —► 00. (One can define this topology on a larger space like the set of all 
continuous selfmaps of C but we are only interested in entire maps. For details 
see e.g. [Mil06, Chapter 3].) It follows from the Weierstrah Approximation 
Theorem [Mil06, Theorem 1.4] that the space Hol(C) is closed with respect to 
this topology.
For entire maps with a non-empty set of singular values, we introduce a new 
metric which combines locally uniform convergence with controlled behaviour 
on the set of singular values. Hence this metric will be more convenient for the 
study of dynamics of entire functions.
D efin ition and P roposition  7.5. The map Xdyn ■ HoT(C) —> [0, 00) with 
Xdyn(f,g) ■= Xluc( f ,g)  +  dH(S(f ) ,S(g) )
is a metric, where dn(S( f ), S(g)) is measured with respect to the spherical met­
ric.
We will say that the sequence f n approximates f  dynamically ifxdyn(fn, f )  0
as n 00.
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Maps which are close in the metric Xiuc do not necessarily have the property 
that their sets of singular values are close in the Hausdorff metric. This does 
not have to be true even in the case of a family of functions which depends 
holomorphically on some parameter A, as the following example shows.
Exam ple 7.6. Let f\(z) =  e~Xz2+z 2 with A G C. The map fo(z) =  e2 2 has 
0 as its only singular value. Now let A ^  0 be any complex number. Then 
apart from the asymptotic value 0, the map f\ has the additional critical value 
V\ :=  Clearly, v\ —> +oo when A \  0.
It is well-known that if f n is a sequence of entire maps such that X\ac(fn-. / )  —> 0, 
then for every w G S(f )  there is a sequence {wn : wn G S(fn) for every n} such 
that wn —► w (see e.g. [Kis95, Theorem 2]), yielding lower semi-continuity for 
the sets of singular values in case of locally uniform convergence. Hence conver­
gence in the metric Xdyn makes in particular sure that there are no sequences 
of singular values of the approximating maps f n that accumulate outside S(f) .  
Nonescaping-hyperbolicity is not an open property in the topology of locally 
uniform convergence. For instance, let f\(z) :=  eXz-z2. Then fo(z) =  z2 is 
nonescaping-hyperbolic while for any sufficiently small A > 0, the critical value 
4 / (e2 A2) escapes to oo. However, the set of nonescaping-hyperbolic entire maps 
is open in the topology induced by the metric Xdyn-
Theorem  7.7 (Nonescaping-hyperbolicity is an open property). The set 
Ti :=  { /  G HoT(C) : f  is nonescaping-hyperbolic} 
is open in the topology induced by the metric Xdyn-
Note that Tt C Hol^(C). Theorem 7.7 will follow from the following lemma.
Lem m a 7.8. Let f  G Hol*(C) and let K  C A ( f )  be a compact set. Then 
K  C A(g) for all g G HoT(C) that are sufficiently close to f  in the metric xiuc-
Proof. The components of A ( f )  form an open cover of the compact set K.  hence 
there is a finite subcover. We can assume w.l.o.g. that K  is contained in the 
basin of attraction A(z<f) of a fixed point zq G C of / ,  since otherwise we can 
repeat the argument for every attracting periodic point of / .  There exists a 
bounded open set U 3 z0 such that f (U)  m U. By definition of xiuc, g{U) <e U 
holds for all g G Hol(C) for which Xiuc(f-.g) is sufficiently small. By Montel’s
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Theorem, {gk}k€n is normal in U and by the Contraction Mapping Theorem, 
g has a fixed point in U which is necessarily attracting. Since U is bounded, it 
follows that U C A(g).
There exists N G N such that f N( K ) C U, so again, by locally uniform conver­
gence, gN( K ) c  U C A(g)  if xiuc(f,g) sufficiently small. The claim now follows 
from the complete invariance of A(g)  under the map g. □
Proof of Theorem 7.7. Let /  be nonescaping-hyperbolic, hence S(f )  is bounded 
and contained in A (f ) .  Choose 6 >  0 sufficiently small such that K  := 
Us(S(f))  C A( f ) .  Since K  is compact, it follows from Lemma 7.8 that there is 
a constant s >  0 such that K  C A(g)  for all g with Xiuc(f, g) <  2e. Now choose 
77 =  min{£, 5}. Then for all maps g with Xdyn(/,  g) < V we obtain
S(g) C Us(S(f ) )  m A( g ),
hence g is nonescaping-hyperbolic. □
7.3 Stability of nonescaping-hyperbolic parameters
Recall that our goal is to prove that under certain conditions, a kernel of a se­
quence of nonescaping-hyperbolic components equals a nonescaping-hyperbolic 
component of the limit family. As we will see, it is not hard to show that every 
such component of & -0 is contained in a kernel of a sequence of nonescaping- 
hyperbolic components of & n. This statement requires even less restrictions 
than those stated in Theorem 7.1. For the other inclusion to hold, we have to 
construct a more sensible setup.
Let us consider the set of sequences {a0a i . . .  : a* e  {0 ,1 }, cq <  az+i}. We can 
identify this set with N U { 00}: The number n G N corresponds to the sequence 
defined by at =  0 for all i <  n and an+i =  1 ; the point at 00 corresponds to 
the sequence a* =  0. We will denote this one-point compactification of N by N. 
This space is a complete metric space with metric y^(m, n) :=  2~mind mk#nk). 
From now on, we assume that M  is a complex manifold with a metric xm and 
define M'  := N x M.  The relation Xm' vt ™, )^> (” > v)) '■= X$(m , n) +  u)
then defines a metric Xm' on M  ■
For every n e  N let =  { f n,a : C —-> C, \ G M }  C Holj(C) be a family of 
functions parametrized by M.  To simplify the notations, we will skip the first
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index entry for maps in i.e., we will write f\ for f 00>A £ ■^ rO0. We want all 
families ,^n, n E N, to satisfy the following requirement.
Dynamical standing assumption ( ’dsa’). The map
Holb*(C), (n, A) i—» f n\
is continuous with respect to the metrics \M' ailfl Xdyn-
The key-feature of ’dsa’ is the local uniformity in A and n: Let f\0 £ -^oo and 
let K  C C be a compact set. Then for every e > 0 there exist S >  0 and n0 £ N 
such that | f n,\{z) -  / a0(<z)| < £ for all z E K , X E Us(A0) and n >  n0.
Notations. For every n E N we denote by
H (^ n) :=  {A £ M  : f n\ E is nonescaping-hyperbolic}
the parameters corresponding to nonescaping-hyperbolic maps in the respective 
family. We will usually denote a component of TL(^n) by Hn, a component of 
W-i^oc) by H00 and a kernel of a sequence Hn by H .
Proposition 7.9. Let H^  be a component of oo). Then there exists a 
kernel H of a sequence of components o f 7 i ( ^ n) such that H^ C H.
Proof Let Ao € TL(-^00). It follows from Theorem 7.7 and the dynamical 
standing assumption that there exists a neighbourhood U(A0) C M  such that 
U(Ao) C for all sufficiently large n E N. □
To prove the opposite inclusion, we have to make additional restrictions. Our 
requirements, that we will assume from now on, are formalized in the following 
way.
Holomorphic standing assumption (’hsa’).
(i ) For every n E N, the maps f Uj\ depend holomorphically on A £ M.
(ii) Let n E N and A0 E M.  Then the singular values of f n,\a are holomor­
phically parametrized by M, i.e., for each singular value s of f rii\0 there 
exists a holomorphic map wn : M  -* C, A m  wn(X) such that wn{A0) =  s 
and wn(A) E S'(/„,a).
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Note that the second condition of ’hsa’ does not imply that a parametrization 
of S(fnjA0) for some A0 needs to be an exhaustion of the set of singular values for 
another parameter A ^  A0. A priori, it is possible that 0) =  {tu^Ao)}^/
for some index set I  but {ro^(A)}je/  C for some A 7^  Ao-
Also note that we do not assume condition (ii) to be satisfied by the maps in 
The reason is that we only need a local holomorphic parametrization of 
the sets of singular values for maps in and as the next statement shows, 
this follows from the assumptions we already made.
T heorem  7.10. Let H be a kernel of a sequence of nonescaping-hyperbolic 
components Hn, U 3 Ao a simply-connected neighbourhood of Ao with U (<= H, 
and let s be a singular value of f\0.
Then there exists a holomorphic map w : U —> C such that w(A) G S(f\), 
w(A0) =  s and the family {/™(u>(A))}nGN is normal in U.
Proof Let f\0 G By Theorem 2.5 and 2.6, the map f\Q has infinitely
many repelling periodic points (in its Julia set). Let us pick two such points 
and denote them by p(A0) and q(A0); let n\ and n2 be their periods. If D 
is a disk at p(A0) such that p{A0) is the only periodic point of f\0 of period 
< n\ in ID. then it follows from ’dsa’ and Rouche’s theorem that there is a 
neighbourhood U{Ao) of A0 and an integer no >  0 such that for every A G U(Xq) 
and every n >  n0, the map f n \^ has exactly one periodic point pn{A) of period 
n\ in D and no other periodic point of period < n\ in D. By the Cauchy 
Integral Formula (after decreasing the initial disk D. if necessary), every such 
periodic point pn(A) must be repelling. By the Implicit Function Theorem, 
every of these points can be analytically continued as a repelling periodic point 
of period nx in a sufficiently small neighbourhood. The previous observation 
then implies that for every sufficiently large n G N, there exists an analytic 
function pn : U(A0) — »■ C such that pn{A) G D  is a repelling periodic point of 
f Hyx of period n\. By construction, pn(A) —» p(A) when n —» 00. We can repeat 
the same procedure for q(A0) and obtain holomorphic maps qn : U'(A0) —> C. 
Let us now assume that Ao G H. Since H  is open, there is a disk B  C H 
centred at Ao such that the maps pn, qn are defined and holomorphic in B 
and their images are repelling periodic points of the corresponding maps (and 
periods). Let U D B  be a simply-connected bounded domain with closure in 
H. Since i i  is a kernel of a sequence Hn of nonescaping-hyperbolic components,
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the compact set U is contained in all Hn for n G N chosen sufficiently large. 
Hence, the maps pn and qn (n G N) can be holomorphically continued to all of 
U, since otherwise the Implicit Function Theorem would imply that for some 
A G U, the map f nX has an indifferent periodic point.
Let us now consider the maps $ x(z) =  q"x)P_ %  and $„,*(*) =  qJ »P"i*jxy 
Conjugating f\ with <Fa and / „ ;A with we obtain conformal conjugates
such that the points 0 and 1 correspond to our previously considered repelling 
periodic points. Hence we can assume that p(A) =  0, q(A) =  1 for all A G B 
and pn(A) =  0, qn(A) =  1 for all A G U. In particular,
{0 ,1 } C J ( f x), J ( f n,a) and 5 (/„ ,a) C C \{0 ,1}.
for all sufficiently large integers n G N and the corresponding values of A.
Let s be a singular value of f Xo. By ’dsa’, there is a sequence of singular values 
sn of the maps f ny0 that converges to s. Due to ’hsa’, there are holomorphic 
maps wn such that wn(A0) =  sn and wn(A) G S(fny)  for all A g M.  By the 
previous argument, we have that wn(U ) C C \{0 ,1}, hence, by Montel’s theo­
rem, is a normal family on U. Let (wnk) be a convergent subsequence
of (wn), and let w be a limit function which is necessarily holomorphic. By 
construction we have that w(A0) =  s, and ’dsa’ implies that u>(A) G S(f\) holds 
for all A G U. Hence w is a holomorphic parametrization of the singular value 
s on U.
Consider now for a fixed v the family { fn^(wn(^))}n&N with A G U. Since the 
Fatou set of an entire map is completely invariant, wn(A) G T { f n,a) implies 
that fny(wn(X)) C T ( fn,\) C C \ {0 ,1}. Applying Montel’s theorem it follows 
that for each u the above family is normal in U. For simplicity, denote its limit 
by Sv : U —> C, A i—> Sl/(A) := lim ^oo f ” x(wn(\)). It follows from the local 
uniform convergence of the maps f n and wn that
Sv( A) lim lim f ^ x(wm(A))
n—>oc oo lim f n A W(X))71—>00 / aX A ) ) -
By Hurwitz’s theorem, either Su C C \ {0 ,1} or Sv =  0 or 1 . Recall that 0 and 
1 are periodic points of / a, hence if Su =  0 (resp. 1) then there exists some 
m g N such that Sv+km =  0 (resp. 1) for all fcGN. Applying Montel’s theorem 
once more, we obtain that is a normal family on U. □
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We can now prove the remaining statement which will then imply Theorem 7.1.
T heorem  7.11. Let H be a kernel of a sequence of components ofH(J?n). If 
there is a component H00 o f7 i {^ 0o) such that H  D ^  0, then H  C H^.
Proof. We will prove the statement by contradiction, so assume that there exists 
some A0 G HildH^. With the same notations as in the previous proof, it follows 
that SV(B) C C \{0 ,1} for all u G N, since B' :=  B  fl H^  ^  0 (and hence SV\B 
cannot be constant 0 or 1).
For a limit function S of Sv we have that either S =  c G C. in which case 
S =  oc, or S is a non-constant function with S(B)  C C \{0 ,1}.
The case S =  oo clearly cannot occur since this would mean that some singular 
value converges to oo for all parameters in B  but the nonempty subset B' of B 
consists of nonescaping-hyperbolic parameters.
Let SV(B) C C \{0 ,1}. For all A G B' there is a holomorphic map a : B' ^  C 
such that a(A) is an attracting point of f\ which attracts w{A). Since B D B' 
is simply-connected, the point a(A) can then be analytically continued to an 
attracting point on the entire domain B. The image a(B)  is bounded, hence for 
every A G B the singular value w(\) is attracted by a finite attracting periodic 
cycle of f\. Since s =  w(A0) was assumed to be an arbitrary singular value of 
fx0, we can repeat this procedure for any of the singular values of f\0. Recall 
that, by assumption, C Hol£(C), hence the singular sets are bounded. This 
implies that B 3 Ao is contained in some nonescaping-hyperbolic component 
i/oo of J^ oo, contradicting the assumption that Ao G H  fl dH0G.
□
Without the assumption of dynamical approximation (which is part of ’dsa’) we 
cannot expect that a kernel H  is always a nonescaping-hyperbolic component 
of the family &ao- It is easy to find suitable examples. One such example was 
given in [KK95]: the authors approximated a holomorphic family of quadratic 
polynomials by families of polynomials of degree four, such that a kernel of a 
sequence of nonescaping-hyperbolic components was a proper subset of some 
nonescaping-hyperbolic component of the limit family.
Here we give an example which respects our standing assumptions, showing 
that the case H  fl H(.-^oo) =  0 in Theorem 7.1 does indeed occur.
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E xam ple 7.12. Let
P \ ,n {z) =  z3 — J = = = = = =  +  \JHn +  A — 2^ z2 +  Xz, (7.1)
where A G C \ [1,5], |/x„| < 1 does not depend on A and /r„ —» 1 as n —» oo 
(for instance we can choose fin =  ^-¡-). Note that P\,n(z) and P\(z) =  z3 — 
2y/\ — 1 z2 +  Az satisfy ’dsa’ and ’hsa’ . Every P\.n has 0 as a fixed point of 
multiplier A. Furthermore, there is a second fixed point an =  \/ fin +  X — 2 
with multiplier fin. Thus, if we choose A G D then every polynomial P\ n is 
nonescaping-hyperbolic. Hence there is a kernel H  of components of 
which contains the unit disk D. On the other hand, every P\ has a parabolic 
fixed point at a =  y/X — 1 , hence 7i(^oo) =  0.
Nevertheless, the behaviour of f\ is still stable in the sense of J-stability for 
parameters belonging to a kernel. Here, J-stability is defined analogously to the 
case of rational maps or transcendental entire maps with finitely many singular 
values (see e.g. [EL92]):
D efinition 7.13. Let &  — {f\  : C —> C : A G M }  be a holomorphic family 
of entire functions. A map f\0 G G is said to be J-stable if J ( f \0) moves 
holomorphically in a neighbourhood A of Ao, i.e., if there is a holomorphic 
motion
$  : A x J ( f Xo) -> C
such that
■¡>0, J(fxo))  =  J ( h )  and 4(A. /* ,(* )) =  /» ($ (A, 
fo r all 2 G and all A G A.
$  being a holomorphic motion means that $  is injective in 2 when A is fixed, 
holomorphic in A for fixed z and that <f>A0 =  id. For more details see [EL92, 
Section 8].
The map <!>* is a conjugacy between f\0 and f\ on their Julia sets, hence it 
maps periodic points of f\0 to periodic points of f\. Since periodic points form 
a dense subset of the Julia set, such a conjugacy is unique if it exists.
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T heorem  7.14. Let H be a kernel of a sequence of components ofTL(^n) and 
let A G H . Then f\ G is J-stable.
Proof We will prove the contraposition, so let Ao be a parameter for which f\0 
is not J-stable and let A be a simply-connected bounded neighbourhood of Ao- 
Then there is some repelling periodic point, say of period n, of f\0 which has no 
analytic continuation as a solution of the equation /" ( z )  — z =  0. Otherwise, it 
would follow from the A-lemma [EL92] that the closure of all repelling points of 
f\0, which equals the Julia set of f\0, would move holomorphically, contradicting 
that f\0 is not J-stable.
Let p(Ao) be such a repelling periodic point and let 7  : [0, 1] -> A, 7 (0) =  A0, 
be a path along which p(Ao) cannot be continued analytically. By the Implicit 
Mapping Theorem, the point p (A) for A =  7 (1) must be indifferent. By the 
Minimum Modulus Principle we can then find a nearby path 7  C A connecting 
Ao to some parameter A along which the considered point becomes attracting. 
Hence there is a singular value s(A) of f-x converging to the attracting periodic 
point p(X).
Now let us assume that our assumption is wrong, meaning that A0 belongs to 
some kernel H. We can assume w.l.o.g. that the neighbourhood A was chosen 
sufficiently small such that A H. Then Theorem 7.10 implies that there is a 
holomorphic parametrization w of the singular value s(A) such that { / " (rc(A))} 
is a normal family on A. But then each w(A) converges to an attracting point 
p(A) of fx, in which case p(A) can be continued analytically to an attracting 
point of fx on the whole of A, contradicting the fact that p(A0) is repelling. □
7.4 Construction of examples
As we have seen in the previous section, a sequence of families to which our 
results apply has to satisfy two primary conditions which we have formulated 
as the standing assumptions ’dsa’ and ’hsa\ Hence starting with an entire map 
/  G Hol^C), we can split the problem into the following two:
(i) Find a sequence f n of entire functions which approximates f  dynamically.
(ii) Construct holomorphic families { f n,x} and { f x }  using the functions /„ ,  / .
We will start with the second problem. It turns out that there is a natural way 
to find suitable holomorphic families for any entire function.
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7.4.1 Families inside quasiconform al equivalence classes
Recall that M  is a complex manifold. Let /x be a k-Beltrami coefficient of C, i.e., 
/x : C —► C is a measurable function such that ||/i||oo <  k < 1 almost everywhere 
(a.e.) in C. By the Integrability Theorem [Leh86, Theorem 4.4], there exists a 
k-quasiconformal homeomorphism 'I' : C —> C whose complex dilatation equals 
H a.e. in C.
Let /  G Holfc(C) be an entire map. Then the pull-back f*p, of /x by /  is given 
by
In particular, ||/x||oo < k implies that | | /* /x||00 < k.
By the Integrability Theorem there exists a quasiconformal homeomorphism <f> 
whose complex dilatation equals f*p  a.e. in C. A formal computation yields 
that the complex dilatation of the map g =  4/ o / o 4>_1 is 0 a.e., which means that 
g is a holomorphic map [Leh86, Theorem 1.1], We say that g is quasiconformally 
equivalent to / .
Let A C M  be an open connected set and let {41a} be a family of quasiconfor­
mal homeomorphisms with uniformly bounded complex dilatations that depend 
holomorphically on A G A. The parametrized version of the Integrability The­
orem [Hub06, Chapter 4.7] gives the following way to construct such a family, 
starting from a Beltrami coefficient /xo:
Let (/xa)aga be a holomorphic family of Beltrami coefficients with ||/xa ||oo <  k <  
1 that contains /xo, i.e., ¿x0 =  g,\0 for some Ao G A. (One way to embed /x0 in a 
holomorphic family of Beltrami coefficients is as follows: Let h : A —► Dr(0) be a 
holomorphic map, where r is chosen such that (1 +  r)- ||/x0||oo < 1 and h(A0) =  0. 
Then the functions p,\ :=  (1 +  h(A)) • po form a holomorphic family of Beltrami 
coefficients.) For every A, let 4/ a be a quasiconformal homeomorphism with 
Beltrami coefficient ¡i\, chosen such that all 4/ a have the same parametrization 
(e.g., all 4/a fix 0, 1 and oc). Then the Integrability Theorem implies that 
A i—> ^ a is also holomorphic.
As in the previous construction we obtain a family =  { / a =  4>a° / 0<I\ ^ aga 
of entire maps. By computing the derivative of the equation $ a °  /  =  A  ° $ a 
with respect to A, we get that the functions f\ also depend holomorphically
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on A (see e.g. the proof of Proposition 13 in [BC04]). Since an entire function 
/  is a covering map when restricted to C \ /_ 1(S '(/)), we obtain that S(f\) =  
^x (S( f  )), hence the set of singular values moves holomorphically in the family 
in a unique way. Furthermore, S(f\) is bounded for all A since the maximal 
dilatations of the quasiconformal maps 'Pa are uniformly bounded.
Let ( /„ )  be a sequence of entire functions which converges to /  dynamically. 
In the same manner as above, we define for each n the holomorphic family 
&n =  {in,\ =  'La ° fn °  « L ^ asa by starting with the same family {'La} of 
quasiconformal homeomorphisms. As before, the set of singular values S (fni\) =  
^x(S( fn)) moves holomorphically. Hence it remains to show that the map
F  : M' -> Hol*(C), (n, A) a
is continuous. In other words, let Ao € M  and let (n, A) —» (oo, Ao). We have 
to show that in this case,
X l u c ( / n , A ,  f\o) +  dH{S(fn,a), S( f Xo)) -»• 0.
Clearly, dH(S(fn,x), S ( /Ao)) =  dH^ x(S(fn) ) ^ Xo(S(f ) ) )  -  0 as (n, A) -  
(oo, Ao), since depends holomorphically (so in particular continuously) on A 
and the maps f n approximate /  dynamically.
To see that X i u c ( / n , A ,  / a 0 )  ~ > 0> w e  have to look at the sequence of pull-backs
,, _  , n f Jn(z)
J n v M A  0 fn )  rt /  \  ?
Jn\z )
where /j,\ denotes the complex dilatation of \I/a- By assumption, there exists a 
constant k <  1 such that ||/*jUa||oo < k < 1 for all n. Since also f*H\ —> f*H\0 
a.e., it follows that the (uniquely normalized solutions) T^ a converge locally 
uniformly to 4>a0 [Leh86, Theorem 4.6], yielding the desired statement.
7.4.2 Functions o f  sine type
The above construction yields many examples of families where Theorems 7.10 
and 7.11 can be applied to, provided that we have a sequence of functions ap­
proximating /  dynamically. There are clearly various ways of approximating an 
entire function locally uniformly but it is a very strong requirement to keep con­
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trol over the sets of singular values, since this set can be arbitrarily complicated 
(for instance, it can have nonempty interior).
For certain (families of) transcendental entire functions that were and are of 
particular interest in holomorphic dynamics, appropriate approximations are 
known and were extensively studied. For instance, one can approximate the 
exponential map by the polynomials Pn{z) =  (1 +  z/n)n or the function f ( z )  =  
sin(z)/z, which has infinitely many singular values, by the sequence Tn(z)/z, 
where Tn(z) denotes the Chebyshev polynomial of degree n.
We want to introduce another set of transcendental entire functions for which 
a dynamical approximation exists, namely real sine-type maps with real zeros.
Definition 7.15. A function /  is said to be of sine type a if there are positive 
constants c, C, r  such that
cecrl Imd <  \ <  Q eCT|lr,12l?
where the upper estimate holds everywhere in C and the lower estimate holds 
at least outside the horizontal strip | lmz\ <  r.
Let /  be a sine-type function and denote by zn the zeros of / .  By [Lev96, 
Lecture 17] or ([Sem07, Theorem 3]), the limit
exists uniformly on compact subsets of C, and it defines an entire function called 
the generating function of the sequence (zn) which equals /  up to K  • zm where 
K  is a constant and m > 0 is an integer [Sem07, Theorem 2], By definition, 
the zeros of /  are contained in a horizontal strip around the real axis and /  has 
exactly two tracts over oo, each of which contains some upper and lower half­
plane, respectively. It follows from the Ahlfors-Denjoy Theorem [Nev53, XI, §4, 
269] that /  has at most two asymptotic values. The derivative of the generating 
function /  of (zn) is given by f  ' =  f  ■ and an elementary computation
shows that /  and hence /  has no critical points outside a sufficiently wide hor­
izontal strip. So the set of critical values of /  is bounded, implying that every 
/  belongs to the Eremenko-Lyubich class SB.
It is now easy to show the following.
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P roposition  7.16. Let f  be a real sine-type function for which all zeros are 
real. Then there exists a sequence pn of polynomials such that Xdyn{Pn, f )  —> 0 
when n —► oc.
Proof By a theorem of Laguerre [Tit32, Chapter 8.51], all zeros of f ' ( z ) are 
real and are separated from each other by the zeros of / .  By basic calculus 
arguments, the generating polynomials cannot have “free” critical values, and 
by [Kis95, Theorem 2] each singular value of /  is approximated by a sequence of 
singular values of the generating polynomials. Hence the sets of singular values 
converge in the Hausdorff metric. □
7.5 Questions and remarks
Recall that nonescaping-hyperbolicity is not an open property in the topology 
of locally uniform convergence. This example also shows that — in the same 
topology — the set of all hyperbolic maps in Hol*(C) is not open either. Now 
let p be a hyperbolic polynomial for which a finite singular value escapes to 
infinity. It is plausible that for any sufficiently small e, the neighbourhood 
Us{p) =  { /  € Hol*(C) : Xdyn(f ,p)  < e}  of p contains transcendental entire 
functions with the same property, i.e., maps for which some singular value 
escapes.
C on jecture 7.17. The set { /  6 Hol*(C) : /  is hyperbolic} is not open in the 
topology induced by Xdyn-
From here on, let T?n be families that satisfy ’dsa’ and ’hsa’ , and let H  denote 
a kernel of a sequence of components of TL(^n). Recall from Example 7.12 that 
-  by turning attracting fixed points into persistent parabolic fixed points of 
the limit family — we constructed a kernel with the property that none of the 
corresponding maps in the limit family is nonescaping-hyperbolic. The question 
is whether this is the only way to construct case (*) in Theorem 7.1.
Question 7.18. Suppose that H  fl T t(^ 0o) =  0- Is there a persistent parabolic 
periodic point in the family ?
It is also worth noticing that the mechanism that makes Example 7.12 work 
does not occur for families constructed in Section 7.4.1 using quasiconformal 
maps.
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Question 7.19. Suppose that the considered families can be written as n =  
{f\ =  f°$n \ }>  where are quasiconformal homeomorphisms. Does
H  n Hi&oo) ¥  0 hold?
Let /  be an arbitrary entire map. As we have seen in Section 7.4, it is easy to 
construct examples to which our results apply, provided there exists a sequence 
of maps that dynamically approximates / .  However, none of the classical ap­
proximation methods in function theory makes sufficient statement about the 
relation of the sets of singular values. This leaves open an interesting question.
Question 7.20. Is there a generic set of (transcendental) entire functions for 
which a nontrivial dynamical approximation exists?
VList of symbols
N natural numbers (including 0)
Z integers
Q rational numbers
R real numbers
C complex numbers (complex plane)
C Riemann sphere C U { 00}
(C* punctured plane C\{0}
O unit disk { z  G C : \z\ < 1}
D* punctured disk D \ { 0}
Dr(c) Euclidean disk centred at c e C with radius r
S1 unit circle
H upper half plane { z  e  C : Im z > 0}
dA boundary of a set A  C C relative to C
A closure of a set A  C C relative to C
dA boundary of a set A  C C relative to C
A closure of a set A  C C relative to C
A' derived set of a set A  C C, defined as the set of all finite 
limit points of A
U£(A) ^-neighbourhood of a subset A of a metric space M
dist(A, B) Euclidean distance between two sets A and B
A B A is a compact subset of the open set B
Pu{z) density of the hyperbolic metric in the domain U
VI List of symbols
M7) hyperbolic length of a rectifiable curve 7 C U
du(z,w) hyperbolic distance between two points z,w E U
\\Df(z)\\u derivative of a holomorphic map /  w.r.t. the hyperbolic 
metric on U
deg(/, z) local degree of /  at the point z
P (f) order of growth of /
Mf) set of asymptotic values of /
C(f) set of critical values of /
S(f ) set of singular values of /
P(f) postsingular set of /
Hol(C) space of all entire functions
Hol*(C) space of all nonconstant, nonlinear entire functions
Hol*(C) space of all nonconstant, nonlinear entire functions with 
bounded singular sets
m Eremenko-Lyubich class
R3S class of all finite compositions of finite order maps in the 
class S3
H f ) Fatou set of /
J(f) Julia set of /
Hf) Escaping set of /
Sr S(f)n H i )
S j S ( f ) n j ( f )
p.r P(f ) n H f )
P j P ( f ) n j ( f )
V II
0 +(A) forward orbit of a set A C C
K z ) multiplier of z
Attr ( / ) set of attracting periodic points of /
Par(/) set of parabolic periodic points of /
A(Z) basin of attraction of the attracting cycle Z
A*(Z) immediate attracting basin of the attracting cycle Z
A ( f ) set of points that converge to a cycle in Attr( / )
H i ) set of points that converge nontrivially to a cycle in Par(/)
y ,  y ( f , D ,  a) static partition (of /  w.r.t. D  and a)
addr(z), addr<^(,2) external address of z (w.r.t. y )
dynamical partition (of /  w.r.t. D)
itin^(^), itin(z) itinerary of z (w.r.t. S>)
a one-sided shift map
lcm{rii} least common multiple of a sequence (rq) C N
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